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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

FANNY HENSEL’S DAS JAHR:
EMERGENT MEANING AT THE INTERSECTION OF
TEXTUAL, VISUAL, AND AURAL MODALITIES
On Christmas Day in 1841, Fanny Hensel presented her husband with a
Christmas gift—Das Jahr—a piano cycle comprised of twelve pieces, each one
depicting a month of The Year. Not long thereafter, Fanny and husband Wilhelm
would collaborate to create a Gesamtkunstwerk, reworking Das Jahr and
expanding it by two additional expressions: vignettes drawn into the score by
Wilhelm, and epigrams, snippets of poetry by master German poets.
This dissertation seeks to answer the question: “What meaning is achieved
by the intersection of the three modalities present in Das Jahr: textual (epigram),
visual (vignette), and aural (music)?” The methodology considers the broader
texts from which the epigrams are drawn in conjunction with Wilhelm’s vignettes
and Hensel’s sonic landscape to arrive at an emergent meaning.
An informed musical analysis drawing on formal considerations, contour,
metaphor in music, topic theory, and harmonic function has been employed to
arrive at the interpretation that will be presented. By analyzing these three
modalities in conjunction with one another, a compelling narrative emerges,
whereby the words of poets, the artwork of Wilhelm, and the aural world of Fanny
conjoin to tell a story, one that relies upon the relationship between text, art, and
music.
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Vorspiel: Das Jahr
Many composers have created musical works that depict the passage of time:
The Four Seasons of Vivaldi (1725), The Seasons, Op. 37a of Tchaikovsky (1876), The
Seasons by John Cage (1947), and Estaciones Porteñas, also known as The Four
Seasons of Buenos Aires by Astor Piazzola (1965–1970). These four examples, by
virtue of their titles, point to a self-evident unification—each represents a
chronological passage of time in the form of the seasons. On Christmas Day in 1841,
Fanny Hensel too presented her husband with a unique gift symbolizing the passage
of time—Das Jahr—a piano cycle comprising twelve pieces, each one depicting a
month of The Year. Hensel’s words of dedication to her husband, Wilhelm Hensel,
reveal an ardent relationship between spouses, “To the man, who for as long as I
have been with him, has entertained me on festive days, who has enriched my life
with poetry; to this first and best man I wish to give the playing picture of the
fleeting year.”1
There are two versions of Das Jahr; the first is the gift that Fanny gave
Wilhelm in 1841, labeled in the Mendelssohn Archive as Ms. 47. This constitutes the
working copy that Liana Serbescu and Barbara Heller used to form the 1989
publication.2 After this 1989 version and subsequent recordings, a second
Fanny Hensel, Das Jahr, Zwölf Charakterstücke (1841) für das Fortepiano,
eds. Beatrix Borchard, Ayako Suga-Maack, and Christian Thorau (Facsimile of the
autograph owned by the Mendelssohn Archives at the National Library in Berlin,
Kassel, Germany: Furore Verlag, 2000): xvi. „Dem Mann, der schon manches Jahr
daher,/ So lang ich ihm verbunden war,/ Zum steten Festtag mir verkünst,/ Mit Poesie
das Leben gewürzt,/ Ihm sey gereicht, dem Ersten, Tüchtigen,/ Das spielende Bild des
Jahres, des flüchtigen.”
2 Fanny Hensel, Das Jahr, eds. Liana Serbescu and Barbara Heller (Kassel,
Germany: Furore Verlag, 1989).
1
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manuscript was discovered (ultimately published in 2000), of which the details
Marion Wilson best describes:
The newly-discovered autograph (Mendelssohn Archiv Ms. 155) is a fair
copy, bound in green, and features both art and poetry in the hand of Fanny’s
husband, the painter Wilhelm Hensel. Each month is hand copied on a
different color of paper, preceded by a brief poetic epigram, and decorated
with a vignette drawn by Wilhelm.3
This second, more complete manuscript—Ms. 155—possesses a compelling
combination of Hensel’s music, vignettes created by Prussian court artist Wilhelm
Hensel, and texts Fanny Hensel extracted from works of various German Romantic
poets (Goethe and Schiller to name but two). This cross-section of artistic media
constitutes a multi-modal work, a synthesis of the symbiotic relationship between
Fanny and Wilhelm. Because the second version demonstrates what I believe to be
Hensel’s complete vision for Das Jahr, this is the version I have analyzed.
This dissertation explores the following research question: What meaning is
achieved by the intersection of the three modalities present in Das Jahr: aural
(music), visual (vignette), and textual (epigram)? What narrative do they tell,
together? By analyzing these three elements in conjunction with one another, a
compelling narrative emerges, whereby the words of poets, the artwork of Wilhelm,
and the musical world of Fanny conjoin to tell a story.
In order to communicate this emergent meaning, my interpretation of each
month will juxtapose two descriptors, an oscillation of two states of being, a
coupling of analytical filters, that assist in processing the three mediums present in
Marion Wilson Kimber, “Fanny Hensel’s Seasons of Life: Poetic Epigrams,
Vignettes, and Meaning in Das Jahr,” Journal of Musicological Research 27 (October
2008): 361.
3
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each of the twelve months. An example of this is, “April: A Narrative of Hope and
Deception,” or “August: A Narrative of Victory and Liberation.” The analysis
endeavors to not fall prey to what Lawrence Kramer describes as “subjective
effusion.”4 Therefore, my analysis draws on formal considerations, contour,
metaphor in music, and harmonic function to arrive at the analysis that unfolds in
this dissertation.
I am not the first to impose an analytical lens onto Das Jahr. Prior analyses of
Hensel’s piano cycle can be found, particularly those with a musicological approach.
American pianist Sarah Rothenberg has pointed to Fanny’s Italian journey of 1839–
1840, insisting that Das Jahr was the creative fruit of that holiday, whereas Gottfried
Eberle insists against this correspondence completely.5 In addition, Fanny’s musical
identity has been explored in an essay by John E. Toews, who pinpoints the
occurrence of chorales in Das Jahr as a memorial connection to Felix; the essay bears
the title, “Memory and Gender in the Remaking of Fanny Mendelssohn’s Musical
Identity.”6

Lawrence Kramer, Interpreting Music (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 2011), 135.
5 Todd, “Issues of Stylistic Identity,” 250. To clarify, Sarah Rothenberg is not
the only scholar whose analysis is linked to the Hensel family’s Italian journey. The
scholarship that exists on Das Jahr before the discovery of Ms. 155 is based on the
working manuscript (Ms. 47) and interpretations of Das Jahr were often considered
a musical diary of the year that Fanny, Wilhelm, and son, Sebastian, spent in Italy.
Das Jahr was lifted of this interpretive overlay in 1999 at the discovery of the
“Italienreise 1839/40” a similar, but separate work of eighteen musical pieces,
composed the same year as Das Jahr (1841). See footnote 10 in Marion Wilson
Kimber’s, “Fanny Hensel’s Seasons of Life: Poetic Epigrams, Vignettes, and Meaning
in Das Jahr,” Journal of Musicological Research 27 (October 2008): 362.
6 Todd, 250.
4
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The most notable research on Hensel’s piano cycle comes from two HenselMendelssohn scholars: Marion Wilson Kimber and her article, “Fanny Hensel’s
Seasons of Life: Poetic Epigrams, Vignettes, and Meaning in Das Jahr,” and R. Larry
Todd who devotes a substantial portion of a chapter to Das Jahr in his book, Fanny
Hensel: The Other Mendelssohn. Todd also provides further commentary on Das Jahr
along with a chronological survey of previous analyses in his essay entitled “Issues
of Stylistic Identity in Fanny Hensel’s Das Jahr (1841).”7 Perhaps the most
substantial musical analysis of Das Jahr comes from Christian Thorau, Professor of
Musicology at the University of Potsdam, Germany, who, Todd explains:
in 1999 . . . attempted a thorough musical analysis to construct a network of
motives operating throughout the cycle, all derived from the muffled,
descending line of the sixth heard in the pianissimo bass octaves with which
the work commences.”8
Compared to the previous scholars, Todd continues, Thorau employs the most
theoretical methodology as he pursues “to promote an agendum familiar enough in
traditional ‘structuralist’ musical scholarship—to use analysis to reveal in a
composition an overarching organic unity.”9 In his analysis, Thorau identifies chief
thematic elements—relying heavily upon general intervallic relationships and
contour—and traces them throughout the cycle, arriving at a “structural cosmos.”10
Thorau’s methodology underscores organic cohesion as he traces threads of
connectivity through the whole of Das Jahr. As evidence Thorau provides eighteen
Larry Todd, “Issues of Stylistic Identity in Fanny Hensel’s Das Jahr (1841),”
in Mendelssohn Essays (New York: Routledge: Taylor & Francis Group, 2008).
8 Todd, 251.
9 Todd, 251.
10 Christian Thorau, ed., Fanny Hensel, Das Jahr, Zwölf Charakterstücke, xv–
xvi.
7
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motives that form a “motivic supra-organization”11 that center upon on the musical
modality in Das Jahr. This dissertation will pursue a different analytical course, one
that intentionally considers each month as a discreet unit to allow for a deep
interpretive reading of the three modalities present in the cycle: music, art, poetry.
In addition, this individual treatment allows for thorough consideration of the
musical detail present in each month, rather than glossing over elements in order to
fit within a thematic paradigm.
In addition, this dissertation builds upon the already substantial scholarship
of Kimber and Todd in three ways: (1) I expand upon Kimber’s translations of the
poetic epigrams by mediating them with Todd’s translations, often providing a third
(or fourth) translation to arrive at a an interpretation that clarifies the visual and
aural modalities; additionally, I provide a wider context for the epigrams,
supplementing other stanzas from the poems from which the epigrams are derived;
this is predicated upon the conviction that the texts that accompany each month
provide an aide-mémoire that point to a fuller narrative that would have been
understood among Hensel’s private (and public) community; the analysis for ten of
the twelve months examine stanzas well beyond the epigram included in the fair
copy of Das Jahr; (2) In ways that Kimber and Todd do not, I focus on the musical
details in relationship to the epigram and vignette providing abundant commentary
and musical examples from the score; Kimber includes eight references to the actual
score, two of which discuss connections to other composers—Haydn and brother
Felix, to be specific; as a point of comparison, the analysis of “Januar” in this
11

Todd, “Issues of Stylistic Identity,” 251.
5

dissertation contains sixteen references to the score, with thoroughgoing and
comprehensive consideration of musical detail and its interaction with epigram and
vignette; and (3) I provide a close reading of the musical form for each month of Das
Jahr; I consider the way in which the form collaborates with details such as modal
mixture, cadential function, phrase overlap, and topic theory, culminating in a
month-by-month analysis which mimics Hensel’s conception of the cycle—a
chronological, linear progression of time.
Thorau is not alone in striving to establish unity in a cycle such as Das Jahr.
The notion of a cycle—a word that, in and of itself, implies travel, process, and
progression—invites scholars to identify connections toward illuminating a
dramatic trajectory.12 Berthold Hoeckner embarks on just such a path in his article
“Paths through Dichterliebe,” where he explores key regions as a point of departure
in establishing unity in Schumann’s poetic song cycle. Hoeckner asserts that
Schumann, through a particular sequencing of keys, “transforms the abstract
relations of the tonal space into the palpable progression of a journey, whose
processes, patterns, and relationships create the tonal and narrative paths through
Dichterliebe.”13 Hoeckner represents the key areas of Dichterliebe in a horizontal
chart, a positioning he explains maps intuitively onto the chronological unfolding of

Yonatan Malin, Songs in Motion: Rhythm and Meter in the German Lied
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), viii. Malin expands upon the concept of
“dramatic trajectory” specifically as it relates to song and text, analyzing works by
Hensel, Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, and Wolf.
13 Berthold Hoeckner, “Paths through Dictherliebe,” 19th-Century Music 30,
no. 1 (2006): 71–72.
12
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time.14 Using Hoeckner’s horizontal key trajectory results in the following model of
key regions in Hensel’s Das Jahr.
Jan
B

Feb
F♯

Mar
f♯
c♯
C♯

Apr
E
a

Mai
A

Jun
d

Jul
F
f
F

Aug
D
G

Sep
b

Oct
A♭

Nov
f

Dec
c
C

*Nac
a

Such a layout, while important in providing a general sense of Das Jahr at a glance,
falls short in articulating the inner deviations of key regions that Hensel explores in
the twelve months and Nachspiel that comprise the piano cycle. Rather than
traveling down the path of key areas in exploring the dramatic trajectory of Das
Jahr, the schema I use to format the chapters of this dissertation divides Das Jahr
into seasons. A traditional delineation of seasons would be grouped as follows:
Winter
Spring
Summer
Fall

December–January–February
March–April–May
June–July–August
September–October–November

Since the work begins with January, ends with December, and culminates with a
chorale entitled Nachspiel following December, I employ the following seasonal
delineation instead:
Winter
Spring
Summer
Fall

January–February–March
April–May–June
July–August–September
October–November–December–Nachspiel

Hoeckner, “Paths through Dictherliebe,” 72. Hoeckner adapted his
horizontal orientation from Fred Lerdahl’s vertical orientation of key areas in
Dichterliebe explored in Lerdahl’s Tonal Pitch Space (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2001).
14
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While Hensel did not impose a seasonal assemblage onto her piano cycle, she
did impose a connection between certain months by writing attacca into the score,
thereby specifically linking certain months. The months that must be linked are
January–February, and April–May. Below is a configuration that displays the
grouping this dissertation will employ with the key areas and attacca connections:
Winter

Spring
Summer
Fall

January (B major) attacca
February (F♯ major)
March (A major)
April (E major) attacca
May (A major)
June (D minor)
July (F major/ F minor)
August (D major/ G major)
September (B minor)
October (A♭ major)
November (F minor)
December (C minor / C major)
Nachspiel (A minor)

The key signatures do not necessarily bind the seasonal groupings into this singular
option, though. After all, I could employ the more traditional grouping of months
into seasons and still honor Hensel’s “attacca” connections. To allow for comparison
the table below presents the “traditional” grouping of seasons and their respective
key signatures.

8

Winter

Spring
Summer
Fall

December (C minor / C major)
Nachspiel (A minor)
January (B major) attacca
February (F♯ major)
March (A major)
April (E major) attacca
May (A major)
June (D minor)
July (F major/ F minor)
August (D major/ G major)
September (B minor)
October (A♭ major)
November (F minor)

While one may prefer this configuration, I propose the arc of the year is best
represented beginning with winter in January (B-centered) and ending with
December (C major) and culminating with the Nachspiel (A minor). This
arrangement suggests a sense of an extended leading tone (B) that finally, after
much time and toil, resolves to the tonic (C) and then enjoys an afterthought in the
relative minor, A minor. This narrative function of B as leading tone, journeying to C
major, and reposing in A minor aligns with the writing of David Neumeyer in his
1982 article on song cycles and organic structure. He states, “Considerations of
narrative or dramatic progression are not trivial, but in fact can be structural
determinants—generators of organic unity—co-equal with formal design or a
harmonic-contrapuntal structure.”15
The spirit of this dissertation aligns with the words of Laurel Parsons and
Brenda Ravenscroft who bring to the forefront works of women composers with the

David Nuemeyer, “Organic Structure and the Song Cycle: Another Look at
Schumann’s ‘Dichterliebe,’” Music Theory Spectrum 4 (Spring 1982): 104.
15
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following declaration of intention, a statement that aligns with the disposition of
this dissertation:
(1) to celebrate outstanding music composed by women in the so-called
Western classical tradition by according it the same enthusiastic and detailed
scholarly attention usually devoted to music by men; (2) to create a critical
mass of scholarship that would stimulate new research into this repertoire
and bring analysis of music by women out of the margins and into the
mainstream of contemporary analytic discourse; and more generally, (3) to
bring to readers’ attention a fresh body of music that is rewarding to the
performer and listener as well as the scholar.16
It is within this compilation of essays dedicated to women composers that Stephen
Rodgers identifies one of Hensel’s compositional hallmarks. He writes that Hensel
has an “uncanny ability to compose pieces that seem to wander freely, as if guided
only by the needs of the present moment, even as they tread well-worn paths.”17 Is
not the twelve-month journey that comprises a year the junction upon which the
“present moment” and the “well-worn path” meet? I propose Hensel’s musical
portrayal of the year, accompanied by imagery and text is just that: a seasonal
journey of emergent meaning achieved by the multimodality of aural, visual, and
textual worlds.
It may seem a hermeneutic stretch to overlay a seasonal grouping onto Das
Jahr, and yet, there is one moment that seems to explain the plausibility of such an
organization, but it does require some imagination. That is not to say it is imaginary;

Laurel Parsons and Brenda Ravenscroft, eds., Analytical Essays on Music by
Women Composers: Sacred and Secular Music to 1900, (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2018), 3.
17 Stephen Rodgers, “Fanny Hensel’s Schematic Fantasies; or, The Art of
Beginning,” Analytical Essays on Music by Women Composers: Sacred and Secular
Music to 1900, ed. Laurel Parsons and Brenda Ravenscroft (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2018), 153.
16
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it just demands some context of the singular relationship that existed between
Fanny and her husband, Wilhelm. Their bond can be gleaned in the dedication
Fanny wrote on that Christmas day in 1841 whereupon she gave her husband Das
Jahr: “To the man who, for as long as I have been with him, has entertained me on
festive days, who has enriched my life with poetry; to this first and best man I wish
to give the playing picture of the fleeting year.” It is reasonable to assume that
Wilhelm—one of the few men in her world who promoted and encouraged her to
publish and stretch out of the societal and familial roles imposed upon her by her
brother and father—received this gift in awe and gratitude, otherwise, why would
there be a version that includes his contribution of color and image?
I imagine what followed is hour upon hour of dialogue between them. I hear
Wilhelm asking Fanny, “What were you thinking?” but not in our modern, skeptical
and colloquial tone. Rather, a serious inquiry into the artistic heart of his beloved so
that together they could choose the lines of poetry to best accompany the music; so
that Wilhelm could take paintbrush to canvas to best illustrate through his own
artistic medium a fuller picture. It could have remained a singular expression of
music, and yet, Das Jahr is an amalgamation of sound, sight, and script. What a
creative milieu they left behind for us to consider.
My analysis is undergirded in the notion of the seasons. The chronological
ordering of Das Jahr is self-evident in the monthly titles, but with the addition of art
and text, a meta-commentary emerges. Stated another way, a simple interpretation
of Das Jahr would explain that Fanny merely created a monthly calendar, but deeper
investigation reveals an overlay of vignette and epigram that depict a journey of
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Fanny through time; Fanny as heroine; Fanny as pilgrim progressing through Das
Jahr. Kimber seems to minimize this personal reading of the work when she writes,
“If it is an autobiographical work, it is so only in the sense that it is a musical
expression of the composer’s ideas about life’s transience and its inevitable joys and
sorrows.”18
There is much to be gained in considering the autobiographical potential of
Das Jahr, especially within the context of a seasonal grouping. Perhaps the most
archetypal musical representation of such a grouping is Il Cimento dell’armonia e
dell’inventione (The Contest of Harmony and Invention) best known to us as The Four
Seasons, Op. 8, by Antonio Vivaldi, a musical depiction of the seasons also
accompanied by sonnets that Vivaldi purportedly wrote.19
According to Nicholas Lockey, “Vivaldi’s sonnets are a tool to assist his
listeners in this act of translating musical figures into a narrative framework.”20 So
too, the texts selected by Fanny to accompany each month must contribute to a
narrative that goes beyond the mere changing of month to month. Speaking again on
the connection between the text and music of The Four Seasons, Lockey writes, “The
unnamed shepherds, villagers and hunters in Vivaldi’s seasons are characters
Kimber, “Fanny Hensel’s Seasons,” 379.
Paul Everett, The Four Seasons and Other Concertos, Op. 8, (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1996), 70. In this Cambridge music handbook, Everett
first questions the authorship of the sonnets that accompany The Four Seasons. He
then offers an assessment of their quality as “anonymous . . . clumsy, amateurish
verse of little merit: they disappoint because we expect sonnets to be polished
jewels.” He goes on though, to acknowledge that the sonnets do possess value, not so
much in “how they imply” but “what they imply.”
20 Nicholas Lockey, “Vivaldi and the Sublime Seasons: Sonority and Texture
as Expressive Devices in Early Eighteenth-Century Italian Music,” EighteenthCentury Music 14, Issue 2 (2017): 271.
18
19
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defined not by their mythological associations, historical fame or family lineage, but
by their actions (and reactions) to their environment, which receives so much
attention as to virtually become a character in an opera-without-words.”21 Likewise,
the analysis that follows can be considered in a similar light: a narrative of a
character (usually Fanny) responding to their environment, a veritable operawithout-words. The dramatic trajectory is revealed through the emergent meaning
that results from the intersection of three modalities: aural, visual, and textual. The
addition of the visual and textual modes to the original aural (musical) mode
justifies and even compels the analyst to consider a broader narrative meaning.
Over-arching themes of persistence and resilience are present throughout
Das Jahr. Where the weather and clime could be the focus, Hensel’s cycle really is
more a canvas for the journey of woman. The transitions from month to month and
season to season depict a character striving for balance, a striving Fanny knew well.
The heroine striving for balance is possibly the apropos symbol for the cycle
because, after all, Hensel was forever negotiating between public and private,
professional and domestic, existing somewhere between continuity and
interruption, linear narrative and mosaic vignette, silence and sound.
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Lockey, “Vivaldi and the Sublime,” 272.
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Chapter One—Winter: “Januar,” “Februar,” “März”
I “Januar,” Ein Traum: A Narrative of Dreaming and Anticipation
Example 1.1. The epigram accompanying “Januar” from Ms. 155

Ahnest du, O Seele, wieder
Sanfte süße Fruhlingslieder?
Sieh umher die falben Bäume!
Ach! es waren holde Träume.

Do you foresee, oh soul, again
gentle sweet spring songs?
Look around at the faded trees
Ah! Those were sweet dreams.22

Example 1.2. Fanny Hensel’s Das Jahr: “Januar” (mm. 1–11) with Wilhelm Hensel’s
artwork from Ms. 155

22

Kimber, “Fanny Hensel’s Seasons,” 394.
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Hensel labeled the music for the first month of Das Jahr—“Januar”— as Ein
Traum, a dream, and it is accompanied by two additional mediums—a text from the
German Romantic poet, Ludwig Uhland, and artwork contributed by Hensel’s
husband, Wilhelm Hensel. Kimber explains this intersection of music, art, and text as
follows:
Hensel’s music is frequently shaped by the poems from which the epigrams
were taken: works by Schiller, Uhland, Eichendorff, Tieck, and Goethe. The
epigrams, vignettes drawn by Wilhelm Hensel, and references to other
compositions combine to evoke the passage of time and the seasons of
human life, a narrative of change tinged with a melancholic sense of loss, in a
genuinely Romantic musical cycle.23
The “seasons of human life” of which Kimber writes is an invitation to consider Das
Jahr in actual seasons, which is the unifying framework for this dissertation. Just so,
“Januar” initiates the season of winter comprised of “Januar,” “Februar,” and “März.”
These three months demonstrate cohesion visually as Mendelssohn scholar, R. Larry
Todd points to the presence of bells in the vignettes for each month of winter.24
Considering Wilhelm’s vignette for “Januar” specifically, Kimber provides more
detail:
[“Januar”] contains three winged putti holding bells flying overhead on the
right. While the bells are an obvious symbol of the marking of the passage of
time, the putti resemble those depicted in Raphael’s painting, The Marriage of
Cupid and Psyche, in the Loggia of the Villa Farnesina in Rome . . . these
figures are Horae, or the Hours, and their earlier historical association was
with the seasons.25

Kimber, 359.
Todd, “Issues of Stylistic Identity,” 254.
25 Kimber, 365. To view Raphael’s The Marriage of Cupid and Psyche, housed
in the Villa Farnesina in Rome, view Image 9 at the following website:
http://www.villafarnesina.it/?page_id=39&lang=en.
23
24
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The history of the Horae is rooted in Greek mythology and their placement
on the opening pages of Das Jahr beseeches further commentary. The Horae were
the three daughters born of the union between Zeus and Themis, and each daughter
represents one of the three Greek seasons: Eunomia (spring), Dike (summer), and
Eirene (autumn).26 From a modern conception of seasons, one is clearly missing:
winter. E.M. Berens, nineteenth-century Greek scholar, explains this peculiar
absence of winter:
It may appear strange that these divinities, presiding over the seasons,
should be but three in number, but this is quite in accordance with the
notions of the ancient Greeks, who only recognized spring, summer, and
autumn as seasons; nature being supposed to be wrapt in death or slumber,
during that cheerless and unproductive portion of the year which we call
winter.27
Nevertheless, there is a fourth figure in Wilhelm’s vignette who could be
understood to represent winter: Fanny Hensel. Inasmuch as Kimber cites the role of
the Horae in Wilhelm’s artistic rendering, Todd draws attention to the sprawling
figure of the composer herself (see Example 1.2). It is not a coincidence that
Wilhelm depicts the Horae surrounding a fourth, more prominent figure in the
vignette for “Januar.” The woman in the left corner occupies particular visual
prominence. Todd confirms, “[Hensel] appears in the vignette for ‘January’ as a
reclining, sleeping figure, with her left hand casually resting on the strings of a
cithara, symbol of her musical inspiration. She is dreaming.”28 With the possibility of
Tamra Andrews, Dictionary of Nature Myths: Legends of the Earth, Sea, and
Sky (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 92.
27 E.M. Berens, The Myths and Legends of Ancient Greece and Rome (1894;
repr., Bremen, Deutschland: DOGMA, 2013), 168.
28 R. Larry Todd, Fanny Hensel: The Other Mendelssohn (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2010), 280.
26
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Hensel herself fulfilling the role of winter, all seasons are represented between the
Horae and the creator of the cycle at the outset of Das Jahr.
Seasons are clearly a theme emerging from the vignette and the epigram for
“Januar.” Paradoxically, the epigram for the first month of winter is drawn from
Uhland’s poem entitled Im Herbst, or In Autumn, which underscores the notion that
the “seasons” that Das Jahr embody aren’t really about weather, although the four
lines of poetry from Uhland do speak of nature. Example 1.3 compares Kimber’s
translation of Uhland’s text with Todd’s translation.29
Example 1.3. Im Herbste, by Ludwig Uhland: translations by Kimber and Todd.
Kimber’s translation:
Do you foresee, oh soul, again
gentle sweet spring songs?
Look around at the faded trees
Ah! Those were sweet dreams.

Todd’s translation:
Did you, my soul, sense again
Gentle, sweet songs of spring?
Look around at the faded leaves,
Ah, those were fair dreams.

The “sweet dreams” or “fair dreams” in Uhland’s poem connect with Hensel’s
subtitle for “Januar,” Ein Traum, and Wilhelm’s image of the composer. A narrative
of dreaming is explicit but an implicit message of the poem points to anticipation.
Rather than succumbing to the Greek notions of winter—recall Berens’ earlier
description that winter is a season when nature is “wrapt in death or slumber,
during that cheerless and unproductive portion of the year”—Das Jahr sets out upon
a path where slumbering and dreaming are requisite states to remain steadfast in
anticipation of better days that lie ahead. What follows is an analysis of “Januar”
whereby musical cues suggest a narrative of dreaming and anticipation.
29

Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 281.
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If dreams can be characterized by an amorphous sense of reality, a lack of
groundedness, and a particular nature of seeking and searching, Hensel
accomplishes the landscape of dreaminess perfectly in mm. 1–12 of “Januar.”
Example 1.4 illustrates the opening twelve measures of Hensel’s dream state.
Example 1.4. “Januar,” mm. 1–12

In mm. 1–4, bass octaves descend ominously and are interrupted by dense
yet delicate chords in the treble register, balancing the plunge to the deep with a
hopeful ascent and resting place to a happier memory, or maybe faith in the future.
Measures 5–8 transpose this opening figure up a third for a second iteration of the
descending bass and ascending treble. The two registers converge in mm. 9–12
moving in contrary motion to form an exquisite wedged harmonic progression in
mm. 8.4–10—akin to an omnibus progression—to rest on a chord that mediates the
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extremities of the bass and treble, finding repose in the middle octaves of the
keyboard.
Harmonically, the opening twelve measures do not establish a tonic or key
area, but rather exploit the sense of wandering and dreaming by moving from a
sparse B octave in the bass in m. 1 to a major mediant chord shared between both
hands in m. 12 (D♯ major). This modal mixture contributes to a sense of dreaminess
by oscillating between the realms of B major and G♯ minor.
D♯ major is underscored temporally with a fermata allowing that harmony
to resound even more, setting the stage, as it were, for a turn toward the relative
minor; the presence of a major mediant within the context of a major key would
normally do this. However, in a dream-state, quasi una Fantasia, events become
unpredictable.
In a sixty-five-measure piece, twelve measures are a proportionate temporal
space for an introduction, but Hensel stretches the introduction, expanding the
dream state further. After the fermata on D♯ major in m. 12, a dissolution of
harmonic stability follows with an abundance of accidentals contributing to a
second gesture of seeking and searching, another metaphorical occurrence of Ein
Traum. Example 1.5 displays the fugal texture and second omnibus progression
present in mm. 13–21.
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Example 1.5. “Januar,” mm. 13–21

Beginning with the anacrusis to m. 13, a hint of fugal texture is at play with
the right hand imitating the opening two measures transposed up a perfect fifth
(plus two octaves), while the left hand imitates a major sixth below in mm. 14–15. A
second omnibus progression wedges outward in mm. 15.4–17—a symmetrical
reflection of the inward wedge identified in measures 8.4–10. The progression
arrives on a B-major first inversion chord in m. 18, an arrival that could move
upward in stepwise motion to an E-major sonority preparing nicely another upward
stepwise motion to a dominant, but once again, the unpredictable dream state
prevails. In m. 19, normative harmonic function is elegantly circumvented with an
extension of the omnibus progression in mm. 19–21. Tension builds with a
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descending, chromatic stepwise motion to a Ger. +6 chord in the key of F♯ minor in
m. 19 that descends in m. 20 to a C♯ tremolo in the bass acting as a pedal tone
underneath an F♯-minor chord, finally settling into a C♯7 chord in m. 21. The second
fermata in twenty-one measures rests over this chord lending it the same temporal
weight as heard in m. 12 (D♯-major harmony).
The extended and inventive preparation of the C♯7 chord in m. 21 creates a
sense of anticipation for a cadence in either F♯ minor or F♯ major. Alas, the
anticipation is thwarted as the C♯7 chord in m. 21 fails, at least during this first
attempt, to earn the harmonic weight of dominant function and resolves to A major
in m. 24 instead. This moment also marks the departure from the introductory
space to a short-lived sense of stability that follows in mm. 24–36.
The form of “Januar” could be described as amorphous, which itself
illustrates the dreaming narrative, and aligns with Hensel’s expressive marker
“quasi una Fantasia.” Leonard Ratner describes some elements of the fantasia form
as possessing “stops and starts, with changes of texture and figure, [and] highly
colored with incidental chromatic inflections.”30 This aptly describes “Januar” thus
far: “stops and starts” dominate the introductory space (see Examples 1.4 and 1.5,
specifically mm. 3–4, 7–8, 12, 21). “Changes of texture and figure” are also present
with the alternation between horizontal, descending bass lines (mm. 1–3.2, mm. 5–
7.2) and vertical, static treble sonorities (mm. 3.3–4, mm. 7.3–8.1). “Changes of

Leonard G. Ratner, Romantic Music: Sound and Syntax (New York: Schirmer
Books, 1992), 276.
30
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texture and figure” also manifest in the fugal texture in mm. 13–15, and the omnibus
progressions in mm. 8.4–10 and mm. 15.4–21.2. Regarding the “chromatic
inflection,” chromaticism is prominent in “Januar” with nearly fifty accidentals in the
first twenty-three measures.
Another formal element is at play, either in conjunction with or as a
backdrop to the fantasia—the overture. In his 1774 treatise, Johann Georg Sulzer
articulated a most succinct definition: “An overture is a musical composition that is
used as an introduction, as an opening; its name already makes this clear.”31 Todd
alludes to “Januar” taking on the guise of an overture when he explains, “Other
evidence of Fanny’s cyclic intentions abounds. January, titled Ein Traum, unfolds as a
sequence of evanescent, dream-like states that quote material from and thus look
ahead to February, May, June, and August.”32 Surely the sampling of future months
constitutes the label of overture in its more elemental conception; but, more
specifically to this analysis, the overture form, with quotations from subsequent
months also connects to “Januar”’s vignette of Hensel dreaming and anticipating
what lies ahead.
Example 1.6 provides a formal overview of the movement—a compelling
intersection of the fantasia and overture.

Steven Vande Moortele, The Romantic Overture and Musical Form from
Rossini to Wagner (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016), 16. This simple
definition of the overture predates the more Romantic practice evidenced in works
by Beethoven, Felix Mendelssohn, and Rossini. Moortele delves into the broader
developments within the overture examining “its broader generic and musichistorical context.”
32 Todd, “Issues of Stylistic Identity,” 254.
31
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Example 1.6. form in “Januar”
section

A
Introduction
(fantasia)

B
Overture

AI
Variation of
Introduction

measures
Key area
(loose labels)

mm. 1–23
B major;
G♯ minor

mm. 24–36
A major

mm. 37–52
B-centered

C
(not coda)
anticipation of
“Februar”
mm. 53–65
Dominant lock
onto C♯

In the spirit of looking ahead, Example 1.7a articulates the specific quotations
present in “Januar” with musical examples to follow in Example 1.7b–f.
Example 1.7a. months quoted in “Januar”

1.7b

location in
“Januar”
mm. 1–6

external month
quoted
“Februar”

location
(measures)
mm. 48–52

1.7c

mm. 24, 26,

“Mai”

mm. 1–2, 12–17,
37–38, 50, 72–73

1.7d

mm. 29–30

“Juni”

mm. 12.6–16.5

1.7e

mm. 33–36.1

“August”

mm. 1–4

1.7f

mm. 39–41

“Februar”

mm. 153–156
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Example 1.7b. “Januar” compared to “Februar”: descending octaves juxtaposed with
upper register chords
“Januar” mm. 1–6

“Februar” mm. 48–52

Example 1.7c. “Januar” compared to “Mai”: ascending and descending chordal
arpeggiations in triplets
“Januar” mm. 24–26

24

“Mai” mm. 1–2

“Mai” mm. 12–17

“Mai” mm. 37–38
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“Mai” mm. 50–51

“Mai” mm. 72–73

Example 1.7d. “Januar” compared to “Juni”: soprano melody in “Januar” vs. tenor
melody in “Juni”
“Januar” mm. 29–30
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“Juni” mm. 13–16.5

Example 1.7e. “Januar” compared to “August” mm. 1–4: dotted rhythm and octave
leap
“Januar” mm. 33–36.1

“August” mm. 1–4
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Example 1.7f. “Januar” compared to “Februar”: arpeggiated fully diminished seventh
chords traversing multiple registers
“Januar” mm. 39–41

“Februar” mm. 153–156
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The abundant quotation of the four external months aurally depict the sense
of dreaming and anticipation of what lies ahead. Although the fantasia introduction
oscillates between harmonic regions and ominous descending bass lines, “Januar”’s
zeitgeist is reflected as it achieves a dominant lock onto C♯ in the final section that
begins in m. 53, properly anticipating the composer’s attacca request between
“Januar” and “Februar.” Perhaps the dreaming woman in the vignette chooses to
remain in a state of slumber until the final moments of “Januar” in m. 59 when a final
restatement of the opening eight measures is sounded, truncated and transposed up
one whole step from B to C♯. By referencing the opening bars, but one step higher,
there remains a connection to the beginning while simultaneously preparing the
month that lies ahead in the key of F♯ major. The final four measures—mm. 62–
65—honor the spirit of the attacca, with a shift in time signature, tempo, and a
rhythmic profile that generates eager anticipation for a new month: Februar.
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II “Februar,” Scherzo: A Narrative of Frivolity and Turmoil
Example 1.8. The epigram accompanying “Februar” from Ms. 155

Denkt nicht ihr seid in deutschen Gränzen,
Von Teufels- Narren-und Totentänzen,
Ein heiter Fest erwartet Euch.

Don’t think that you’re in German borders,
of dances of devils, fools and the dead,
A cheerful celebration awaits you.33

Example 1.9. Fanny Hensel’s Das Jahr: “Februar” (mm. 1–9) with Wilhelm Hensel’s
artwork from Ms. 155

33

Kimber, 394.
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As the music transitions from month to month, so too does the poetry and
artwork Wilhelm and Hensel incorporate in the score. The poetry for “Februar” is
derived from Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s Faust, Part II, lines 5065–8. As in
“Januar,” Kimber provides the first translation (see above); for comparison, I
provide a second translation below by Todd.34
Denkt nicht ihr seid in deutschen Gränzen,
Von Teufels- Narren-und Totentänzen,
Ein heiter Fest erwartet Euch.

Don’t think you are in German realms,
A merry festival awaits you
Of dances of devils, fools and the dead.

The inclusion of Goethe’s text is linked to a particular festivity: the Carnevale.
Just one stanza earlier in lines 5057–5060, the Kaiser in Goethe’s Faust provides
further context.
5057
5058
5059
5060

So sei die Zeit in Fröhlichkeit vertan!
Und gans erwünscht kommt Aschermittwoch an.
Indessen feiern wir, auf jeden Fall,
Nur lustiger das wilde Karneval.35

Loosely translated, the Kaiser’s proclamation declares, “So then let the time be spent
in enjoyment, and much-desired, Ash-Wednesday will arrive: meantime, whatever
haps, let us the more merrily solemnize the joyous carnival.”36
The merriment and joy the Kaiser recommends in Faust is reflected in the
artwork of Wilhelm Hensel for “Februar,” which includes three figures (see Example
1.9)—a couple in the foreground donning masks with a child in the background

Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 282.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Faust: Der Tragödie Zweiter Teil (1832; repr.,
Stuttgart, Germany: Reclam, Universal-Bibliothek, 2017), lines 5057–60.
36 Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Faust: Part II, trans. Leopold J. Bernays,
(1832; repr., London: Sampson Low, Lamb’s Conduit Street, 1839), 10.
34
35
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holding a carnival toy of some sort. It would not be a stretch to conceive this
vignette as a depiction of the Hensel family: Fanny wrapped in the arms of Wilhelm
with son Sebastian looking upon his parents with wonderment at “the masked
figures for the pre-Lenten carnival.”37 Wilhelm’s vignette complements the epigram
for “Februar” in a way that will continue throughout the cycle.38 Inasmuch as there
is a connection between the literary and artistic prefaces to Hensel’s music, there is
one connection that Kimber warns against—an autobiographical one: “Das Jahr does
not specifically depict Fanny’s life; if it is an autobiographical work, it is so only in
the sense that it is a musical expression of the composer’s ideas about life’s
transience and its inevitable joys and sorrows.”39
Kimber’s assertion, that Das Jahr is not autobiographical, is the opposite view
scholars espoused before 1997—the year the Mendlessohn Archive in Berlin
purchased the more complete version of Das Jahr labeled as Ms. 155.40 The research
and writing on Das Jahr that preceded Ms. 155 (the version that is the basis of this
dissertation) championed a purely autobiographical agenda linking each month to
specific events surrounding the Hensel family’s Italian Intermezzo.41 Although
recent scholarship has discredited such strict correlation to the 1839–1840 Italian
travels and events of the Hensel’s lives, one association remains plausible: “Februar”
is a representation of the Hensel family carnival experience of 1840.
Kimber, 365.
Kimber, 365.
39 Kimber, 379.
40 Fanny Hensel, Das Jahr, forward by Barbara Gabler, eds. Barbara Heller,
Ayako Suga-Maack, Liana Gavrila Serbescu, 2 vols. (Kassel, Germany: Furore Verlag,
1989), 3.
41 Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 235.
37
38
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Kimber’s opinion on this correlation seems fragmented. In favor of the
connection she writes:
The only reference that could refer to Hensel’s Italian trip is in the epigram in
“February.” . . . Because Fanny herself took part in carnival celebrations
during her Roman sojourn, this movement’s carnival, depicted through a wild
Mendelssohnian scherzo, served as the strongest argument for the now
discredited ‘Italian diary’ interpretation.”42
However, Kimber expounds on this idea in support of a less autobiographical and
more literary connection as she explains:
The epigram reveals that the movement does not depict Fanny’s personal
carnival, but a larger literary one, because it comes from the herald’s speech
announcing carnival in Faust, Part 2, lines 5065–68. The carnival takes up
approximately one-eighth of Faust 2 and features a parade of allegorical
figures. . . . Hensel’s inclusion of the Faust epigram suggests that her musical
carnival is, like Goethe’s allegorical one, the carnival of life. Instead of literally
depicting the Italian festivities that she experienced, Hensel’s provision of the
epigram opens “February” to a wider range of interpretations stemming from
the idea of “carnival.”43
Contrastingly, Todd diverges from Kimber’s stance by embracing a “Februar”
that “depicts a frolicsome Italian carnival scene.”44 In addition, Todd places Wilhelm
decidedly in the vignette for the second month of Das Jahr, a scene “that recalls the
couple’s Italian experiences, as hinted by the epigram by Goethe’s Faust.”45 Whether
depicting the larger carnival scene from Faust, or the Hensels’ personal experience
of the carnival during their Italian journey, both Kimber and Todd unify on the

Kimber, 377.
Kimber, 377–78.
44 Todd, “Issues of Stylistic Identity,” 255.
45 Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 282.
42
43
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musical depictions of celebration, whether in a “wild Mendelssohnian scherzo”46 or
a “madcap carnival scene.”47
If “Februar” is a stricter autobiographical narrative of the Hensels’
experience of an Italian carnival, what elements comprise such a celebration? One
report, some two decades before the Hensels festival celebration, describes it
accordingly:
The Carnival is a time of mirth, pleasure, and folly; it is kept in most Catholic
countries, but more particularly in Italy. It begins on the seventh of January
and continues till Ash-Wednesday, but its public diversions are in many
places restricted to the last ten days, in which masks are allowed to go about
the streets from two in the afternoon till dark. During that time, the whole
city, and particularly the principal street of it, exhibit a scene of noise and
confusion. . . . Masks of all descriptions are sauntering about the streets,
making strange noises; stopping and addressing one another; saying now
and then some witty jokes, but often uttering coarse and vulgar nonsense.48
In her own words, Hensel confirms this description in the form of an extended
question written in a letter to her mother, Lea:
Do you recognize your daughter, dear mother, frolicking away for hours in
the midst of this turmoil, and in a noise which can be compared neither to the
roaring of the sea nor to the howling of wild beasts, being like nothing
itself?49
Hensel’s words to her mother encapsulate the music of “Februar” quite aptly in an
alternation of frolicking and mayhem, where the sounds of celebration and uproar
intermingle in a narrative of frivolity and turmoil, musically represented through
textural concatenation.

Kimber, 377.
Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 283.
48 André Vieusseux, Italy and the Italians in the Nineteenth Century (London:
Charles Knight, 1824), 10.
49 Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 245.
46
47
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The scherzo indication that accompanies the title of “Februar,” is much more
than a tempo indication or a reference to the general character of the piece. At the
intersection of frivolity and chaos lies a frenetic energy that courses through the 184
measures that comprise the second month of Das Jahr. The opening measures of
“Februar” have connections to a “familiar elfin, scherzo idiom”50 but in the context of
“Februar” this becomes a particular texture, one of three that intermingle
throughout the month forming an interconnectedness of textures. These are labeled
as (a) the scherzo texture, (b) the spinning arpeggio texture, and (c) the jagged
octave texture. Examples 1.10a, 1.10b, and 1.10c illustrate an example of each.
Example 1.10a. “Februar,” mm. 1–2, scherzo texture

The scherzo texture shown in Example 1.10a communicates the “frolick” of which
Hensel wrote in the letter to her mother and is characterized by accented, vertical
chords moving through inversions with elements of fauxbourdon.

50

Todd, 283.
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Example 1.10b. “Februar,” mm. 23–26, spinning arpeggio texture

The “spinning” in the arpeggio texture is present most specifically in mm. 23–24
(see above in Example 1.10b) where parallel sixths interact with an upper neighbor
motion. The spinning arpeggio texture acts as transitional space between the
frivolity of the scherzo texture (Example 1.10a) and the turmoil of the jagged octave
texture (Example 1.10c).
Example 1.10c. “Februar,” mm. 44–47, jagged octave texture

The jagged octave texture represents the “roaring” and “howling” Hensel
wrote about in the letter to her mother and is observed musically in Example 1.10c.
The chromatically ascending octaves create a roar in the bass and are juxtaposed by
dense chords in the treble register. The interplay between the octaves traversing
musical space horizontally (mm. 44–45, mm. 46–47) with vertical punctuations in
the treble (m. 45, m. 47) constitute the label of “jagged” in this analysis. Further, the
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way in which these textures concatenate generates the form for “Februar,” an
overview of which is provided in Example 1.11. Lowercase letters represent the
three textures as follows: (a) scherzo, (b) spinning arpeggio, and (c) jagged octave.
Example 1.11. form in “Februar”
“theme”
1–57.1

“variation 1”
57.2–109

(a) (b) (c)

(a') (b') (c')

(1) (25) (44)

(57.2) (69) (95.1)

Transition
110–120
alternations
of (c and a)
(b=one
occurrence)

“variation 2”
121–162

Coda
163–184

(a") (c") (b")

(b"')

(b=m. 120)

(121)(133)(153) (163–184)

Firstly, the labels “theme” and “variation” are in quotations because they do
not wholly align with the traditional conception of what a theme and variation form
is. Camilla Cai explains: “In ‘February’ Hensel’s prominent use of texture as related
to virtuoso technique is demonstrated in the virtuoso patterns that create the
musical variation.”51 In referring to “Februar” and the month that will follow,
“März,” Cai continues, “None of the pieces shown . . . is in variation form per se. Yet
Hensel unabashedly adopts variation-on-a-theme principles by using textural
figurations that are hallmarks of the virtuoso school.”52 To be clear, this analysis
moves beyond simply identifying the virtuosic nature of the textures (or as Cai calls
them, “textural figurations”). The way in which the narrative elements of frivolity

Camilla Cai, “Virtuoso Texture in Hensel’s Piano Music,” in The
Mendelssohns: Their Music in History, ed. John Michael Cooper and Julie D. Prandi
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 274.
52 Cai, “Virtuoso Texture,” 275.
51
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and turmoil are expressed through these virtuosic textures assumes priority over
the virtuoso nature of the textures themselves.
Partnering with, or even supplanting the concept of concatenation, is a
technique Cai describes as “developing texture,” a process that she asserts, “can be
used as a way of interpreting Hensel’s formal structure. [Hensel’s] formal structure
grows gradually and organically; it does not fit neatly into a preplanned structure.”53
The three textures present in “Februar” almost spill into one another without clear
boundaries from one to the next. Moreover, as one texture transitions to the next,
characteristics of the first are subtly passed forward to the following texture. Cai
explains it this way: “Common to all these textural changes is that each new
subtexture brings with it an element of the former one, as if it were developed or
evolved from it. ‘Developing texture’ can be a useful term for this process, as
‘developing variation’ is for a similar process in Brahms’s music.”54 This technique
fosters a sense of blur as sections are not traditionally delineated. In turn, this
blurring of boundaries communicates the simultaneous excitement and mayhem of
the Italian carnival. Example 1.12 provides the first example of “developing texture.”

Camilla Cai, “Texture and Gender: New Prisms for Understanding Hensel’s
and Mendelssohn’s Piano Pieces,” in Nineteenth-Century Piano Music: Essays in
Performance and Analysis, ed. David Witten (New York: Garland, 1997), 74. Although
the specific piece Cai analyzes is “No. 7” the processes she reveals apply to works
beyond “No. 7” and provide an interpretive lens for “Februar.”
54 Cai, “Texture and Gender,” 74.
53
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Example 1.12. “Februar,” mm. 18–26: moving from “scherzo” to “spinning arpeggio”

The circles in mm. 18–19 and 20–21 (E5-D5-C♯5) reveal a three-note
descending figure that repeats itself during the “scherzo” texture; however, as the
transition to the new “spinning arpeggio” section beginning in m. 25, the figure from
mm. 18–21 becomes a descending sequence in mm. 23–24, anticipating the shift in
texture. The descending sequence in the alto in mm. 23–24 becomes a prominent
feature during the “spinning arpeggio” texture that comprises mm. 25–43. Example
1.13 provides examples from “variation 1” that maintain the character and contour
of mm. 23–24 to illustrate further the technique of “developing texture.”
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Example 1.13. “Februar,” mm. 27–28 and mm. 31–32

The descending spinning figure shown above in Example 1.13 transforms to
an ascending figure in mm. 35–36 preparing for the next formal transition and
subsequent shift in textures, this time from the “spinning arpeggio” texture to the
“jagged octave” texture. The change in contour that occurs with the spinning figure
in mm. 35–36 achieves a temporary shift from turmoil to frivolity. What was once a
downward spinning figure now ascends, preparing a jubilant four-octave C♯-major
arpeggio in mm. 38–39. Example 1.14 reveals the upward spinning figure (mm. 35–
36), the ascending arpeggio (mm. 38–39), and the subsequent plunge downward
(mm. 40–43), a plunge that assists in transitioning to the “jagged octave” texture.
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Example 1.14. mm. 35–43 in Hensel’s “Februar”

As the C♯-major arpeggio sweeps up and down in mm. 37–43, one can
imagine the Hensels being swept away in the energy of the carnival, and during this
moment the hemiola that takes over during the arpeggiation of mm. 37–43 mediates
the abundant spinning from the previous measures. The respite in both the rhythm
and cadence in the dominant (C♯ major) is replaced by a sudden shift in tonality and
texture; but even its suddenness is blurred with the technique of developing texture,
whereby the new section retains and incorporates textures from the previous
section. The bass line in mm. 35–36 traverses a perfect fourth, diatonically C♯ 3 to
F♯ 3, and foreshadows a similar path of the perfect fourth in mm. 44–47, except that,
in these latter measures, the path of the perfect fourth is not diatonic, but chromatic.
This chromatic figure, shown below in Example 1.15, is known as the passus
duriusculus.55

Robert S. Hatten, Interpreting Musical Gestures, Topics, and Tropes: Mozart,
Beethoven, Schubert (Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2004), 68.
55
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Example 1.15.“Februar,” mm. 44–47: passus duriusculus

Hatten explains this figure has derivations in the sixteenth century and “signified
the pathetic, painful, distressed, tender, sorrowful, anxious.”56 When this figure first
appears in mm. 35–36 (see Example 1.14) its impact does not impart an “anxious”
or “distressed” energy. Strictly speaking, the passus duriusculus is a descending
chromatic perfect fourth, but in a Romantic composition, removed decades from its
original conception, it is possible to hear the anxiety in the ascending version
present in “Februar.” Example 1.15 provides the opening measures of the jagged
octave texture, marked by the passus duriusculus that was presaged in mm. 35–36.
Throughout the remaining measures of “Februar,” developing texture
continues to elicit contrasting states of frivolity and turmoil as the carnival scene
unfolds and, like a carnival, “Februar” provides numerous more surprises,
sometimes pleasant, while other times alarming. The three governing textures
interact in a technique of developing texture. Goethe hints at this notion of a
perpetual sense of development in a letter he penned to Zelter57 in 1803, which

Hatten, Interpreting Musical Gestures, 68.
R. Larry Todd, “On Stylistic Affinities in the Works of Fanny Hensel and
Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy,” in Mendelssohn Essays (New York: Routledge: Taylor
& Francis Group, 2008), 234. The connection between Hensel, Goethe, and Zelter
here is worth noting. Zelter was the theory and composition teacher for both Fanny
56
57
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reads, “We do not get to know works of nature and art as end-products; we must
grasp them as they develop (im Entstehen) if we are to gain some understanding of
them.”58 Just so, “Februar” is grasped as it develops into a portrayal of the Hensel
family as they were surely “frolicking away for hours,”59 experiencing the beautiful
and the grotesque, side-by-side, just in time for the inevitable solemnity that follows
in the Präludium und Choral of “März.”

and Felix. Todd reveals, “By the end of 1824, Zelter could boast to Goethe that
[Fanny] had finished her thirty-second fugue. Both Felix and Fanny sang in Zelter’s
Singakadamie, which they joined in October 1820.”
58 Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Faust: Part Two, trans. David Luke, (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1994), xix.
59 Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 245.
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III “März,” Präludium und Choral: A Narrative of Contemplation and Triumph
Example 1.16. The epigram accompanying “März” from Ms. 155

Verkündiget ihr dumpfen Glocken schon
Des Osterfestes erste Feierstunde?

Do you muffled bells announce
already the first ceremony of Easter?60

Example 1.17. Fanny Hensel’s Das Jahr: “März” (mm. 1–10.2) with Wilhelm Hensel’s
artwork from Ms. 155

60

Kimber, 394.
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“Februar” and “März” share the same poet and poem: Goethe’s Faust, but for
the third month of Das Jahr the epigram is derived from Part I of Faust, lines 744–5.
Kimber provides further context for the poem, expounding upon the section of Faust
from which the epigram is derived: “The epigram . . . reinforces the resurrection
implied by the unsung text of the choral, Christ ist erstanden; the section of Faust
preceding the epigram features an angel chorus that also sings “Christ ist
erstanden.”61
Two translations of the epigram for März are provided below, the first from
Kimber and the second from Todd.
Verkündiget ihr dumpfenGlocken schon
Des Osterfestes erste Feierstunde?

Do you muffled bells announce
already the first ceremony of Easter? 62

Verkündiget ihr dumpfenGlocken schon Do your muffled bells already
Announce the first hour of the Easter feast? 63
Des Osterfestes erste Feierstunde?
With just one word differing between translations—you and your—the
meaning could be the difference between questioning bells directly (in the case of
Kimber’s translation), or questioning a dom if its bells are resounding the
resurrection of Christ. Either way, the message points to religiosity and the liturgical
calendar. Todd identifies the way Hensel employs this element of piety in Das Jahr
when he explains, “Anchoring Fanny’s musical calendar—and firmly setting it in the

Kimber, 386–87.
Kimber, 394.
63 Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 28 (emphasis mine).
61
62
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environment of Protestant Berlin—is her use of three standard chorales: ‘Christ ist
erstanden’ (‘Christ Is Arisen’) [is] placed in this year in March.”64
Speaking specifically of the chorale that frames the third month, Todd makes
the connection between the music and the religious overtones captured in
Wilhelm’s artistic vignette: “Prefacing the chorale in ‘March’ is a solemn prelude,
with tolling, bell-like pedal points in the lower register of the piano, a reference
confirmed by Wilhelm’s vignette, in which an angel rings a bell.”65 The convergence
of Goethe’s text, along with the resurrection chorale and Wilhelm’s cherub ringing
out in honor of the Easter celebration, sets the stage for a more pious month than
experienced in the more capricious “Februar.”
It is tempting, even logical, to read “März” through a singular Christian lens—
a vignette with “Easter angels and women at the tomb;”66 a Präludium und Choral,
both musical forms with ecclesiastical associations; a Lutheran chorale, the first
three words of which, “Christ ist erstanden,” are written into the score by the
composer; an epigram that draws attention to ringing bells, presumably ringing out
Easter celebrations. And yet there is a subtext to consider in relationship to Hensel’s
religious interior which, in conjunction with the exterior Christian narrative,
provides a compelling and alternate reading of “März.” Sarah Rothenberg explains it
accordingly:

Todd, 28. The other two chorales in Das Jahr are “Vom Himmel Hoch”
(“From Heaven High”) used in “December,” and “Das alte Jahr vergangen ist” (“The
Old Year Now Hath Passed Away”) used in the “Nachspiel.”
65 Todd, 28.
66 Kimber, 365.
64
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The chorale “Christ ist erstanden,” which appears in “March” . . . would have
identified for her the German church experience she had come to know. . . .
The use of Lutheran chorales provides a powerful reference point in the
overall structure of the work; invested with both the personal attachments of
memory and the larger connotations of organized religion and tradition, the
chorales form an important bridge from the intimate to the social.67
This bridge from the intimate to the social is a topic John E. Toews explores at
length. He situates the chorale in an even broader context, as almost a character in
Hensel’s upbringing as he explains:
The prominence of the chorales in Das Jahr was thus not just a sign of Fanny
Mendelssohn’s confessional identity as a German Protestant. The
assimilation of this Protestant musical sign of the spirit-filled congregation of
believers into the immanent structures of an instrumental musical form and
incorporation of liturgical citations into the narrative of the romantic musical
subject were expressions of her loyalty to the memory of a cultural project in
which she had participated during the 1820s. In fact her “German” and
“Protestant” loyalties were really defined by that project, by its particular
interpretation of national and religious identity. Some of the citations in Das
Jahr held specific associations with that earlier period.68
The “cultural project” of which Toews speaks is related to the decade of the 1820s
with associations to Zelter, Goethe, and Bach, all of whom have connections to Das
Jahr in some way. Toews’s “cultural project” is really an amalgamation of the various
strains of influence that formed Hensel, with a particular focus on the intersection of
her religious and musical formation that began with her parents. Her father
Abraham had an abiding relationship with both Goethe and Carl Friedrich Zelter,
Hensel’s theory and composition teacher.69 Toews adds that the doctrine Zelter

Sarah Rothenberg, “Thus Far, but No Farther: Fanny Mendelssohn-Hensel’s
Unfinished Journey,” The Musical Quarterly 77, no. 4 (Winter 1993): 705.
68 John E. Toews, “Memory and Gender in the Remaking of Fanny
Mendelssohn’s Musical Identity: The Chorale in ‘Das Jahr,’” The Musical Quarterly 77,
no. 4 (Winter, 1993): 737.
69 Toews, “Memory and Gender,” 733.
67
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most prized—and the one he imparted upon both Hensel and her brother—was that
“Johann Sebastian Bach was above all the ‘great harmonist,’ and he [Zelter] saw
himself as carrying on the north German Protestant tradition of music as a ‘serious
business’ and ‘high art.’”70 Hensel’s mother, Lea, herself a pianist of high caliber,
acutely aligned with Zelter’s philosophies, the premises of which she “nurtured and
supported within her family for at least two generations.”71
The efforts of Abraham, Lea, and Zelter, produced another generation of Bach
disciples and both Hensel and her brother “found their religious feelings stirred
more by the passions of Bach with their emphasis on human limitation and divine
revelation.”72 Tracking alongside the Bachian training was Hensel’s religious
education and conversion from a Jewish cultural identity to Christianity, a shift
brought on by the demands of society and her father, Abraham, who reluctantly
chose Christianity because “He felt no ‘inner calling’ to educate [his children] as
Jews, since Judaism was the most ‘antiquated, corrupt, self-contradictory, and
impractical’ of historical religious forms.”73 In addition, Abraham determined that
“Christianity . . . was the ‘purest’ (in terms of the priority of ethics over dogma) of
natural religion’s transient forms and the most modern [and] ‘recognized by the
greatest number of civilized peoples.’”74

Toews, 733.
Toews, 733.
72 Toews, 732.
73 Toews, 731.
74 Toews, 731.
70
71
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According to Toews, Hensel’s dual paths of music and religion have bearing
upon and relevance to the music of “März” evidenced by the inclusion of the chorale
Christ ist erstanden. He explains:
For Fanny and Felix Mendelssohn the integration of the Bach chorale into the
structures of modern classical and romantic forms was an embodiment of the
historical project that had formed them in the 1820s . . . .For Fanny, however,
coming to terms with the project of her youth involved assimilating the
moment of collective, public identity represented by the chorale into the
continuing, open-ended narrative of the individual subject.75
Toews’s discussion of the “individual subject” and the “public identity” of the
chorale ties into Rothenberg’s earlier description of the way in which the chorale
“forms an important bridge from the intimate to the social.”76 The chorales were
personal to Hensel, anchored in an intimate way to her memory, while also
possessing simultaneous historical, religious, and communal connotations.
Therefore, the chorale, as a bridge between the “intimate to the social,” is also an
analog for the way “März” musically expresses the private versus the public, the
interior versus the exterior, in a narrative of contemplation and triumph.
Hensel’s indications of “Präludium und Choral” are the first place to begin the
analysis in order to identify the narrative elements of contemplation and triumph. A
general outline provides the formal structure summarized in Example 1.18.
Example 1.18. form in Hensel’s “März”
Präludium

Choral

mm. 1–28
F♯ minor

mm. 29–55
C♯ minor

75
76

Allegro moderato
ma con fuoco
mm. 56–89
C♯ major

Toews, 743–44.
Rothenberg, “‘Thus Far, but No Farther’,” 705.
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Coda
mm. 90–97
C♯ major

An obvious shift from contemplative to triumphant is simply present in the change
of mode. Both the Präludium and the Choral (mm. 1–55) are in minor modes
whereas the Allegro moderato ma con fuoco and coda (mm. 56–97) shift to the major
mode. This modal shift may seem a trivial connection, but the change from C♯ minor
to C♯ major at m. 56 has an impact as Leonard Meyer expounds:
The parallel major and minor modes are contrasted in Classic as well as
Romantic music. But both the direction and the function of modal
interchange tend to be different. In nineteenth-century music, shifts
(typically from minor to major) serve primarily to create sonic contrast . . . its
function is essentially coloristic. But the color change is not unimportant.
Perhaps because the major mode has acoustic (natural) primacy, it tends to
connote the presence of purity, peace, and in some contexts, spiritual
transcendence as well.77
The spiritual transcendence achieved by a shift from minor mode to major mode is
akin to the shift from the contemplative to triumphant that permeates “März.” The
shift in modality is not the only place where the bridge from the intimate to the
social occurs. Bach’s chorale, BWV 627, is a likely place to seek the narrative
elements present in “März.” Example 1.19 provides the three verses that comprise
the chorale in both German and English.78

Leonard B. Meyer, Style and Music: Theory, History, and Ideology (Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1989), 291.
78 Peter Williams, The Organ Music of J.S. Bach: Works based on Chorales: BWV
599–771 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 69. According to Williams,
“The text of the Easter carol was published in 1529; it is said to be three, perhaps
four, centuries older. In Leipzig and elsewhere it came to be sung on all the days of
Easter, and on all the Sundays of Eastertide before the sermon.”
77
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Example 1.19. the text of “Christ ist erstanden”
Christ ist erstanden
von der Marter alle;
des solln wir alle froh sein,
Christ will unser Trost sein.
Kyrieleis.

Christ is risen
from all torment;
therefore we should be joyful,
Christ will be our consolation.
Kyrie eleison.

Wär er nicht erstanden,
so wär die Welt vergangen;
seit dass er erstanden ist,
so lobn wir den Vater Jesu Christ.
Kyrieleis.

If he had not risen
the world would be lost;
since he has risen,
we praise the father of Jesu Christ.
Kyrie eleison.

Halleluja,
Halleluja, Halleluja!
des solln wir alle froh sein.
Christ will unswer Trost sein.
Kyrieleis.

Hallelujah,
Hallelujah, Hallelujah!
therefore we should be joyful,
Christ will be our consolation.
Kyrie eleison.

The three main sections of “März”—Präludium, Choral, and Allegro moderato
ma con fuoco—demonstrate compelling correlations to the three verses of the
chorale that also point to the vignette. The Präludium that initiates the month in
mm. 1–28 is in minor mode and is rife with instances of the pianto topic, “the falling
minor second that signifies weeping.”79 This reinforces the message of the middle
verse from the chorale which begins, “If he had not risen, the world would be lost.”
This religious contemplation connects with one of the images in the vignette (see
Example 1.17). One of the female figures is looking downward, unaware of the risen
Christ, possibly weeping while she contemplates the ramifications of such a reality.

Raymond Monelle, The Musical Topic: Hunt, Military, and Pastoral
(Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2006), 4.
79
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“März”’s Choral in mm. 29–55 quite literally maps onto the first verse of the
original chorale text which reads, “Christ is risen.” Hensel wrote “Christ ist
erstanden” into the score as portrayed in Example 1.20.
Example 1.20. mm. 29–32 from “März” in Hensel’s Das Jahr, Ms. 155

The major mode Allegro moderato ma con fuoco in mm. 56–89 logically aligns
with the third verse of the chorale which begins with three triumphant
declamations of “Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah!” Example 1.21 outlines the
mapping of the verses and the narrative elements present in “März.”
Example 1.21. “März,” verses and narrative elements
section

Präludium

Choral

measures
mode
chorale verse
narrative representation

1–28
F♯ minor
verse 2
contemplation

29–55
C♯ minor
verse 1
*****

Allegro moderato ma
con fuoco
56–89
C♯ major
verse 3
triumph

The asterisks in Example 1.21 would indicate the Choral is not participating in the
narrative, but recall Rothenberg’s assertion:
52

The use of Lutheran chorales provides a powerful reference point in the
overall structure of the work; invested with both the personal attachments of
memory and the larger connotations of organized religion and tradition, the
chorales form an important bridge from the intimate to the social.80
The Choral is quite literally a bridge in “März” between the intimate and social,
between contemplation and triumph. This transformation from interior to exterior
connects to ideas of renewal and resurrection, which deepen the connections
between music, text, and painting. In Rothenberg’s words, “Das Jahr is a moving
testament to an evolving self-view, one in which introspection is not reclusive, but
inclusive. The directness of the emotional language reaches outward, and Fanny
places herself not apart from society, but within it.”81 While this is true of the entire
cycle, it is poignantly applicable to “März.” Within this third month of Das Jahr, and
the end of the first season of winter, the presence of the composer is undeniable.
The narrative of “März”—moving from interior to exterior—is a microform of the
season of winter, itself moving from dreaming and anticipation in “Januar,” through
the frivolity and turmoil of “Februar,” and finally to contemplation and triumph as
“März” completes the winter season.

80
81

Rothenberg, “Thus Far, but No Farther,” 705.
Rothenberg, 705.
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Chapter Two—Spring: “April,” “Mai,” “Juni”
IV “April,” Capriccioso: A Narrative of Hope and Deception
Example 2.1. The epigram accompanying “April” from Ms. 155

Der Sonnenblick betrüget
Mit mildem, falschem Schein.

The sight of the sun deceives
with gentle, false light.82

Example 2.2. Fanny Hensel’s Das Jahr: “April” (mm. 1–3) with Wilhelm Hensel’s
artwork from Ms. 155

82

Kimber, 394.
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As a new season unfolds, the following words from Kimber provide context
for Das Jahr, reminding the reader of what can be achieved in the intersection of
poetry, art, and music:
The emotive content of Das Jahr reflects its literary underpinnings most
obviously through minor keys, chromaticism, and turbulent figuration, but
more specifically through musical allusions and distinctive events within the
formal structures of the movements. The epigrams suggest not merely a
single chronological year, but a lifetime of Romantic longing, of Faustian
striving without fulfillment.83
The poetry for “April” comes, ironically, from a poem entitled März (March, lines 6–
7)84 by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe; thus, the third consecutive month of Hensel’s
cycle is represented with words of the German poet.
Wilhelm’s artwork for “April” could be an image of Fanny and their son,
Sebastian, but Kimber writes more generically of the characters depicted as she
explains:
Wilhelm Hensel’s vignette for “April” shows a woman protectively holding
a baby in her cloak, as a small child clings to her. The figures appear
to be moving away from some unseen, undesirable weather outside of the
vignette; a young girl looks back, shielding her eyes against the “falschem
Schein” of the epigram.85
On the other hand, R. Larry Todd seems willing to make the leap in identifying at
least one of the figures in the vignettes specifically as he explains, “Childlike figures

Kimber, 390. Goethe’s tragedy, Faust, is considered his magnum opus and,
according to Walter Kaufmann, embodies quintessential German aesthetic. In his
1961 translation of Faust, Kaufmann explains, “Faust leaps out of the book. He was
quickly hailed as the incarnation of the German character and influenced German
historiography, philosophy, and self-interpretation. Millions of young men decided
they were like Faust, and some found the German destiny in boundless, ruthless,
Faustian striving.” See Goethe’s Faust, translated by Walter Kaufmann (New York:
Random House, 1990): 12–22.
84 Kimber, 394.
85 Kimber, 381.
83
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appear in the vignettes for ‘April,’ ‘May,’ and ‘December.’ Of these, references to
Sebastian seem unambiguous in ‘April,’ in which a hooded mother holds and
protects her son from the ‘deceptive’ light of the sun.”86
The art and poetry are explicitly linked in “April” since the poetry poses a
question that the artwork, in turn, answers. When considering the artwork apart
from any textual hints, the viewer could ask, “From what exactly is the mother figure
guarding her child?” The poetry answers that query; the mother is protecting her
child from falschem Schein, the false light that comes with the onset of a new season,
the transition from winter to spring. 87 The beginning of spring is deceiving after all,
a sort of betrayal where some days the sun shines brightly while other days one is
pulled back into the chill of winter. There is a lingering of the old and the cold that
remains while hope vies for time and space to initiate something new.
Consider now the origin of the textual modality, without the assistance of the
visual modality. What is seemingly incongruent—an epigram derived from the
wrong month—underscores the notion of winter’s deception by lingering into
R. Larry Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 283.
Falschem Scheine, falschen scheine, and false appearance, have deeper
meaning that is rooted in the philosophies of Immanuel Kant with historical
anchoring in Greek philosophy. The word phantasia is defined as “Any appearance;
the faculty of imagination; false appearance,” see Anthony Preus, Historical
Dictionary of Ancient Greek Philosophy (New York: Rowman & Littlefield, 2015), 432.
In Plato’s Sophist, he defines the very nature of a sophist as someone who
“produces . . . false appearances,” see Mary Louise Gill and her paper entitled,
“Division and Definition in Plato’s Sophist and Statesman” in Definition in Greek
Philosophy, ed. David Charles (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010): 172–99.
Kant writes about false appearances in The Antinomy of Pure Reason, see John
Watson, The Philosophy of Kant in Extracts (New Haven: Tuttle, Morehouse & Taylor,
1884): 81. The present analysis will interpret falschem Schein, not as inferred by
Plato or Kant, but literally translated as “false light,” a reference to the deception
inherent at the intersection of seasons, and in this instance, from winter into spring.
86
87
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spring at the outset of a new season. In much the same way, the text of “März”
lingers into “April.” In other words, the text of “April” looks both backward and
forward as it negotiates themes of the past and the promise of the future in the
spring that lies ahead. These themes play out accordingly in Hensel’s musical
representation of “April.”
The musical form employed for the first month of spring is a quintessential
“backward and forward looking” structure: the five-part rondo. This form is readily
identifiable in Hensel’s setting of “April” thanks to explicit indications of key
signature, time signature, and tempo. William Caplin defines the conventional
harmonic organization of the classical five-part rondo:
As its name suggests, the five-part rondo consists of five principal sections:
three appearances of the refrain alternate with two couplets [episodes] (thus
yielding an ABACA pattern). Like all rondo forms, the refrain (A) always
appears [emphasis mine] in the home key, while the couplets (B, C) are set in
either a contrasting key or the minore of the home key.88
The rondo in Hensel’s “April” reflects some deviations from this model, especially in
terms of the refrains. As Caplin explains, the refrain of the conventional rondo
should reiterate in the tonic and the episodes should provide a contrast in key
signature. As Example 2.3 shows, Hensel’s rondo does just the opposite, defying the
norm with a surprising reconfiguration of form.

88

William E. Caplin, Analyzing Classical Form: An Approach for the Classroom
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2013), 642.
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Example 2.3. form in “April”
section

A
refrain 1

measures
key
signature
time
signature
tempo

1–11
E major

B
episode
1
12–27
A minor

9/8

common
time
Allegretto Allegro

A
refrain 2
28–37
A major
9/8
Allegretto

C
episode
2
38–67
A minor

A
refrain 3

coda

68–75
E major

76–93
A minor

common
time
Allegro

9/8

common
time
Allegro

Allegretto

In Hensel’s “April” the “home key” of A minor is retained, not in the refrains
as expected, but rather in the episodes and coda. Instead, the refrains alternate
between E major and A major, a definitive departure from the conventional five-part
rondo. Below, Example 2.4 provides the initiating measure for each respective
section of the rondo in “April.”
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Example 2.4. initiating measures for refrains and episodes in “April”
a. Refrain 1: m. 1, E major

b. Episode 1: m. 12, A minor

c. Refrain 2: m. 28, A major

d. Episode 2: m. 38, A minor

e. Refrain 3: m. 68, E major

f. Coda: m. 76, A minor

The formal structure of “April” becomes an expressive medium in which the
themes of hope and deception are revealed. The refrains—occurring all in a major
key, with Allegretto tempo, and 9/8 meter—symbolize hope, whereas the episodes
provide the contrasting deceit by appearing in minor keys, an Allegro tempo, and C
meter. Additionally, Example 2.5 outlines the proportions of the refrains and
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episodes, exposing the duality between hope and deception with shorter lived
refrains vying with the imposing length of the episodes and coda.
Example 2.5. proportions in “April”
section
duration in
measures

A
B
refrain 1 episode 1
11
16

A
refrain 2
10

C
episode 2
32

A
refrain 3
8

coda
18

Refrain 1:
An exploration of the first refrain in mm. 1–11 reveals a hopeful spring trying
to emerge with an antecedent phrase in mm. 1–5 and a consequent phrase in mm.
6–11. Each of these phrases begin with the same three-measure unit; mm. 1–3 and
mm. 6–8 are nearly identical as provided in Example 2.6.
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Example 2.6. “April,” mm. 1–11

Melodically, each phrase evokes a ray of sun gently emerging from behind
winter clouds in descending and lilting gestures through tonic—3̂–1̂–5̂ (m. 1, m. 6)
and 5̂–1̂–3̂ (m. 2 and m. 7)—while rhythmically, the buoyancy of the grazioso
expression marking made possible by the 9/8 time signature is exploited with a
combination of long-short-long rhythms. This melodic and rhythmic lilt generates a
gentle rocking motion and forms a subtle connection to the lullaby, a mother
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cradling her child comforting with cradlesong and Hensel’s vignette of the mother
protecting her child from falschem Schein.
This lulling effect in mm. 1–3.1 and mm. 6–8.1 is accentuated harmonically
with chromatic neighboring motion [a CT o7, E major–F x °7–E major] over a tonic
pedal tone.89 The fauxbourdon in m. 3 and m. 8 continues the hypnotic motion set
up by the rhythm and harmony at the outset of both antecedent and consequent
phrases; together the rhythm, harmony, and key contribute to an innocent
atmosphere and characterize both the safe harboring depicted in the artwork of
mother and child and the anticipation and hope of the new season, spring.
Since both phrases of the first refrain (mm. 1–5, mm. 6–11) begin with the
same hope filled, three-measure cell (mm. 1–3, mm. 6–8), the way in which these
phrases are completed in mm. 4–5 and mm. 9–11 is where the first subtle presence
of deception can be detected. In mm. 4–5, two harmonies alternate—D♯ /o43 and G♯ 7—
imitating the chromatic neighboring motion introduced in mm. 1–3 (E–F x °7–E), but
this imitation introduces an ominous presence that culminates with a fully
diminished seventh chord in m. 5—B♯°7. The foreboding character of a fullydiminished sonority completes the antecedent phrase, but hope pushes through at
the beginning of the consequent phrase with the ray of sun in mm. 6–7 as the
melody recalls 3̂–1̂–5̂ and 5̂–1̂–3̂. The restoration of calm and hope induced by the
return of the sun’s warmth is betrayed with an alternation of two fully diminished

Brahms’s Wiegenlied Op. 49, No. 4, a lullaby that post-dates Das Jahr by
thirty-seven years, has a similar tonic pedal throughout to signify the steadfast love
and faith of the mother. See Karen Bottge, “Brahms’s ‘Wiegenlied’ and the Maternal
Voice,” 19th- Century Music 28, no. 3 (2005).
89
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seventh chords in mm. 9–10.1: D♯ o43, G♯ o7. Hope is supplanted by disillusion as the
refrain dissolves in mm. 10.2–11. As the cold of winter makes an unwelcome return,
the treble outlines a descending, A harmonic-minor scale accompanied by disjunct
bass motion, shown below in Example 2.7.
Example 2.7. “April,” mm. 8–11

Episode 1:
While the first refrain embodies a sense of looking forward to the hope of
spring, the first episode does just the opposite by looking backward at the cold of
winter. The change in key signature from E major to A minor in m. 12, coupled with
a sudden change in tempo and texture, shifts the energy to reflect something distinct
in the epigram and poetry. As Kimber explains: “two sections of rapid sixteenth-note
figuration in Hensel’s movement ‘April’ (measures 12–27 and 38–67) represent the
snow in Goethe’s poem, März, from which ‘April’s’ epigram is taken, although the
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epigram itself . . . does not mention snow.”90 The thrust of Kimber’s point here is that
the vignettes and music often represent ideas from parts of the poetry that are not
stated explicitly in the epigram, and this is especially true of “April.” By extension, it
is plausible to believe that Hensel’s contemporaries would have had knowledge of
the poem’s fuller context and therefore only needed an aide-mémoire, akin to a
fairytale’s annunciatory words recalling a story world, Once upon a time . . . . The
larger context of Goethe’s complete poem is offered in the full stanza below in
Example 2.8 and explains what is signified in the rondo’s swirling episodes—fallen
snow.91
Example 2.8. Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, März, lines 1–7
Es ist ein Schnee gefallen,
2 Denn es ist noch nicht Zeit
3 Daß von dem Blü melein allen,
4 Daß von dem Blü melein allen,
5 Wir werden hoch erfreut.

1

Snow has fallen,
Because it is not yet time
3 For all the little flowers,
4 For all the little flowers,
5 To delight us so.

Der Sonnenblick betrüget
7 Mit mildem, falschem Schein.92

6

1

2

6

7

The sight of the sun deceives
with gentle, false light.

[emphasis locates the epigram’s text]
With this fuller poetic context, Hensel’s episodes gain newfound meaning.
Hensel freely interprets the “fallen snow” in Goethe’s setting as a veritable
snowstorm at the outset of episode 1 (mm. 12–27). Additional elements contribute

Kimber, 380.
Kimber, 380.
92 Erich Trunz, ed., Goethes Werke: Band I Gedichte und Epen I (München:
Verlag C.H. Beck, 1996), 372. Kimber’s poetic references do not include references to
line numbers or original stanza breaks and are therefore not attributed to her.
90
91
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to a reminder that winter still lingers: swirling sixteenth notes, a shift from
Allegretto to Allegro, and changes in both key and time signatures together join
forces and mark a sudden shift in narrative as the hopeful onset of spring is
interrupted by a blustery winter day. The connection here to the epigram and
vignette is explicit; the sun that first made itself known during refrain 1 (mm. 1–11)
embodied a sense of hope but is recast in episode 1 as falschem Schein. The lilting
long-short-long rhythms present in refrain 1 that engendered a lulling, rocking
motion are replaced with fragmented gestures as the sixteenth notes are tossed
between both treble and bass clefs. The former abundant slurring that promoted
languid, horizontal phrasing, a symbol of winter melting away, is now replaced by
wedged accents over chordal planing, a thumping from overhead as it were, of
winter’s turbulent presence as reflected below in Example 2.9.
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Example 2.9. “April,” mm. 11–16 (note the wedged accents in mm. 13, 15, 16)

Refrain 2:
Tempestuousness endures throughout the sixteen-measure episode (mm.
12–27) in A minor, although a return to the refrain in m. 28 is imminent. Refrain 2,
however, is cast in a different light, another false appearance. As Caplin explains,
refrains always return in the home key; “April”’s second refrain betrays this norm
and appears in A major rather than the original home key of E major. Despite a
surface return to the meter and thematic material of the refrain in m. 28, winter’s
cold lingers deep in the root of the movement, refusing to release the tonic.
Refrain 2 (mm. 28–37) provides a welcomed respite and return to the hope
of spring characterized by more abundant slurring, a melting away of winter’s chill.
If compared to refrain 1, the slurring present in refrain 2 covers more temporal
space, promoting even more languid lines. Two and three-measure gestures (mm.
28–29, mm. 29–32, mm. 32–35) link the lilting rhythm of long-short-long together
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with a descending linear harmonic motion to reveal a variation at play between
refrain 1 and refrain 2. Because winter interjected its frigid clime during the first
episode, an identical reiteration of the refrain in m. 28 is not logical. Accordingly,
refrain 2 adapts and varies elements from refrain 1 in response to what transpired
during episode 1.
Episode 2:
The juxtaposition of spring and winter is especially poignant at the juncture
between the final measures of episode 2 in mm. 63–67 and the final refrain
beginning at m. 68. The second episode (mm. 38–67) is rife with the fury of a harsh
winter storm that culminates in mm. 63–67 with a fortissimo dynamic, plunging
octaves in the bass, and a dense chordal texture in the treble. Yet, even against the
momentum and gravity of this second winter storm, hope emanates at m. 68 in the
form of the third and final refrain in the home key of E major. The final refrain is cast
one octave higher than refrain 1, lending a delicate, even tenuous timbre to the sun’s
return. Aside from the shift in register, mm. 68–70 restate identically the first three
measures of refrain 1 (mm. 1–3) and by doing so recall past refrains. Yet, the shift to
the upper register in mm. 68–70 coupled with a pianissimo dynamic and una corda
pedal indication underscore a fragility that marks the outset of a new season trying
to emerge, especially considering the density and gravity of episode 2 (32 measures
in length) and its culminating energy in mm. 63–67.
The eight measures of refrain 3 (mm. 68–75) attempt to counter the
turbulence of episode 2 with more melting away of the imposing cold in mm. 70–
73.6. A long slur connects melting harmonies in m. 70.3–72.2 where fauxbourdon
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technique connects an interplay between tonic and dominant. The fauxbourdon has
a duality of expression in this two-measure phrase—it begins diatonically in m. 70.3
and transforms into chromaticism in m. 71. In other words, to connect tonic to
dominant from mm. 70.3–71.2, diatonic motion is employed, but the pathway from
dominant back to tonic in mm. 71.3–72.2 is chromatic. The interaction between
diatonic and chromatic motion is yet another juxtaposition present throughout
Hensel’s “April” and is repeated in mm. 72.3–73.6. Rather than connecting tonic to
dominant, an alternate pathway is explored—E major (tonic) in m. 27 moves to A
major (subdominant) in m. 73 preparing an important shift to E7, the dominant of A
major, all over an E pedal tone. Example 2.10 shows the first six measures of the
third refrain.
Example 2.10. “April,” refrain 3, mm. 68–73
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Coda:
The motion toward E7 at the end of m. 73 prevents closure and paves the way
for the coda to launch in A minor in m. 76 with one final beating of swirling snow.
Before this final storm, mm. 74–75 offer a final reference to the vignette—an aural
image—of the mother protecting her child. Two measures of rocking and lulling
complete refrain 3 with elegant two-note slurs in the treble and two harmonies (E7
and D♯ o7) that together portray a mother swaying back and forth while embracing
her child. Below, mm. 74–75 are displayed in Example 2.11.
Example 2.11. “April,” mm. 74–75

The coda, eighteen measures of tumult and strife, incorporates arpeggiations
through G♯ o7 and A minor to confirm a final cadence in the key that has been used
for the episodes throughout “April”—the key that has also served as a symbol for
winter’s storm—A minor. It seems “April” will be overcome by the weight of the
past, unable to see through the storm to the unfolding of spring. Fortunately, codas
have a purpose beyond just cadential flourish as explained by Caplin: “this final
section allows the composer to say things that could not have been appropriately
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said in earlier sections.”93 Caplin is echoing words of an earlier theorist, Arnold
Schoenberg, who worded the role of the coda in this way: “In fact, it would be
difficult to give any other reason for the addition of a coda than that the composer
wants to say something more.”94
What is it Hensel is communicating in this final section of “April”? Example
2.12 reveals a Ger.+6 chord in m. 92, followed by a cadential 64 in m. 93, that join
together with the attacca expression that follows the double bar line to answer that
question: winter does not have the final word.
Example 2.12. “April,” mm. 91–93

The final resonating harmony in m. 93 is not a root position A-minor
sonority, but rather an inversion on the downbeat followed by a resounding E
octave in the bass—an incomplete, unresolved dominant. Spring is not defeated, and
the attacca to “Mai” confirms this most definitively. The final sound in April pushes
forward to the next month where the remains of winter will be thoroughly mediated

93
94

Caplin, Analyzing Classical Form, 519.
Caplin, 519.
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and the falschem Schein of “April” will transform into the true light of spring to
welcome the blooms of “Mai.”
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V “Mai,” Frühlingslied: A Narrative of Change and Assurance
Example 2.13. The epigram accompanying “Mai” from Ms. 155

Nun blüht das fernste, tiefste Thal.

Now blooms the farthest, deepest valley.95

Example 2.14. Fanny Hensel’s Das Jahr: “Mai” (mm. 1–3) with Wilhelm Hensel’s
artwork from Ms. 155

95

Kimber, 394.
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Mai’s epigram breaks the chain of texts derived from Goethe with a shift to
Ludwig Uhland and his Frühlingslieder (Spring Songs), the second of which is
entitled Frühlingsglaube (Spring Faith).96 This epigram comes from stanza 2, line 10,
of Uhland’s poem and speaks most succinctly of blooming, a welcome sign of spring
following “April.” “Now blooms the farthest, deepest valley,” provides Mai’s aidemémoire, but more is evoked here than just blooming flowers. Uhland’s complete
poem, provided in Example 2.15, contextualizes the meaning of the epigram.
Example 2.15. Ludwig Uhland, Frühlingsglaube, lines 1–12
Die linden Lüfte sind erwacht,
2 Sie säuseln und weben Tag und
Nacht,
3 Sie schaffen an allen Enden.
4 O frischer Duft, o neuer Klang!
5 Nun, armes Herze, sei nicht bang!
6 Nun muß sich alles, alles wenden.
1

7

Die Welt wird schöner mit jedem Tag,

Man weiß nicht, was noch werden
mag,
9 Das Blühen will nicht enden.
10 Es blüht das fernste, tiefste Tal:
11 Nun, armes Herze, vergiß der Qual!
12 Nun muß sich alles, alles, wenden.97
8

1 The
2

gentle breezes are awakened,
They rustle and weave day and night,

They create at every turn.
Oh fresh fragrance, oh new sound!
5 Now, poor heart, be not afraid.
6 Now must all, all change.
3
4

The world becomes more beautiful with every
day.
8 One knows not what may yet come to be,
7

The blooming will not end.
Now blooms the farthest, deepest valley.
11 Now, poor heart, forget the torment!
12 Now must all, all change.98
9

10

[emphasis locates the epigram]
Lines 1–4 of this fuller context expand the imagery of “blooms” from “Mai’s”
epigram with gentle breezes, fresh fragrance, budding beauty, and the new sounds
of spring coming to life. Lines 5–8 turn the attention from the outer observation of

Kimber, 394.
James Taft Hatfield, ed., German Lyrics and Ballads (Boston: D. C. Heath &
Co., 1907), 140.
98 Kimber, 383–84.
96
97
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spring’s beauty to an inner consolation of the soul, “Now, poor heart, be not afraid,”
be not afraid of the change that lies ahead. The fear could be a connection to
Hensel’s “April” and the duel between winter and spring, a duel that was left
unresolved at the end of “April.” A further connection between “April” and “Mai” is
revealed in lines 9–12 of Uhland’s poem with the exclamation, “Now, poor heart,
forget the torment!” Forget the torment and conflict of “April”; blooming flowers
abound in the “farthest, deepest valley,” and all must change. The inevitability of
transformation that spring heralds is stated twice in the twelve lines of Uhland’s
poem, first in line 6, and in the final line 12, “Now must all, all change.”
“Mai”’s artistic vignette connects most explicitly with line 4 of Uhland’s poem.
The “fresh fragrance” is depicted by flower petals showered upon the head of a
child. The “new sounds” are reflected in the bubbling water of the fountain in the
background. Kimber interprets the vignette as “. . . bucolic [where] a young person
drops flower petals; another clutches a lamb next to a bubbling fountain.”99
However, an alternate interpretation is plausible here that connects the vignette of
“April” to the vignette of “Mai.” After a month of shielding a child from falschem
Schein, a mother could be showering her child with flowers, celebrating the new
month. The protection and assurance expressed between mother and child in
“April”’s vignette is replicated then, between the child and the lamb in “Mai.” With a
fountain as a backdrop, the “new sounds” of spring are reflected and connect to
Hensel’s subtitle for “Mai”—Frühlingslied (Spring Songs). The song of spring,

99

Kimber, 383.
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depicted in both the vignette and epigram, comes to life in a musical depiction of
change and assurance represented musically in Hensel’s “Mai.”
Identifying the form for “Mai” presents an initial conundrum, and, unlike
“April,” is not readily discerned. There are no definitive shifts in tempo (Allegretto,
Allegro), the key signature remains at three sharps throughout the seventy-nine
measures, and an absence of authentic cadences points to a loose form, somewhat
akin to a fantasy. On this form, Nicholas Cook explains the fantasy possesses “an
abundance of contrasted materials, abrupt changes of key, and discontinuities of
pitch and texture . . . [fantasies] are meant to be loose and improvisatory, of course,
but they are not meant to be simply a hotchpotch of unrelated ideas coming in no
apparent order.”100 While Hensel’s “Mai” identifies with “an abundance of
contrasted materials,” along with a “loose and improvisatory” style, it does not fully
identify as a fantasy since it lacks “abrupt changes of key and discontinuities of pitch
and texture.”
Whereas “Mai” initially appears to have some characteristics of a fantasy, its
form may be best identified as a large ternary. Caplin defines the large ternary form
as:
[a] tripartite form, whose outer sections, which are roughly comparable in
musical content, are contrasted by an inner section. . . . The three parts of the
large ternary can be functionally characterized as main theme, interior theme,
and (return of) main theme. The main theme is normally constructed as a
small ternary or small binary, beginning in the home key and always closing
there with a PAC. The return of that theme normally brings back this same
basic formal and tonal structure.101
Nicholas Cook, A Guide to Musical Analysis (New York: W.W. Norton and
Company, 1987), 335–36.
101 William E. Caplin, Analyzing Classical Form, 574–75.
100
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Hensel’s “Mai” conforms to most of what Caplin explains here as the model for a
Classical ternary: three sections where the first and third bear similarity with a
middle unit that offers contrast. “Mai” especially complies with Caplin’s outline of
the main theme’s construction—a “small binary beginning in the home key”—but
deviates from Caplin’s Classical ternary definition since it does not close with a PAC.
Example 2.16 offers an overview for the form, tonal regions, and cadence types
found in “Mai.”
Example 2.16. form, tonal regions and cadences in “Mai”
main theme
two-part
mm. 1–28
a. mm. 1–17: A major,
cadential elision
b. mm. 18–28: A major,
cadential elision

interior theme
three-part
mm. 29–49
a. mm. 29–36: F♯ minor,
HC
b. mm. 37–40: F♯ major,
IAC in F# minor
c. mm. 41–49: F♯ minor,
no cadence

return of main theme
three-part
mm. 50–79
a. mm. 50–57: A major,
cadential elision
b. mm. 58–71: A major,
cadential elision
c. mm. 72–79: A major,
hybrid cadence: plagal
cadence and IAC

The abundance of cadential elisions—whereby the end of one section occurs
simultaneously with the beginning of the next—generates a melding effect and
creates an environment of discrete musical units being strung together one right
after the other, a musical connection to the two prominent lines from Uhland’s
poem, “Now must all, all change.” This admonition is reflected in the cadential
progressions—a lack of harmonic closure in Hensel’s “Mai” points to the music
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changing, moving, and shifting. Example 2.17a–h illustrates the eight cadential
regions present in “Mai.”102
Example 2.17. cadential regions and elisions in “Mai”
(nota bene: bolded measures indicate the points of elision)
2.17a. mm. 15–19: cadential elision mm. 17–18

2.17b. mm. 27–29: phrase overlap mm. 28–29

The labels employed in Example 2.17 are derivative of the distinctions
made by Fred Lerdahl and Ray Jackendoff. For more on the distinctions between
right and left elisions, along with phrase overlap, see their text, A Generative Theory
of Tonal Music (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1983), 58–62.
102
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2.17c. mm. 33–38: HC, right elision in m. 36

2.17d. mm. 39–41: IAC, right elision in m. 39

2.17e. mm. 48–50: no cadence
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2.17f. mm. 54–61: cadential elision 57–58

2.17g. mm. 68–73: left elision 71–72

2.17h. mm. 74–79: IAC, right elision in m. 79
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These elisions and phrase overlaps represent a saturation of change, and, as
Lerdahl and Jackendoff explain, “overlaps at major group boundaries prevent the
piece from reaching a point of rhythmic completion.”103 The lack of completion
connects to Uhland’s poem and points to the manifold metamorphoses ushered in
by spring: “gentle breezes,” “fresh fragrance,” “new sound,” “blooming [that] will not
end.” Yet, change is often accompanied by fear—fear of the unknown, and in this
case, dread of those intrusive winter storms that persisted in “April.”
Recollections of uncertainty creep in at the onset of the interior theme in m.
29 with a turn to the relative minor and a melancholy melody (see Example 3.17c).
The shift to minor in the interior theme marks a shift in narrative since it follows a
considerable period of stability established during the main theme—twenty-eight
measures situated firmly in A major. The gloomy memory of “April” that
characterizes the interior theme is interrupted, though, by three measures of
assurance—mm. 1–3, first presented in A major, make an appearance in mm. 37–39,
only now transposed to F# major.
This interruption is central to the theme of assurance present throughout
Hensel’s “Mai.” The opening motive is three measures of tonic arpeggiation moving
through A major beginning with A1, peaking at C♯ 6, and resting on A4—an arc that
represents blooms ascending and sweeping winds, both promises of spring. Once
the opening motive is presented in mm. 1–3, it returns three more times during the
main theme (see Example 2.15 below). The motive’s collective power is undeniable

103

Jackendoff and Lerdahl, Generative Theory, 58.
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during the minor environment of the interior theme in mm. 29–49. The appearance
of the opening motive and subsequent reiterations are illustrated in the examples
below: first in Example 2.18, as it appears in the main theme, and second in Example
2.19 where a transposed version appears in the interior theme.
Example 2.18. “Mai,” opening motive and reiterations: the main theme
a. mm. 1-3; opening motive

b. mm. 12–13.2; fragment

c. mm. 14–15.2; fragment

d. mm. 16–17; fragment

e. m. 26; fragment
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Example 2.19. “Mai,” mm. 37–49: interruption of the opening motive in
mm. 1–3: a transposed version in the middle of the interior theme

The interruption shown in Example 2.19 provides a respite of assurance in
the middle of the interior theme, but it is short-lived and the gloom that initiated the
interior theme makes a return in m. 41, lending even more narrative weight to the
interruption itself. As the character of the interior theme returns—in this case, a
looming and haunting memory—it fulfills a necessary function of a contrasting
middle section. As Caplin reminds, “an interior theme often brings a Sturm und
Drang [Storm and Stress] affect within highly active and rhythmically continuous
accompanimental patterns.”104 Hensel’s interior theme does just this as reflected
below in Example 2.20. The stress of “April’s” storm persists as it pushes through at
m. 41, with a driving bass line rife with accents, wedges, and a forte dynamic.
Essentially, m. 41 obliterates the interruption and thereby symbolizes a resistance
to accept the changes of spring.

104

Jackendoff and Lerdahl, 576.
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Example 2.20. “Mai,” mm. 39–44: the assurance motive and return of “April”’s storm

Assurance is thoroughly abandoned as the interior theme proceeds in mm.
41–49; nine measures of “highly active and rhythmically continuous
accompanimental patterns” in the bass shift the focus away from the serenity
depicted in the vignette. Moreover, the energy and figuration of the bass in mm. 41–
49 from “Mai” reveal a similarity to “April”’s turbulent bass lines. Example 2.21
compares the bass lines between the two months and confirms the interior theme of
“Mai” to be a bad dream, recalling the storms of “April.”
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Example 2.21. Bass line depictions of winter’s storm in “Mai” and “April”
a. mm. 41–44, “Mai”

b. mm. 38–39, “April”

c. mm. 56–58, “April”

While these bass lines aren’t identical, there is resemblance. Both bass lines
from “April” and “Mai” have accentuated downbeats and both begin with a rising
contour before plunging downward. In addition to these similarities, the final two
measures of “Mai’s” interior theme reveal a connection to episode 3 of “April,”
another stormy memory making an oppressive return in the present spring.
“April”’s final episode is launched with four measures of a fully-diminished
sonority—G♯ o7(mm. 76–79)—and culminates with descending arpeggiations in the
treble. As the interior theme of “Mai” comes to a close, it too centers on a fully
diminished seventh chord—D♯ o7(mm. 48–49)—but closes with ascending
arpeggiations from the bass to the treble. Both examples from “April” and “Mai” are
presented below in Examples 2.22 and 2.23 for comparison.
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Example 2.22. “April,” mm. 76–79, depictions of winter: descending fullydiminished-seventh chord in mm. 78–79

Example 2.23. “Mai,” mm. 48–49, a memory of winter: ascending fully diminished
seventh chord

The ascending contour of “Mai”’s arpeggiation is a poetic contrast to the
descending contour in “April.” The plunging arpeggiations of “April” pave the way
for a fortissimo, tumultuous coda, whereas those ascending in “Mai” crescendo, then
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evaporate to a subito piano in m. 50, where the return of the opening motive marks
the return of the main theme, shown below in Example 2.24.
Example 2.24. “Mai,” mm. 48–50: the return of the sun and the main theme

The return of the main theme that commences in m. 50 (see Example 2.25
below) ushers in assurance as the opening motive reappears, albeit in varied and
fragmented ways. Harmonic variation is achieved in m. 50 by reinterpreting the
opening motive over E in the bass, implying a cadential 64. Rhythmic variation occurs
in m. 51 where perpetual eighth notes in the treble fill out what once was a lilting
rhythm of quarter notes and eighth notes in m. 2. What once was a closed cadential
figure in m. 2–3, is reinterpreted and augmented rhythmically in mm. 51–52. Finally,
a rising sequence that occurs in mm. 54–56, buoys the atmosphere, effectively
affirming that “blooming will not end.”
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Example 2.25. mm. 48–58: the return of the opening motive and ascending
sequences

As “Mai” comes to a peaceful close, a final expression of comfort is heard as
mm. 1–4 are restated in mm. 72–75. Formally, it would be satisfying for the
restatement to be eight measures in length, effectively book-ending the ternary
form with the same eight-measure phrase. In a final act of change, Hensel does not
restate mm. 5–8 but instead varies mm. 5–6 in mm. 76–77, a musical reminder that
“Now must all, all change.” Example 2.26 provides the two excerpts for comparison.
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Example 2.26. “Mai,” a comparison of mm. 5–6 to mm. 76–77
2.26a. “Mai,” mm. 5–6

2.26b. “Mai,” mm. 76–77

The final cadence in mm. 78–79, shown above in Example 2.26b, was labeled
earlier as a hybrid cadence (see Example 2.16). Two cadence types meld together
here: the plagal, and an imperfect authentic cadence. The plagal element comes from
two sources: the first is the subdominant sonority in mm. 76–77, and the second is
the “Amen” gesture moving from 4̂ to 3̂ in mm. 78–79. In these same final two
measures, the imperfect authentic cadence is represented with V7 above a tonic
pedal tone, effectively evading bass motion from the dominant to the tonic. The
compression of these two cadence types provides a final and subtle connection to
88

the themes of change and assurance. The plagal element communicates comfort, a
sacred promise that the memories of the interior theme are no more. If Hensel had
chosen a perfect authentic cadence for the resolution of “Mai,” it would convey more
finality, whereas the imperfect authentic cadence, with 3̂ in the treble, points to a
closure that is more temporary. The only real certainty of Spring is change; of this,
one can be assured.
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VI “Juni,” Serenade: A Narrative of Longing and Reminiscence
Example 2.27. The epigram accompanying “Juni” from Ms. 155

Hör’ ich Rauschen? hör’ ich Lieder
Hör’ ich holde Liebesklage?

Do I hear murmuring, do I hear songs,
Do I hear gentle plaints of love?105

Example 2.28. Fanny Hensel’s Das Jahr: “Juni” (mm. 1–11) with Wilhelm Hensel’s
artwork from Ms. 155.

105

Kimber, 387.
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Arrival upon the sixth month of Hensel’s Das Jahr provides an appropriate
midpoint to recall there are two versions of the cycle; the first version, catalogued in
the Mendelssohn Archive as MA Ms. 47, is the manuscript Fanny gave to Wilhelm as
a gift on Christmas day in 1841, devoid of any epigrams or vignettes. The second
version, MA Ms. 155, is the fair copy complete with Wilhelm’s illustrations and lines
of text from great German poets. Of this second source, Todd affirms the timeline of
its discovery: “This sumptuous second manuscript was first examined by scholars in
1993; seven years later, in 2000, it appeared in full color facsimile.”106
A comparison of the two versions reveals the original “Juni” (Ms. 47) and the
second from Ms. 155 are not the same. According to Kimber, “Juni’s” epigram from
Ms. 155, and the fuller narrative from which it is derived, is explicitly connected to
Hensel’s first version of “Juni”:
The original “June” is too successful in evoking Faust’s ascent up the Brocken,
through its continual sequences, avoidance of cadences, and gradual melodic
ascent (mm. 16–81); the Thalbergian figuration can be heard as the rippling
brooks (“Bach und Bächlein”) of Goethe’s text. After the movement’s climax,
the collapse to a somber version of the theme (measures 119–22) that seems
unable to ascend like its predecessor suggests Faust’s tragedy. Such a literal
depiction of the source of the poetic epigram would undermine the program
of Das Jahr, evoking a particular literary work rather than the more universal
program the composer desired. Although Hensel’s replacement of the
movement in MA Ms. 155 certainly reflect its epigram . . . [it contains]
changes that downplay any possible association with Faust’s ascent to an
orgiastic celebration among the supernatural.107
Kimber’s explanation alludes to the collaboration between Fanny and Wilhelm as
they converted the Christmas gift of music alone (MA Ms. 47) into the
Gesamtkunstwerk of music, text, and art (MA Ms. 155). As Kimber explains, the first
106
107

Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 275.
Kimber, 388–89.
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version of “Juni” would have evoked too explicit a connection with Goethe’s poem, a
correlation that would have disrupted the larger narrative scope of Das Jahr, “a vivid
synthesis of musical, literary, and visual imagery, forming . . . a ‘triple
counterpoint.’”108 The second iteration of “Juni” allows for the focus to be more on
the collaboration between mediums, and less on an explicit link to a singular literary
source.
The epigram for “Juni” is derived from Part I of Goethe’s epic poem, Faust.
The two-line extraction selected to accompany the sixth month of the cycle asks
three questions that point to one essential query, “Is that love I hear?” These
questions come near the beginning of a stanza (see Example 2.29) that is situated in
medias res—the larger context of which is written in Goethe’s Faust109 as,
“Walpurgis Night. Harz mountains. Region of Schierke and Elend. Faust and
Mephistopheles.” 110

Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 275.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Faust, trans. Walter Kaufmann (New York:
Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group, 1961), 359.
110 John Michael Cooper, Mendelssohn, Goethe, and the Walpurgis Night: The
Heathen Muse in European Culture, 1700–1850 (Rochester: University of Rochester
Press, 2007), 1–2. Cooper explores the origins of Walpurgis Night, a May-eve
celebration on April 30, which, began as a witches’ Sabbath that occurred on the
highest peak in the Harz mountains: the Brocken. Cooper writes, “The Walpurgis
Night’s artistic appeal derives in part from the pronounced cultural, historical, and
political implications that have come to be inextricably bound up with it. . . .The
broad scope of these issues reflects an essential feature of the Walpurgis Night: like
most named calendrical events, it is far more than just an event. It is, rather, a highly
symbolic cultural phenomenon—a distillation of a broad spectrum of social and
ideological issues into a single time period, and thus an occasion to focus on those
issues.”
108
109
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Example 2.29. Goethe’s Faust, lines 3881–3888
Durch die Steine, durch den Rasen
Eilet Bach und Bächlein nieder.
3 Hör’ ich Rauschen? hör’ ich Lieder?
4 Hör’ ich holde Liebesklage,
5 Stimmen jener Himmelstage?
6 Was wir hoffen, was wir lieben!
7 Und das Echo, wie die Sage
8 Alter Zeiten, hallet wider.

Through the rocks, through the grass
Hurries brook and brooklet down.
3 Do I hear murmuring? do I hear songs?
4 Do I hear gentle complaints of love,
5 Voices of those heavenly days?
6 What we hope, what we love!
7 And the echo, like the legend
8 Of olden times, resounds.111

1

1

2

2

[emphasis locates the epigram]
Goethe’s stanza conjures images of springtime with a running brook, moving
through the Steine and the Rasen (the stones and grass), supporting the grouping of
“April,” “Mai,” and “Juni” as the season of spring. In lines 1–2 of the stanza the
speaker is unknown, only making third person observations of their surroundings.
Lines 3–4 shift perspective by turning inward to questions that invoke “those
heavenly days” and suddenly the sounds of the present become a portal to the past,
an echo of the “hope” and the “love” of “olden times” expressed in lines 5–8.
Returning to the epigram, an alternate translation better conveys what
unfolds musically in Hensel’s “Juni”; this does not imply Kimber’s translation is
inaccurate, but a slight adjustment in the translation offers a more meaningful
connection to both the vignette and music.
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Kimber, 387–88.
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Example 2.30. Kimber’s translation
Hör’ ich Rauschen? hör’ ich Lieder
Hör’ ich holde Liebesklage?

Do I hear murmuring, do I hear songs,
Do I hear gentle plaints of love?112

Example 2.31. Alternate translation
Hör’ ich Rauschen? hör’ ich Lieder
Hör’ ich holde Liebesklage?

Is that rustling? Is that singing?
Do I hear sweet lovers’ sighing?113

The word that changes most significantly between the translations is Liebesklage,
changing from “plaints” to “sighs.” A further translation of the word “Liebesklage” is
“lament.” A hybrid translation would read, “Do I hear sweet lovers’ sighs and
laments?”
“Sighs and laments” deepen the connection to the vignette, an image that
appears so explicitly autobiographical; Wilhelm with his lute, Fanny on the balcony,
and a backdrop of moonlight all point to the subtitle for “Juni”—Serenade. This
autobiographical lens of “Juni” does not limit the narrative that stems from the
intersection of poetry and art; rather, it conveys an intimacy that is universally
relatable, a certain vulnerability that sets the stage for a narrative of longing and
reminiscence.
What formal structure could better convey the character of longing and
reminiscence than the theme and variations, with its perpetual reference to the past,
mulling over earlier ideas, and a constant retelling and recasting of material?
Kimber, 387.
Poetry in Translation, “Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Faust Part I, Scene
XXI: Walpurgis Night, lines 3881–3888”
http://www.poetryintranslation.com/PITBR /German/FaustIScenes XVItoXXV.php
(accessed December 13, 2017).
112
113
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Example 2.32 below outlines the “overarching shape” for “Juni,” replete with
introduction, theme, variations, passages of extension, and a closing section.
Example 2.32. form in “Juni”
formal designation
Introduction
Theme
variation 1
extension 1

measures
1–12.5
12.6–28.5
28.6–48.1
48.6–68.5

variation 2
variation 3
closing section
coda

68.6–88.5
88.6–109.5
109.6–117
117–129

key
D minor
D minor
D minor
many key areas; developmental
in nature
G minor
D minor
D minor
D*

Moreover, theme and variations allow a latitude in structure, making it an ideal
modus for communicating a story (theme) and recollections of that story
(variations). As Caplin reminds, the flexibility the form offers can make it
“impossible to generalize about the overall form of a variations movements. Rarely,
if ever, does it project a binary, ternary, rondo, or sonata-like design. . . .
Nonetheless, it is sometimes possible to discern a broad, overarching shape to the
movement.”114 While it may be “impossible to generalize,” Caplin does provide some
of the normative expectations when he explains:
The formal structure of the theme may change in one of the variations,
usually as a result of harmonic modifications in the minore. Passages of
extension or interpolation are sometimes added, most often immediately
before the final variation. The final variations may have appended to it a brief
closing section or even be followed by a full-fledged coda.115

114
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Caplin, Analyzing Classical Form, 570.
Caplin, 570.
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Hensel had an opinion about the variation form when used as a tool for
exhibitionism. In a review of one of her contemporaries, she critiqued the form,
explaining, “I cannot understand how it is possible with all the constant revolutions
in music for variations to hold their own as they do with both composers and
pianists.”116 The variation form was a vessel for virtuosic composers—Thalberg,
Paganini, and Liszt to name but a few—and Hensel, while admiring the skill, found
the form antithetical to music making. Camilla Cai explains Hensel’s perspective
accordingly:
In [Hensel’s] comments [on virtuoso performers] she balanced the
marvellous virtuoso playing that she respected and enjoyed with the inferior
variation form of composition made for the sake of show. In other words, she
did not oppose the new virtuoso movement in toto, but rather only the
compositions that became too showy or banal for her taste.117
The way in which Hensel employs the variation form in “Juni,” however, is not for
virtuosity, but rather to convey the narrative of reminiscence, and since her opinion
of the form is negative if used for “the sake of show,” it is reasonable to deduce that
she selected it for its narrative capacity, rather than its potential for showcasing
technical virtuosity.
“Juni’s” introduction does well to communicate the narrative element of
longing right from the outset. An oscillation of half-step motion surrounds the
dominant and evokes the quintessential lament motive of the sigh, or pianto motive.
Raymond Monelle underscores the history of the sigh as he explains, “This, the
motive of a falling minor second, has represented a lament since the sixteenth

116
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Cai, “Virtuoso Texture, 272.
Cai, 269.
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century. At first it always accompanied the textual idea of weeping . . . but it soon
began to signify merely grief, pain, regret, loss . . . during the eighteenth century the
related idea of the sigh replaced that of weeping.”118 The twelve measures that
initiate “Juni” contain six instances of the sigh motive. Example 2.33 provides the
lament motives located in the introductory space of “Juni.”
Example 2.33. “Juni,” mm. 1–12, introduction: sigh motive

The import of this sigh motive is reinforced by its location in the introduction. The
presence of an introduction in a theme and variations is potentially redundant, but
in “Juni” Hensel’s choice to incorporate an introductory space connects to the
intimacy of the vignette and effectively prepares the theme to launch at the
anacrusis to m. 13. Furthermore, the sigh motive becomes the initiating gesture for
Raymond Monelle, The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2010), 17.
118
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the first and third phrases of the theme and the variations that follow. The falling
minor second that defines the sigh motive is itself varied throughout mm. 13–28 in
the form of a falling major second. Whether minor or major, the sinking second
anchors the melodic contour in the theme, a melodic shape that reaches upward but
always succumbs to a stepwise descent. Example 2.34 provides the theme in “Juni”
and highlights the prominence of the sigh motive and its close variant, the falling
major second (nota bene: the darker circled three-note figures in mm. 12.6–13.5 and
mm. 20.6–21.5 mark the beginning of the antecedent and consequent phrases that
will be discussed below).
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Example 2.34. “Juni,” mm. 12.6–28: theme

The sigh motive is not alone in conveying a sense of longing; the minor mode
sets a somber tone while the theme’s phrase structure and accompanying cadences
also contribute to the notion of yearning. The theme can be parsed into four phrases,
made visually evident by four-measure slur markings original to Ms. 155 (not
editorial). Example 2.35 provides a mapping of the theme’s phrase structure,
indicating harmonic function, tonal region, cadence type and melodic character
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(because each phrase begins with an anacrusis, only the initial complete measure of
each phrase will be cited in Example 2.35).
Example 2.35. “Juni,” mm. 13–28: phrase structure in theme
measures
harmonic
function
tonal
region
cadence
type
melodic
character

phrase 1: 13–
16
VI6–V6–V7–i

phrase 2: 17–
20
VI–V6–V7–I

D minor

F major

phrase 3: 21–
24
viio7, V7–i–
viio7, V7–i
D minor

i: IAC
m. 16

III: IAC
m. 20

i: IAC
m. 24

narrow
contour;
begins with
sigh motive

expanded
contour

narrow
contour;
begins with
sigh motive

phrase 4: 25–28
iv6–cad. 64–V7–I
A minor/major
modal mixture
V: PAC
m. 28
reinterpreted
HC
expanded
contour

This sixteen-measure phrase, while not a pure example of a compound period, does
encompass some properties of a compound period:
The period concept has as its basis the idea that a unit with weak cadential
closure is repeated to close with a stronger cadence. The sense of the first
unit being ‘repeated’ is most clearly articulated by having both units begin
with the same music. Just as with the simple period, what signals the ‘repeat’
of the consequent in the compound period is a return of the initial basic
idea.119
In “Juni,” the “initial basic idea” is the sigh motive that sounds first during the
introduction, then again at the beginning of phrases 1 (mm. 12.6–13.5) and 3 (mm.
20.6–21.5). These two occurrences of the sigh figure are distinct because they are
the only two places where a dotted-eighth note occurs (see Example 2.34). The sigh

119

Caplin, Analyzing Classical Form, 171.
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motive in “Juni” acts then as a structural marker, signaling the beginning of both the
antecedent and consequent phrases in m. 13 and m. 21. This encourages an
alternate interpretation of the phrase structure into two, eight-measure units: a
compound antecedent phrase in mm. 13–20 followed by a compound consequent
phrase in mm. 21–28.
The cadence types proper of this compound period structure are betrayed,
though, in Hensel’s “Juni,” ultimately achieving a higher programmatic purpose. The
occurrence of three imperfect authentic cadences in mm. 16, 20, and 24 breaks the
rules, as it were, since the half cadence is the normative cadence for this compound
period type.120 The succession of three simultaneous, imperfect authentic cadences,
generates an environment of temporary closures and represents the action of
reminiscing, connecting to the larger context of the epigram. Remembering the
“voices of those heavenly days” and “what we hope, what we love” can be an “echo
resounding like the legend of olden times.”121 Is not the action of reminiscing, the
echo of our memory, longing to be heard?
The reminiscent repetition of three IACs prepares for the contrasting fourth
cadence in m. 28. This final cadence of the theme fulfills the character of the
compound consequent phrase since “the cadential component of the consequent is
usually more emphatic . . . [and] as a result, the final 4-m. phrase of the theme often

Caplin, 171–75. This variety of the compound period is labeled as a
“Compound Antecedent=Antecedent + Continuation (Hybrid).” Hensel’s “Juni” is not
a exemplary model of this compound period type, but it possesses characteristics
that align most with this period type. See Chapter 6: Compound Themes, pages 166–
94 for a full description of compound theme types.
121 Kimber, 387–88.
120
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features an expanded cadential progression.”122 In other words, the final fourmeasure phrase is deliberately cadential in nature. In Hensel’s “Juni,” the standard
succession of functions is present in the final four measures of the theme in mm.
12.6–28.5: T(tonic) P (pre-dominant) D(dominant) T(tonic). The “T” is represented
by a D minor, first-inversion chord in m. 25, which serves a dual purpose as a tonic
function in the original key of D minor (i6), but also as a pivot chord in the new key
of A minor/major (iv6). as the cadential phrase is also modulating toward A major.
The “P” is accomplished in m. 26 by the cadential 64 , followed by the “D” function of
the V7 in m. 27, and culminating with “T” with a perfect authentic cadence in m. 28
in the new key of A major.
The dramatic foil here is that harmonically speaking, a modulation to the
dominant characterizes mm. 25–28 and the PAC in A major is short-lived. Even
though the chain of IACs is finally broken in m. 28, the PAC becomes a reinterpreted
HC with the move to G3 in the tenor on m. 28.4. This swift turnaround and
preparation for the entrance of variation 1 in m. 29 is another aural representation
of longing as authentic closure was circumvented once again; a return to
reminiscing ensues with the launch of variation 1.
With subsequent variations, “Juni” traverses territory typical of variations.
One way to achieve variety in a theme and variation form is by re-voicing the
melody to a contrasting register. Whereas the melody in the “Juni’s” theme resides
in the tenor, it shifts register in variation 1 (mm. 29–36) with an emphatic and

Caplin, Analyzing Classical Form, 171. For more on the expanded cadential
progression (ECP) see pp. 60–63.
122
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passionate restatement of octaves in the treble. As variation 2 launches in mm. 69–
72, the melody begins similarly in treble octave form before the texture thins out to
a single soprano line in mm. 73–76; see Example 2.36 below.
Example 2.36. “Juni,” mm. 68.6–76.1: variation 2, soprano

These four measures of soprano melody may not appear to be particularly
noteworthy until considering them comparatively and retrospectively to mm. 77–
88. The tenor melody in mm. 77–88, shown in Example 2.37, is a response to the
soprano melody from mm. 69–76 shown in Example 2.36. Together, they symbolize
a dialogue, an explicit connection to the vignette of the couple engaged in
reminiscent serenading.
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Example 2.37. “Juni,” mm. 76.6–88.5: variation 2, tenor

The voicing of the melody in variation 3 is particularly poetic considering the
voicing of the previous theme and variations. For the final variation in mm. 88.6–
109.5, the melody is doubled between the tenor and soprano while the bass and alto
provide harmonic support. Although the tenor and soprano merge in variation 3, it
does not result in an aural culmination with full forte dynamic and thick textures
that doubling voices implies. Rather an intimate longing ensues at m. 89 with a
dynamic marking of piano (a detail original to Ms. 155, marked by Hensel’s hand).
With the tenor and soprano melodies surrounded by the alto and bass, the yearning
is underscored even more, as seen below in Example 2.38.
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Example 2.38. “Juni,” mm. 89–92, variation 3: antecedent phrase, tenor and soprano
melody

This third and final variation deviates from the theme, but not before executing an
exact repetition of the first twelve measures—mm. 88.6–100.5 in variation 3 are the
same as mm. 12.6–24.5 from the theme. The point of departure begins at m. 100
where the second half of the compound consequent phrase begins. In the theme, the
phrase modulates to the dominant in mm. 25–28 as shown below in Example 2.39.
Variation 3, however, does not modulate, but remains in the home key of D minor in
anticipation for a final cadence in the tonic. Instead of modulating, variation 3
appropriates a melodic fragment from the compound antecedent phrase in m. 92.6–
93 and generates from it a replacement phrase. Below, Example 2.39 shows the
consequent phrase from the theme in mm. 20.6–28 followed by Example 2.40 which
shows two things—the source for the melodic fragment from the antecedent phrase
that is then used to create the replacement at the end of the consequent phrase in
variation 3.
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Example 2.39: “Juni,” mm. 20.6–28, theme, compound consequent phrase:
modulating to the dominant

i

i6

v

V 6-5
4-3/V

V: (HC)

Dm:
Example 2.40. “Juni,” mm. 92.6–104, variation 3: melodic fragment generates
replacement phrase
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The fragmentation and replacement in mm. 100.6–104 are explicit
representations of reminiscence, turning back to melodic material in the not-sodistant past. In this final act of remembrance, motion toward a cadence is
temporarily suspended as the harmony oscillates between D minor and G minor in
mm. 100–104. The melodic fragment from m. 93 makes a final statement in mm.
105–107.1 as shown below in Example 2.41. The fragment initiates a phrase
expansion with a plunging octave descent in the soprano and tenor followed by a
chromatic ascent to 5̂ (m. 107–108.1) before succumbing to gravity and falling into
1̂ at the perfect authentic cadence in m. 109.
Example 2.41. “Juni,” mm. 104–109: final iteration of melodic fragment from mm.
93–96

The music could legitimately close following the perfect authentic cadence in
m. 109, but the cadence “echoes” two more times with another example of an
expanded cadential progression, as provided in Example 2.42.
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Example 2.42. “Juni,” mm. 109–117.1: extended cadential progression

Beginning with the anacrusis to m. 110, the plunging melodic line, first heard
in mm. 105–107.1, makes a return with a truncated version, beginning the
repetition on D rather than F. The first phrase of the seven-measure extension is
supported by a standard cadential progression in mm. 110–113: predominant (IV),
followed by the cadential 64–V7, and resolving deceptively in m. 113 with VI. A second
launch of the cadential expansion follows in m. 113.6 and achieves the PAC on the
downbeat of m. 117.
Why did Hensel append the first perfect authentic cadence in m. 109 with
what seems to be redundant post-cadential rhetoric? After all, the phrase expansion
in mm. 105–109 appropriately prepared the first PAC. The closing section in mm.
109.6–117.1 is another representation of both longing and reminiscing, an inability
to accept the finality of the ending and a painful awareness that what happened in
the past may remain there. The addition of the doloroso expression mark in m. 110
underscores this interpretive possibility.
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Finally, a coda completes “Juni,” but ambiguously so. Rather than affirming
the return to the home key of D minor, the coda dissolves a stable tonic with an
alternation and overlapping of F♯ o7, G minor, C♯ o7, and D major. The resulting affect
is a sense of memories evaporating, and the recollections of lovers’ sighs are left to a
single sounding D, neither firmly major, nor minor, just D, as referenced below in
Example 2.43.

Example 2.43. “Juni, ”mm. 127–129

Longing continues—longing for a sense of finality, even if it is doloroso. As
noted earlier in “April,” codas have a purpose beyond mere cadential flourish; “this
final section allows the composer to say things that could not have been
appropriately said in earlier sections.”123 In the final three measures, echoes of D
between the treble and bass are a haunting complement to the introduction. The
oscillation around 5̂ and the sigh motive, first sounded in the introduction, finally
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Caplin, 519.
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resolve, albeit with pain and uncertainty. Such is the nature of longing and
reminiscence.
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Chapter Three—Summer: “Juli,” “August,” “September”
VII “Juli:” A Narrative of Defeat and Persistence
Example 3.1. The epigram accompanying “Juli” from Ms. 155

. . . die Fluren dürsten
Nach erquickendem Thau,
der Mensch verschmachtet.

. . . the fields thirst
for refreshing dew,
Man languishes [dies of thirst]. 124

Example 3.2. Fanny Hensel’s Das Jahr: “Juli” (mm. 1–13) with Wilhelm Hensel’s
artwork from Ms. 155

124

Kimber, 394.
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A new seasonal grouping begins with the month of “Juli,” and with it a
temporal acknowledgment that the first half of the year has passed and a reminder
that “The progression of Hensel’s musical year is thus not a narrative of personal joy
and fulfillment.”125 Specifically speaking of the seventh month, Kimber explains it to
be “a time of emotional drought,”126 and additionally asserts, “there is no purely
seasonal reason that months such as July . . . should express despair, unless Hensel’s
music is intended to depict more than the mere chronology of months.”127 So, while
time is being marked by a series of monthly representations, the music tells a story
that is much more than a simple representation of the month, that, in turn, prompts
the listener to probe more deeply to discover its unexpected message.
The “emotional drought” of “Juli” is a direct link to the words of the
epigram—the first two lines of a poem entitled, Der Abend. Nach einem Gemälde
(The Evening. After a Painting), by Friedrich Schiller. The first stanza of the poem is
provided in Example 3.3 below and offers a fuller context and alternate translation
of the epigram.128

Kimber, 389.
Kimber, 389.
127 Kimber, 390.
128 Liedernet, Friedrich von Schiller (1759–1805), “Der Abend,” subtitle:
“Nach einem Gemälde” http://www.lieder.net/lieder/get_text.html?TextId=14435
(accessed December 18, 2017).
125
126
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Example 3.3. Friedrich Schiller: Der Abend. Nach einem Gemälde, lines 1–4
Senke, strahlender Gott, die Fluren dürsten
Nach erquickendem Tau, der Mensch
verschmachtet,
3 Matter ziehen die Rosse,
4 Senke den Wagen hinab

1 Sink,

beaming God; the meadows
thirst
2 For refreshing dew, Man is listless
3 the horses are pulling more slowly,
4 the chariot descends.

1
2

[emphasis locates the epigram]
This is just the first of four stanzas that comprise Schiller’s Der Abend, a text
Brahms utilized in its entirety in his Drei Quartette, Op. 64,129 pointing to the
popularity and familiarity this text had among Hensel and her contemporaries. A
supplemental translation in Example 3.4 offers an alternative interpretation of
Schiller’s first stanza:130
Example 3.4. Friedrich Schiller: Der Abend. Nach einem Gemälde, lines 1–4
1

Senke, strahlender Gott,
die Fluren dürsten

1

Sink, thou far-darting God!
the fields are thirsting

2

Nach erquickendem Tau, der Mensch
verschmachtet,

2

Matter ziehen die Rosse,
4 Senke den Wagen hinab

3

For the refreshing dew. Men droop and
languish,

3

4

wearily drag the horses,
Sink thy spent chariot below.

[emphasis locates the epigram]
This second translation alludes to the mythological nature of the poem with
reference to a “far-darting God” and a plea to “Sink thy spent chariot below.”131

Johannes Brahms, “Vocal Duets and Quartets: A Guide with Full Texts and
Translations,” ed. Lucien Stark (Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1998).
130 John Herman Merivale, Poems Original and Translated: Schiller’s Lyrical
poems, (London: W. Pickering, 1844), 87.
131 For more on the meaning of chariots in mythology see Tamra Andrews,
Dictionary of Nature Myths: Legends of the Earth, Sea, and Sky (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2000), 37. “Since the invention of the wheel in early antiquity, sky
129
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Although these lines were deftly omitted from “Juli”’s epigram, they serve as a
reminder of the fuller context of which the epigram provides the aide-mémoire, an
anchor to a larger story world that is deepened with visual and aural
representations. The German term “Senke” is nearly a cognate with the English
“Sink,” but it is a plea to God (or the Gods) to descend; the earth is parched, in need
of “refreshing dew,” and “men” are drooping in exhaustion from the arid clime. In
addition, “Senke” occurs twice in the first stanza of Schiller’s Der Abend (line 1 and
line 4), and whether one interprets the word as “sink,” or “descend,” a downward
gesture is implied.
The gesture of sinking connects with Wilhelm’s vignette as it portrays “an
exhausted and presumably thirsty pilgrim.”132 This pilgrim is a woman in the
forefront of the “pencil sketch. . . . Like the vignette for ‘July,’ many of Wilhelm’s
drawings suggest that the story he is depicting is told largely from a woman’s
perspective. Almost half of the vignettes center on a single woman.”133 Whereas
“Juni” depicted a man and a woman on equal footing, “Juli”’s vignette places
prominence on the sunken woman in the forefront gripping on to what appears to
be a walking stick. In the background is a man, a shepherd wielding a staff looking
on from a distance. Although there are two figures in the scene, the focus is clearly
on the weary, wilted woman pleading for respite—but from what exactly? A
tiresome journey, the oppressive heat, the weight of the first half of the year, the
gods of many lands drove chariots across the heavens. Commonly called Chariots of
the Sun, the vehicles represented the passage of the sun as it traveled from east to
west.”
132 Kimber, 384.
133 Kimber, 365.
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vestiges of “Juni”’s lamenting serenade? One cannot say for certain, but a musical
narrative of defeat and persistence emerges as “Juli” embarks upon the second half
of Das Jahr.
As observed in Hensel’s previous months, the form for “Juli” again embodies
a general shape of classical structures, with a particular susceptibility to deviations
from normative expectations for narrative purposes. The general classification for
“Juli” is a large ternary form—main theme, interior theme, return of the main
theme.134 The main theme, mm. 1–16, is itself a three-part structure; the interior
theme, mm. 17–36 is a two-part structure; and the return of the main theme in mm.
37–55 offers digressions typical of a returning section. A mysterious two-part coda
in mm. 56–74 completes the movement. Example 3.5 offers an overview for the
form, key regions, and cadence types found in “Juli.”
Example 3.5. form, key regions, and cadences in “Juli”
main theme
three-part
mm. 1–16
1–4
5–12
13–16
F major
D minor F major
IAC
PAC
PAC
return of main theme
three-part
mm. 37–55
37–40
41–46
47–55
F major
G major G major
IAC
IAC
IAC

134

interior theme
two-part
mm. 17–36
17–24
25–36
F minor
F minor
HC
HC
coda
two-part
mm. 56–74
55–65
66–74
harmony
F major
destabilizes PAC

Caplin, Analyzing Classical Form, 566–67.
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The sixteen-measure main theme, in its three-part form, is a microcosm of
the larger ternary arch that embodies “Juli.” The main theme begins with a falling
gesture—a two-measure melodic motive that makes four appearances in the
opening sixteen-measure section. Since it occupies one quarter of the opening
material, its narrative capacity is unmistakable. The falling motive, shown below in
Example 3.6, connects explicitly with the woman in the vignette—a musical
portrayal of her falling down—yielding to the gravity that surrounds her, whether it
be psychological, physical, emotional, spiritual, or some combination thereof.
Example 3.6. “Juli,” mm. 1–16: main theme

Example 3.6 features the main theme with the four falling gestures demarcated,
along with their respective functions. Each appearance of the motive is attached to a
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particular formal function: the first, (mm. 1–2) is presentation, the second (mm. 5–
6) is continuation in the form of fragmentation, the third (mm. 7–8) is sequential
repetition, and the fourth (mm. 13–14) is cadential repetition.
This falling motive can be understood as characteristic rather than
conventional. As Caplin explains:
A characteristic melody uniquely defines a theme as an individual, one
different from other themes. A conventional melody, on the contrary, is
relatively interchangeable from piece to piece. A characteristic melody will
normally appear at the very beginning of a thematic unit, while a
conventional melody is typically used for interior passage work or cadential
closure.135
The main theme then, is an interchange between the “characteristic” falling gesture
and the more “conventional” cadential figures.
This interchange between characteristic and conventional is easily identified
throughout the main theme and symbolizes the two states of being in which the
woman from the vignette finds herself: defeat and persistence. Robert Hatten
speaks to music’s capacity to represent duality as he explains:
Tonal music has an independent capacity to cue various temporal realms by
means of sharp musical oppositions, not only in mode, but in key, theme,
topic, texture, meter, tempo, and style as well. These shifts, if extreme or
sudden, may also suggest alternative physical spaces, and hence, by analogy,
a range of disjunctive psychological states. . . . The opposition may be
achieved not only by the turn from minor to major, or by striking
modulations and marked thematic contrasts . . . but also by a corresponding
simplification in various musical elements that lends a pastoral character to
these oases.136
Hatten is describing precisely what occurs in the main theme of Hensel’s “Juli,” with
an important distinction: Hensel’s shifts are not necessarily “extreme” or “sudden”
135
136

Caplin, 38–39.
Robert Hatten, Interpreting Musical Gestures, 55.
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but the duality present between “characteristic” and “conventional” does
accomplish what Hatten describes as “a range of disjunctive psychological states.”
Each phrase conveys the two psychological states, beginning with defeat in the form
of the falling motive, followed by a recovery in the form of a stock cadential figure
that may be understood to communicate a persistence to forge ahead. Example 3.7
provides a summary of the duality reflected in the main theme of “Juli” for which the
musical example can be referenced above in Example 3.6.
Example 3.7. Example 3.7. “Juli,” mm. 1–16: defeat and persistence in the main
theme
mm. 1–4
mm. 1–2
mm. 3–4
defeat
persistence

mm. 5–12
mm. 5–8
mm. 9–12
defeat
persistence

mm. 13–16
mm. 13–14 mm. 15–16
defeat
persistence

falling
motive

falling
motive

falling
motive

cadential
figure

cadential
figure

cadential
figure

When the interior theme begins in m. 17, the falling motive becomes the
basis for motivic development.137 While the meter changes between the main theme
(simple duple, 2/4) and the interior theme (compound duple, 6/8), the rhythmic
profile of the falling motive is maintained. The contour of the falling motive
undergoes an inversion of sorts, as what is presented first as a falling motive in the

John Michael Cooper and Randy Kinnett, The Historical Dictionary of
Romantic Music (Plymouth, United Kingdom: Scarecrow Press, 2013), 635. Cooper
and Kinnett make a helpful distinction between thematic transformation and
motivic development by clarifying, “Thematic transformation [is] the process of
altering a theme over the course of a work so as to change its character without
altering its identity. It differs from traditional thematic/motivic development in that
traditional processes typically return to the theme’s original or primary form,
whereas in thematic transformation, the altered form is autonomous.”
137
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main theme becomes a rising motive during the interior theme. The rising motive is
doubled between the tenor and soprano in mm. 17–24, deepening the aural
connection to the gravity of the sunken woman portrayed during the main theme.
While each two-measure unit forms an arched shape, when three two-measure units
are strung together, the collective contour is a rising one. Example 3.8 illustrates
mm. 17–24—the antecedent phrase of the interior theme.
Example 3.8. “Juli,” mm. 17–24: rising motive in the antecedent phrase

This transformation of the falling motive becoming a rising motive—achieves a
contrast appropriate of an interior theme, but especially contributes to “Juli’s”
narrative function, albeit it in a paradoxical way. The ascending motive aligns with a
shift in key from F major (mm. 1–16) to F minor (m. 17–36). The juxtaposition of the
rising motive and ascending sequence amongst a minor environment underscores a
character of persistence; the music is pushing upward amidst a languishing, minor
atmosphere.
119

The half cadence in m. 24 invites a return of the rising motive and effectively
launches the consequent phrase in m. 25. The duality of defeat and persistence is
amplified during the consequent phrase as the accompanimental figuration
increases in activity by means of both tremolo and crossover figures in the left hand.
The rising motive persists in the treble while the tremolo conveys a sense of tumult.
Yet, the gravity of the tremolo is foiled by the cross over figure in mm. 25–28, a
phoenix rising from the ashes, as it were, a musical figure inviting the down trodden
woman to rise from her fallen state. Example 3.9 highlights the crossover figure that
characterizes persistence at the launch of the consequent phrase.
Example 3.9. “Juli,” mm. 25–28: rising motive in the consequent phrase

These four invitations for the woman to rise result in a temporary sense of
victory in mm. 29–32. Both treble and bass clefs conjoin to unison chords in A♭
major, a definitive upward stance in the face of F minor. Persistence hangs in the
balance as the interior theme comes to a close with a four-measure anchor on the
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dominant in mm. 33–36, evaporating to a pianissimo C-octave in both the treble and
bass.
Measure 37 marks the return of the main theme and, with it a return to
simple duple meter, an F-major key signature, and some deviations proper of a
repeated section. Whereas the opening theme contained four utterances of the
falling motive, the return contains six, all of which build toward or underscore a
pedal tone on G, the secondary dominant. The gravity of the two-measure falling
motive is especially pronounced in mm. 47–52, where three consecutive iterations
are accompanied by a pulsing G3 in the tenor and descending stepwise motion in the
bass that couples with the soprano to form a linear intervallic pattern.138 In these
measures, each falling motive is partnered with a 6–6–6 LIP, in conjunction with a
pedal point. The pedal point is achieved, not in the bass but in the tenor, while the
soprano and bass achieve a build in tension, a crescendo, both dynamically and
texturally, made possible by the linear intervallic pattern. The LIP is reflected below
in Example 3.10.

Allen Forte and Steven E. Gilbert, Introduction to Schenkerian Analysis
(New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1982), 83. “A linear intervallic pattern is a
voice-leading design made up of successive recurrent pairs of intervals formed
between the descant and bass (outer voices) . . . [and they] exist over a broad
spectrum of tonal music and are not restricted as to musical period, style or genre.”
138
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Example 3.10. “Juli,” mm. 45–52: linear intervallic pattern

A sense of defeat seems inevitable after the build in tension achieved by the
combined forces of the falling motive and the LIP, both culminating upon a
fortissimo C-minor sonority in m. 54. Yet, the coda that begins in m. 56 opens up a
temporal space to mediate that gravity, exemplifying Hatten’s notion that
juxtapositions in the musical surface point to “disjunctive psychological states.”139
The coda presents an immediate shift in the musical surface—the dynamics move
from fortissimo to piano (m. 54); an erratic tremolo in the bass turns to steady
pulsing eighth-note octaves (mm. 54–55); a harmonic dissipation cycles through the
circle of fifths from G9 to C9 to F9 (mm. 56–60). The defeat of the interior theme is
countered by harmonies seeking for a recovery of the home key cycling through the
circle of fifths. Pulsing bass octaves ring mysterious, if not ominous, bell tones, and

139

Hatten, Interpreting Musical Gestures, 55.
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the evaporation of fortissimo to piano is an acoustic analogue of defeat shifting to
persistence.
Paradoxically, when F major is recovered in m. 63, it is short lived and turns
swiftly toward D minor just two measures later in m. 66, where a haunting
reappearance of mm. 9–12 is sounded. Defeat seems inevitable at this point, since a
perfect authentic cadence is achieved in D minor in m. 69. “Juli” fades away in m. 70,
retreating to the home key of F major, and restating the exact four measures that
began the month, with one measure of rhythmic augmentation to secure a final PAC.
The return to the opening statement could be interpreted as a way to communicate
a “happy ending,” but really, there is more a sense of graceful resignation—an
acceptance that the month ended as it began.
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VIII “August”: A Narrative of Victory and Liberation
Example 3.11. The epigram accompanying “August” from Ms. 155

Bunt von Farben
Auf den Garben
Leigt der Kranz.

Bright with color
on the sheaves
lies the wreathes.140

Example 3.12. Fanny Hensel’s Das Jahr: “August” (mm. 1–11) with Wilhelm Hensel’s
artwork from Ms. 155

140

Kimber, 395.
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“August” marks the second consecutive month with an epigram sourced from
Friedrich Schiller, just one of the connections between “Juli” and “August” to be
explored in this analysis. The text is derived from Schiller’s lyric poem, Das Lied von
der Glocke, The Song of the Bell.141 Hensel’s epigram exposes but a fragment that
hints at images of the harvest with “bright colors” and “sheaves” hung with
“wreaths.” A fuller sample in Example 3.13 from Schiller’s poem opens up the poetic
context with an alternate translation.
Example 3.13. Friedrich Schiller: Das Lied von der Glocke, lines 286–293
Schwer herein
287 Schwant der Wagen,
288 Kornbeladen;
289 Bunt von Farben,
290 Auf den Garben
291 Liegt der Kranz;
292 Und das junge Volk der Schnitter
293 Fliegt zum Tanz.142
286

286 Heavily

in
Reels the waggon,
288 Harvest laden;
289 Of varied dies,
290 The garland lies,
291 The sheaves upon;
292 And the youthful band of reapers
293 To the dance hath flown.143
287

[emphasis locates the epigram]
A second rhymed translation is provided below in Example 3.14 for further
interpretation.

Kimber, 390.
Charles P. Otis, ed., Schiller’s Das Lied von der Glocke: School Edition (New
York: Henry Holt and Company, 1885), 26. The 432 lines that comprise der Glocke
were “completed towards the close of 1799, and published in the Musenalmanach of
the following year,” 2.
143 Thomas James Arnold, trans., Das Lied von der Glocke von Friedrich von
Schiller (London: J. Wertheimer and Company, 1842), 26–27.
141
142
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Example 3.14. Friedrich Schiller: Das Lied von der Glocke, lines 286–293
286

286 Heavily

287

Schwer herein
Schwant der Wagen,
288 Kornbeladen;
289 Bunt von Farben,
290 Auf den Garben
291 Liegt der Kranz;
292 Und das junge Volk der Schnitter
293 Fliegt zum Tanz.

287

jolts
The waggon by,
288 With corn piled high;
289 Above the sheaves,
290 With glistening leaves,
291 Gay garlands glance,
292 And the youthful reapers’ tribe
293 Joins the dance.144

[emphasis locates the epigram]
The two translations provided above risk the accusation of being unreliable
because their rhyme schemes bear such close resemblance to Schiller’s German. A
third English translation, presented below in Example 3.15, provides a translation
less bound by rhyme scheme and more literal in interpretation.
Example 3.15. Friedrich Schiller: Das Lied von der Glocke, lines 286–293
286

286 Heavy

287

Schwer herein
Schwant der Wagen,
288 Kornbeladen;
289 Bunt von Farben,
290 Auf den Garben
291 Liegt der Kranz;
292 Und das junge Volk der Schnitter
293 Fliegt zum Tanz.

287

in
rocks the wagon,
288 harvest laden.
289 Bright with flowers,
290 on sheafy towers
291 garlands glance,
292 And the younger of the reapers
293 seek the dance.145

[emphasis locates the epigram]
The translations in Examples 3.14 and 3.15 provide a more complete image
of a harvest festival offering just a glimpse of the larger narrative Schiller’s poem
unfolds. German linguist and philosopher Wilhelm von Humboldt offers this
Arthur J. Taylor, trans., The Song of the Bell: Translated from the Original of
Schiller (London: 1844), 20–23.
145 Edmund H. Garrett and Alexander Liezen Mayer, trans., Schiller’s Song of
the Bell (Boston: Estes and Lauriat, 1883), 35.
144
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synopsis of Das Lied von der Glocke: “I know of no poem in any language that in so
small a compass presents so large a poetical horizon, traversing the scale of all the
deepest human feelings, and exhibiting, in completely lyrical form, life, with its most
important events and periods, as an epic enclosed within natural limits.”146 An
explicit connection can be made between Das Jahr and der Glocke when considering
Humboldt’s words in conjunction with those of Charles P. Otis (see footnote 19). He
writes, “Schiller’s Lied von der Glocke has been . . . set to music, and illustrated by
eminent artists.”147 Similarly, the music of Das Jahr is accompanied by art with texts
by eminent poets. Otis offers further insight into the meaning of der Glocke that
binds its nature to Das Jahr when he explains, “It is, in the main, a poetical
expression of feeling respecting the manifold events of human life.”148 Both Hensel
and Schiller portray an account of life—Hensel’s song cycle reflects on human life
through the lens of a musical calendar while Schiller’s epic reflects on life’s pivotal
moments by drawing parallels to casting a bell. The associations that exist between
Das Jahr and der Glocke make Schiller’s poetry a fitting source for the epigrams for
both “Juli” and “August.”
The vignette in “August” depicts well the harvest festival, and Kimber
suggests the figures on the left side of the image are “peasant figures holding
wreaths of grains in a harvest celebration.”149 Todd describes, albeit briefly, the
image on the right side of the vignette when he explains, “’August’” [is] a pastoral

Otis, Schiller’s Das Lied, iv.
Otis, 1.
148
Otis, 3.
149 Kimber, 382.
146
147
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harvest song [with] a peasant blowing an alpenhorn.”150 Both Todd and Kimber
agree upon the “peasant” interpretation of the figures portrayed in the vignette for
“August.” Yet, when comparing the vignettes from “Juli” and “August” side-by-side,
(see Examples 3.16a and 3.16b), a similarity in positioning becomes clear.
Example 3.16a. Fanny Hensel’s Das Jahr: Wilhelm’s vignettes for “Juli” from Ms. 155

150

Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 282.
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Example 3.16b. Fanny Hensel’s Das Jahr: Wilhelm’s vignettes for “August” from Ms.
155

The images provide ample ground for comparison. The male shepherd in “Juli” is
positioned in the background, on the right, and bears a strong similarity to the male
figure blowing the alpenhorn in “August.” Whereas the shepherd was portrayed as a
detached onlooker in “Juli,” in “August” he is recast as an active participant,
announcing a harvest festival. The recasting of figures does not stop there; the
downtrodden woman in “Juli” becomes a figure of celebration, relishing in the
harvest of “August.” Wherein “Juli” the woman gripping her staff, collapsed and
defeated by an oppressive clime, “August”’s woman stands tall and liberated,
gripping a pole that bears a wreath, a symbol of a fruitful harvest. The solitude and
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barren images of “Juli” are transformed into a communal celebration in “August;”
the recasting of characters symbolizes also a recasting of “Juli”’s defeat and
resistance into “August”’s victory and liberation. “August” is therefore a response to
“Juli”—textually, visually, and musically. What follows is a comparison between the
two months to elucidate the transformational nature of the narrative.
Hensel’s eighth month opens with an unmistakable horn call—a forte
ascending octave and fermata, followed by a repeat in a piano dynamic to mimic the
echo returning from the mountains. The resonating horn call provides a startling
and equally joyful juxtaposition to the final measures of “Juli,” where a solemn
closing symbolized a graceful resignation. While horn calls are known to symbolize
a hunt or military topic, the visual image of the peasant blowing the alpenhorn from
Hensel’s vignette clarifies the meaning of the musical horn calls that initiate
“August.”151 This particular horn call is announcing a festival from the mountaintop.
Monelle explains, “Alphorn tunes, however, are different in character from military
calls. They are, apparently, influenced by the Swiss vocal style of Jodel, and by tunes
that are connected with this.”152 Monelle continues, “Since the connection of the
horn with the pastoral spirit becomes standard, the influence of the alphorn must be

Raymond Monelle, The Musical Topic: Hunt, Military, and Pastoral
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2006), 101. “However, there is another
‘horn’ that was, in fact, played by shepherds: the Alphorn. This wooden instrument
appeared in many countries: not only in the Alps of Austria and Switzerland, but
also in Norway and Sweden, the Baltic countries, Russia, Slovakia, Hungary,
Romania, and in some of the German highlands. It is a straight tube, cut from a forest
tree, and between 5 and 17 feet in length, but commonly about 6 feet (185 cm);
typically, it can achieve the fifth or sixth harmonic. This makes it capable of triadic
tunes like many military signals.”
152 Monelle, Musical Topic, 101–2.
151
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recognized.”153 The “alphorn” or “alpenhorn” connects the narrative, then, not to a
military or hunting narrative, but to a “pastoral spirit,” a spirit that aligns with the
harvest celebration depicted in both the epigram and vignette. Although there is a
communal function of the horn call summoning the community to celebration, it is
simultaneously summoning the woman of “Juli” to arise and join in the celebration
of “August.”
The horn call, as seen below in Example 3.17 occupies the first fifteen
measures of the month, ringing out the dominant—A—of the D-major key signature.
Rhythmically, the succession of five fermatas over the dominant scale degree
impacts the duration of the first fifteen measures while simultaneously representing
the echoing of the alpenhorn. An echo can also be heard between the two voices in
mm. 10–15 creating both a pedal point with the repeated A, and drone fifths in mm.
10–13. Additionally, the modal inflection of G♯ in m. 3 and m. 9 suggests Lydian
mode, which, as Hatten explains, is another indication of the pastoral topic
employed by Romantic composers.154 Together these elements underscore the
pastoral topic, an apropos aural representation of Schiller’s harvest scene.155

Monelle, 101–2.
Robert S. Hatten, Interpreting Musical Gestures, 56.
155 Timothy E. Scheurer, Genre and the Role of the Composer: Music and
Mythmaking in Film, (Jefferson, North Carolina: McFarland and Company, 2008), 36.
“Hatten notes of the pastoral that it is associated with ‘great consonance or
diatonicism’ and adds that ‘other “simple” oppositions could be applied as well,
highlighting such characteristic features as slow harmonic rhythm (pedal point and
drone fifth), simple harmonization (parallel thirds), and rhythmic or textual
suggestions of placed stasis.”
153
154
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Example 3.17. “August,” mm. 1–15: horn call

Measures 1–15 underscore the dominant and generate an anticipation for a
tonic resolution, an expectation that is fulfilled, but not before a deceptive resolution
to B minor and definitive interruption in mm. 16–22 in the form of vigorous,
ascending arpeggiations coupled with galloping, descending chords in inversions. To
highlight what is achieved in this interruption, it is important to first consider how
“August” would have sounded without the interruption. Example 3.18 conjoins mm.
11–15 with mm. 23–26 to demonstrate a more normative harmonic and formal
trajectory, without any intervening material.
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Example 3.18. “August”: conjoining mm. 11–15 and mm. 23–26

Measure 15 resolves fluidly into m. 23 with four measures of fanfare and
tonic prolongation in mm. 23–26, bearing the question: why the interruption in mm.
16–22? Example 3.19 reveals what follows m. 15 in “August” to help answer this
question.

133

Example 3.19. “August,” mm. 11–15 (the end of the horn calls); mm. 16–22 (the
interruption)

Without the interruption, the horn call that initiates “August” is simply a communal
call to celebrate the harvest but with the interruption, the horn call suggests a
connection between the woman in “Juli” and “August” summoning her to arise. The
interruption can be interpreted as the woman responding to the call of the
alpenhorn: three sweeping, ascending arpeggiations—first in B minor (m. 16), then
E minor (m. 17), and culminating with a startling F♯ major (m. 18)—depict the
woman rising in three determined attempts. Chordal punctuations in F♯ major and
A7 (mm. 20–21) confirm this and one final horn call on A completes the introduction
in mm. 21–22. The narrative of victory and liberation comes alive in the
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interruption, aurally symbolizing a recasting of the woman’s role from “Juli” to
“August.”
Another conversion of elements occurs rhythmically between “Juli” and
“August.” The opening bars of “Juli” begin with a falling gesture—a two-measure
motive that makes four appearances in the opening sixteen-measure section. The
motive is repeated throughout “Juli” in different guises, generating a rhythmic idée
fixe, as it were. This two-measure motive, so prominent in “Juli,” is reworked via
rhythmic diminution as a two-beat figure in “August” at the outset of the Marcia
pastorale. Example 3.20 provides the motive from both “Juli” and the recasting in
“August” for comparison.
Example 3.20. “Juli,” mm. 1–2, the falling gesture; “August,” m. 23 Marcia pastorale
figure

The connection between “Juli”’s falling gesture into “August”’s Marcia
pastorale figure is another example of “August” responding to “Juli” by transforming
defeat into victory, resistance into liberation. In addition, the Marcia pastorale
figure—a dotted-eighth note, sixteenth note, and two eighth notes—is significant
since this rhythmic profile characterizes the next formal section of “August” in mm.
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23–62. Example 3.21 provides a global overview of the form using the sectional
subheadings and key signatures written in by Hensel.
Example 3.21: form in “August”
section
expressive marking
measure span
key signature
total measures

A
Allegro/Allegro assai
mm. 1–22
D major
22 measures

B
Marcia pastorale
mm. 23–62
D major
40 measures

C
Allegro assai
mm. 63–182
G major
120 measures

The musical structure for Hensel’s “August” displays a certain liberation since it
breaks the confines of what appears to be—at least on the surface—a three-part
form. Hensel’s demarcations in the score reveal an imbalance of temporal spaces—
22 measures, 40 measures, 120 measures. However, if considering “August” as a
response to “Juli,” this imbalance is yet another example of liberation since the form
for “Juli” (provided below in Example 3.22) is more temporally balanced in
comparison to “August.”
Example 3.22: form in “Juli”
main theme
mm. 1–16
16 measures

interior theme
mm. 17–36
20 measures

return of main theme
mm. 37–55
19 measures

coda
mm. 56–74
19 measures

In addition, the thematic content of the epigram and vignette reflect such
formal expansion and exploration, with a harvest festival as the backdrop. Schiller’s
text, just two lines beyond the epigram, offers a cue for what may be understood to
be musically depicted in section C (mm. 63–182)—a dance.
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292
293

Und das junge Volk der Schnitter
Fliegt zum Tanz.

292 And

the youthful reapers’ tribe
the dance.

293 Joins

The third section, measuring in at 120 measures, is large enough to consider
as its own self-contained unit, and its most characteristic feature is a virtuosic
texture. Cai writes about the presence of virtuosity in Das Jahr:
Her late compositions continue to use virtuoso patterns derived from
variation and technical exercises. Her piano cycle Das Jahr, dating from 1841,
provides ample opportunity for virtuoso performers. . . . In [it] she shows the
results of years of training in virtuoso playing. A given technical feature or
figuration is used consistently through a fairly long section, and its texture
will be among the most noticeable features of that section.156
Cai’s “given technical feature or figuration” is especially helpful in discerning the
form for the large expanse in mm. 63–182, where repetition and perpetual motion
abound. Remembering though, that Hensel was opposed to virtuosity for the sake of
virtuosity, it is reasonable to deduce there is a narrative underpinning—a dance
abundant with a “tribe of youthful reapers,” an image of celebration and victory,
effectively expressed through “virtuoso patterns.” The patterns Hensel employs in
this large section are explicitly linked to a rhythmic profile that also lends to
discerning internal segmentation. Example 3.23 summarizes the form for section C
with the following three parameters: technical figuration, texture, and rhythmic
profile. Together these elements delineate subsections within the larger, formal C
section.
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Cai, “Virtuoso Texture,” 273–74.
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Example 3.23. “August,” mm. 63–182: form in section C
measures
technical
figuration
rhythmic
profile

Section C, mm. 63–182, three-part + coda, Allegro assai
mm. 63–104
mm. 105–138
mm. 139–166 mm. 167–182
a
b
a1
coda
chordal
sequential
chordal
chordal
arpeggiation
transposition
arpeggiation
arpeggiation
perpetual
alternation
perpetual
perpetual
sixteenth notes between
sixteenth
sixteenth
perpetual
notes
notes
eighth notes
and quarter
note/eighth
note

A representative sampling of the technical figurations that make up each
respective segment of section C is offered below in Examples 3.24–3.27. The four
examples reveal abundant repetition, which may seem superfluous, but ultimately,
they link the music with Schiller’s young dancing reapers. The perpetual sixteenth
notes in the treble with their spinning and spiraling portray twirling dancers
celebrating the harvest while the standard harmonic progression in the bass depicts
a certain stomping on beats 1 and 4 (see Examples 3.24 and 3.26). Even during the b
section (see Example 3.25) the sequential transposition creates a scene of dancers
being passed off from one partner to another during each new harmonic iteration.
The coda in Example 3.27 continues with the swirling sixteenth notes with ten
measures of tonic flourish.
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Example 3.24. “August,” mm. 73–80: chordal arpeggiation in ‘a’ from section C

Example 3.25. “August,”: sequential transposition in ‘b’ from section C
a. mm. 104–109

b. mm. 113–117
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Example 3.26. “August,” mm. 143–150: chordal arpeggiation in ‘a1’ from section C

Example 3.27. “August,” mm. 171–182: chordal arpeggiation in the ‘coda’ from
section C
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The coda in mm. 167–182 is one last place to consider “August” responding
to “Juli” as the mood transforms from defeat to victory. Example 3.28 presents the
respective codas from each month for comparison.
Example 3.28. “Juli,” mm. 56–74, coda; “August,” mm. 167–182, coda

Harmonically speaking, the coda in “Juli” is unstable with its series of fullydiminished-seventh chords in mm. 57–62, culminating in two phrases in mm. 66–
74: the first in D minor and the second in F major. The dual statements at the end of
this coda, one in the relative minor and the other in the major, align with the dual
states of defeat and persistence present in “Juli.” In “August” the coda emphatically
declares G major as the home key, with a C♯ fully diminished seventh chord adding a
chromatic inflection preparing the dominant chords in mm. 167, 169, and 171;
otherwise, tonic and dominant alternate in a triumphant ending for “August.” The
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coda in “August” assures the listener that the solitary woman in “Juli” has joined a
communal celebration, transforming the “graceful resignation” of “Juli” into a dance
of victorious liberation in “August.”
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IX “September,” Am Flusse: A Narrative of Melancholy and Solitude
Example 3.29. The epigram accompanying “September” from Ms. 155

Fließe, fließe, lieber Fluß,
Nimmer werd’ ich froh.

Flow, flow dear river,
Never will I be happy.157

Example 3.30. Fanny Hensel’s Das Jahr: “September” (mm. 1–5) with Wilhelm
Hensel’s artwork from Ms. 155

157

Kimber, 395.
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“September” seems so obviously a narrative of water, especially since the
text, art, and technical figuration point to such an image. The ninth month has a
subtitle of Am Flusse, an epigram that explicitly calls to the river coupled with a
vignette that “shows a barefooted woman sitting by a stream that washes over the
sextuplets of Fanny’s third measure, almost as if the water imagery of the music
emanated from Wilhelm’s contribution.”158 The sextuplets proceed in perpetuum
throughout “September” (see Example 3.30).
Of all of the months in Hensel’s Das Jahr, “September” has received the most
analytical commentary from both Todd and Kimber, the two scholars who have
brought the piece to light in their scholarship. Moreover, both cite the evocation of
water in the sextuplet figure in their analyses. Kimber speaks to the general
compositional techniques Hensel uses throughout Das Jahr when she writes:
“Characteristic figuration evokes various aspects of the weather associated with
seasonal changes or other nature imagery found in the poetic text that accompanies
a movement such as . . . the continual arpeggiation for the flowing river in
“September.”159 Todd comments on the general texture of “September” and offers a
similar reference to water: “We hear a haunting, song-like melody in the middle
register supported by a bare bass line and enveloped by streaming triplets, the
watery current of her original sub-title ‘Am Flusse.’”160

Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 277.
Kimber, 363.
160 Todd, “Fanny Hensel and Musical Style” in Mendelssohn Essays (New York:
Routledge: Taylor & Francis Group, 2008), 225.
158
159
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Todd and Kimber also agree upon the emotional import of “September,”
pointing to an overall sense of sadness. In Todd’s words, “‘September,’ which, is an
application of the Thalbergian three-hand technique,161 has a doleful, song-like
melody in the middle register surrounded and accompanied by arpeggiations and a
bass line.”162 Kimber describes the doleful spirit of “September” as “a sense of
continued unhappiness,” but she goes on to explain that, “There is no purely
seasonal reason that months such as July or September should express despair,
unless Hensel’s music is intended to depict more than the mere chronology of
months.”163 “September” seems to complete the triptych that is Summer in the
present analysis by depicting a similar sentiment as was presented in “July.” By
doing so an overarching ternary form could be mapped onto the three months,
beginning with the main theme characterized as defeat in “July,” followed by a
contrasting interior theme of victory in “August,” and resuming with an expression
of despair in “September,” a return that mirrors the sentiment presented in “Juli.”
Yet, “September” is more than a return to and continuation of themes first presented
in “July”—the meaning of the ninth month lies beneath the surface of the water,
obscured by the watery motion of the sextuplets that course throughout its seventyone measures.

Alan Walker, Franz Liszt: The Virtuoso Years (Ithaca, New York: Cornell
University Press, 1987), 233. Walker provides the following description of the
“three-hand technique:” “Thalberg’s greatest specialty, however, was his ‘threehanded’ effect, which brought out the notes of a melody in the middle of the
keyboard with alternating hands, the ‘free’ hand at any given moment providing a
soft accompaniment of arpeggio-like figuration.”
162 Todd, “Issues of Stylistic Identity,” 257.
163 Kimber, 389–90.
161
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The vignette offers some context for the apparent underwater arcanum.
Kimber provides a poignant description of the image by the stream: “The classical
figure in ‘September’ sits by the flowing river mentioned in the epigram, head
resting on hand in the pose common to artistic representations of melancholia, in
keeping with the text, ‘Nimmer werd’ ich froh’ (never will I be happy).”164 Images of
melancholy emerge in other stanzas of Goethe’s poem, the full context of which is
provided below in Example 3.31.
Example 3.31. Goethe’s An dem Mond, stanzas 1–9165
Füllest wieder Busch und Tal
2 Still mit Nebelglanz.
3 Lösest endlich auch einmal
4 Meine Seele ganz;

1 Wood

and vale again you fill
with gleam of mist.
3 and at last set free
4 my soul entirely;

5

Breitest über mein Gefild
Lindernd deinen Blick,
7 Wie des Freundes Auge mild
8 Über mein Geschick.

5 you

6

6 soothingly

Jeden Nachklang fühlt mein Herz,
10 Froh’ und trüber zeit,
11 Wandle swischen Freud und Schmerz
12 In der Einsamkeit.

9 My

Fließe, fließe, lieber Fluß,
14 Nimmer werd’ ich froh.

13 Flow

1

9

13

2 silently

spread over my domain
your gaze,
7 gently as a friend’s eye
8 upon my fate.
heart feels every echo
glad and troubled times,
11 I walk between joy and pain
12 in loneliness.
10 of

on, dear river,
shall I be glad,

14 Never

Kimber, 365. Kimber acknowledges the source of this idea (melancholia)
originating from Christina McOmber. Additionally, an interesting divergence
between Kimber’s and Todd’s respective analyses exists at the interpretation of the
“classical figure” by the river: Kimber identifies it as male where Todd labels it as
female. Since the present analysis acknowledges a certain narrative arc in Autumn
(July, August, and September), I have chosen Todd’s female interpretation as the
gender for “September”’s vignette.
165 Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, The Fischer-Dieskau Book of Lieder: The Original
Texts of Over Seven Hundred and Fifty Songs, English translations by George Bird and
Richard Stokes (New York: Proscenium Publishers, Inc., 1976) 45–46.
164
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15
16

So verrauschte Scherz und Kuß,
Und die Treue so.

15 love

and laughter have rolled away
faithfulness—just so.

16 —and

Ich besaß es doch einmal,
18 Was so köstlich ist!
19 Daß man doch zu seiner Qual
20 Nimmer est vergißt!

17 Once

17

I did possess
which is so precious!
19 That which, to one’s torment,
20 Is forgotten never.
18 that

Rausche, Fluß, das Tal entlang,
Ohne Rast und Ruh,
23 Raushce, flüstre meinem Sang
24 Melodien zu,

21 Murmur

22

22 on

Wenn du in der Winternacht
26 Wütend überschwillst,
27 Oder um die Frühlingspracht
28 Junger Knospen quillst.

25 when,

21

25

on, river, through the vale,
without cease.
23 on, whispering melodies
24 for my song,
on winter nights,
rage and flood;
27 or you lap the spring-time glory
28 of young buds.
26 you

Selig, we sich vor der Welt
Ohne Haß verschließt,
31 Einen Freund am Busen halt
32 Und mit dem genießt,

29 Happy

30

30 shuts

Was, won Menschen nicht gewußt
34 Oder night bedacht,
35 Durch das Labyrinth der Brust
36 Wandelt in der Nacht.

33 that

29

33

he, who, without hate,
himself from the world,
31 holding to his heart one friend,
32 and with him enjoys
which, unknown to men,
not pondered,
35 through the labyrinth of the heart
36 wanders in the night.
34 or

[emphasis locates the epigram]
The terms melancholy, melancholia, or the melancholic, all have Greek
provenance and have particular meanings throughout history, an exhaustive
explication of which will not be explored in this analysis.166 One significant source

Elaine Sisman, “Music and the Labyrinth of Melancholy: Traditions and
Paradoxes in C.P.E. Bach and Beethoven,” in The Oxford Companion of Music and
Disability Studies, eds. Blake Howe, Stephanie Jensen-Moulton, Neil Lerner, and
Joseph Straus (New York: Oxford University Press, 2016), 592. Melancholy’s
lineage is rooted in the four humors of the Hippocratic corpus that was later
renamed by Galen as the four temperaments. The integrity of human wellness,
both physical and mental, was determined by a balance of four substances—
166
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on melancholy however, comes from seventeenth-century Oxford scholar and
philologist Robert Burton. In her book, Robert Burton and the Transformative Powers
of Melancholy, Stephanie Shirilan explains Burton’s contribution as follows:
“Burton’s Melancholy,” as it was known in the seventeenth century, went to
press for the first time in 1621 under the full title The Anatomy of Melancholy:
What it Is. With All the Kindes, Causes, Symptomes, Prognosticks, and Severall
Cures of It. In Three Maine Partitions, with their severall Sections, Members,
and Subsections. Philosophically, Medicinally, Historically Opened and Cut
Up.167
The length of the title itself hints at the multifaceted, seventeenth-century
conception of melancholy and in “Burton’s Melancholy” his explanation of the
condition is similar to the title—verbose:
In general, as the heaven, so is our life, sometimes fair, sometimes overcast,
tempestuous, and serene; as in a rose, flowers and prickles; in the year itself,
a temperate summer sometimes, a hard winter, a drought, and then again
pleasant showers: so is our life intermixed with joys, hopes, fears, sorrows,
calumnies: there is a succession of pleasure and pain. Even in the midst of
laughing there is sorrow . . . even as in the midst of all our feasting and jollity .
. . there is grief and discontent . . . it is most absurd and ridiculous for any
mortal man to look for a perpetual tenure of happiness in this life. Nothing so
prosperous and pleasant, but it hath some bitterness in it, some complaining,
some grudging; it is all a mixed passion . . . [and we are] subject to infirmities,
miseries, interrupted, tossed and tumbled up and down, carried about with
every small blast, often molested and disquieted upon each slender occasion,
uncertain brittle, and so is all that we trust unto.168
phlegm, blood, yellow bile, and black bile. Greek thought generated a system of
correlations between these four humors/temperaments with (a) a universal
element, (b) specific qualities of temperature and moisture, and (c) one of the
four seasons (d) a disease that would emerge with too much of that particular
humor present in the body. The correspondences are: phlegm (a) water, (b) cold
and moist, (c) winter, (d) phlegmatic; blood (a) air, (b) hot and moist, (c) spring,
(d) sanguine; yellow bile (a) fire, (b) hot and dry, (c) summer, (d) choleric; black bile
(a) earth, (b) cold and dry, (c) autumn, (d) melancholy.
167 Stephanie Shirilan, Robert Burton and the Transformative Powers of
Melancholy (New York: Routledge, 2016), i.
168 Robert Burton, The Essential Anatomy of Melancholy (1621; repr., Mineola,
New York: Dover Publications, 2002), 16–17.
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This account of melancholy is echoed in Goethe’s poem. Burton speaks of life
being intermixed with joys, hopes, fears, sorrows, and a succession of pleasure and
pain. Lines 9–12 from Goethe’s An den Mond read: “My heart feels every echo of glad
and troubled times, I walk between joy and pain in loneliness.” Further in Goethe’s
poem, lines 28–36 underscore solitude and introduce a quintessential symbol of
melancholy—the labyrinth. They read: “ Happy he, who, without hate, shuts himself
from the world, holding to his heart one friend, and with him enjoys that which,
unknown to men, or not pondered, through the labyrinth of the heart wanders in the
night.” Goethe’s portrait of shutting oneself off from the world, and wandering in the
“labyrinth of the heart,” (line 35 from Goethe’s An den Mond) certainly connects to
the image depicted in Wilhelm’s vignette—the woman sitting alone at the bank of a
river with her head hanging, spirit slumped.169 Moreover, the music of Hensel’s
“September” effectively portrays the lonely, despondent images of text and vignette,
in a narrative of melancholy and solitude.
From the opening measures of “September” the music responds to “August”
in a similar way that “August” responded to “Juli.” “August” ends with an alternation
of ascending and descending arpeggiations through multiple registers in G major,
dividing the eighth note into two sixteenth notes, and culminating in a fanfare of
The posture of Wilhelm’s character for September resembles an iconic
artistic expression of melancholy—Melencolia I—an engraving that dates from
1514, by the German Renaissance artist, Albrecht Dürer. To view an image of the
print visit the following website: https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-ofart/43.106.1/. Charles Rosen chronicles Robert Burton’s Anatomy (as its title is
often truncated) and the ways in which melancholy have been expressed artistically.
See Charles Rosen’s “The Anatomy Lesson: Melancholy and the Invention of
Boredom,” in Freedom and the Arts: Essays on Music and Literature (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 2012), 339–52.
169
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chordal punctuations. In “September,” sixteenth-note triplets ascend and descend,
but not through multiple registers. Instead the triplets ripple up and down, back and
forth, generating a certain paradox that Elaine Sisman associates with the labyrinth
as “simultaneous senses of stasis and seeking.”170 In addition to stasis and seeking,
there is inherent struggle physically because the figuration of the right hand is
constrained within an octave causing the left hand to make large lateral motions to
cross over the right hand. Examples 3.32 and 3.33 provide the end of “August” and
beginning of “September,” illustrating the recasting of the arpeggiated figure from
the victorious cadence of “August” to the labyrinthine entanglement of “September.”
Example 3.32. “August,” mm. 174–182: arpeggiations contributing to a victorious
cadence
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Sisman, “Labyrinth of Melancholy,” 591.
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Example 3.33. “September,” mm. 1–4: arpeggiations contributing to “simultaneous
senses of stasis and seeking”

Both Todd and Kimber interpret the arpeggiations as either a “watery
current” (Todd) or a “flowing river” (Kimber), a reasonable association since both
the subtitle, Am Flusse, and epigram refer to a river. However, an alternate
interpretation lends insight into the fuller context of Goethe’s poem, specifically the
image of the labyrinth, a symbol that Sisman explains as follows:
[The labyrinth is] the emblem of a melancholy consciousness, in its
paradoxical aspects of enclosure and wandering. The figure of the labyrinth
had long been invoked metaphorically by writers on melancholy, and was
also sometimes depicted in paintings of melancholics. Robert Burton
described the entire typology of melancholy as a labyrinth. The labyrinth is
also invoked to describe the winding and frustrating ways of “cares,”
“sorrows,” and “woes,” and “doubts and errors,” of “wearying” philosophers’
quibbles.171
What presented as a texture of victory and liberation in “August” becomes a
symbol of melancholy in “September,” and while the arpeggiations of “September”

171

Sisman, 601.
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aurally depict restless water, the river is analogous to the labyrinth, in its “winding”
and “paradoxical aspects of enclosure and wandering” which point to melancholy.
The perpetual motion of the sixteenth notes as they meander back and forth
simultaneously collide with the Thalbergian inner voice, a melody that Todd
describes the as “haunting,” “doleful,” and “song-like.” Todd’s descriptors are
accurate but fall short in fully expressing what the melody conveys—a definitive
connection to the poem: “I walk between joy and pain in loneliness.” The melody
does this as it is enclosed between upper arpeggiations in the treble clef and octaves
in the bass clef. The three-handed technique present here, typically a means for
virtuosic display, is used instead as a means to place the melody in-between and
ensnared, recalling an earlier depiction of the labyrinth as an “ . . . emblem of a
melancholy consciousness, in its paradoxical aspects of enclosure and
wandering.”172 The Thalbergian melody is indicated by circles below in Example
3.34.
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Sisman, 601.
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Example 3.34. “September,” mm. 5–12: melody, Thalberg’s three-handed technique

The labyrinth is not only represented musically in the arpeggiated texture
that persists for all seventy-one measures in this month. It is also expressed in the
form—a large ternary—a diagram of which is provided in Example 3.35.
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Example 3.35. form in “September”
introduction and main
theme
mm. 1–32

interior theme

mm.
1–
12.6

mm.
32.6–
37.1

mm.
12.6–
22.6

mm.
22.6–
32.6

key regions
B minor tonal region with
cadences in D major (m.
12) and F♯ minor (m. 22);
a G♯ pedal tone arrives in
m. 29, effectively a
dominant lock—an
enharmonic dominant that
prepares the modulation to
D♭ major at the outset of
the interior theme.

return of main theme

mm. 33–46

mm. 47–71

mm.
37–
43.1

mm.
43–
46

key regions
D♭ major is short lived in the
interior theme quickly
moving to an oscillation
between B♭ major and E♭
minor as a neighbor 46 chord
in mm. 37–43. Measures 43–
47 are a retransition to B
minor tracing a harmonic
path from B♭ major (m. 43)
to E♭ minor 64 (m. 44) to E° 65
(mm. 45–46). The E° 65 chord

mm.
47–
56.1

mm.
56–
64.1

mm.
64–
71
coda

key regions
B minor tonal region
with cadences in G major
(m. 56) and B minor (m.
64). The coda in mm. 64–
71 mirrors the oscillation
first presented in mm.
37–43, this time between
the harmonies of B
minor and A♯ o7.

slides chromatically onto F♯
major in m. 46.6, providing
just a one beat of
preparation for the return of
B minor in m. 47.

The large ternary could be a symbol of the labyrinth, a form that departs and
returns, recalling Sisman’s explanation of the “paradoxical aspects of enclosure and
wandering.” Beyond the formal, exterior connection to the labyrinth, the internal
phrase structure suggests an interior connection to being trapped with a succession
of cadential overlaps that occur throughout the entirety of “September.” Phrases
that do not overlap offer respite and repose, a chance to breathe; the incessant
overlap in “September” effectively conveys a breathlessness, or restlessness, the
result of the melody being trapped at the intersection of an ending and a beginning.
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Below, Example 3.36 provides five examples of the cadential overlaps from both the
main theme and the return of the main theme.
Example 3.36. (a–e): cadential overlap in “September”
3.36a. “September,” cadential overlap in mm. 12.6–13.1

3.36b. “September,” cadential overlap in mm. 22.6–23.1
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3.36c. “September,” cadential overlap in mm. 32.6–33.1

3.36d. “September,” cadential overlap in mm. 55.6–56.1

3.36e. “September,” cadential overlap in mm. 63.6–64.1
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The phrase structure of mm. 4.6–12.5 offers another connection to Goethe’s
words in which the poem reads, “My heart feels every echo of glad and troubled
times” (lines 9–10 from the beginning of the third stanza). Echoes abound
throughout “September,” an effect that is achieved by a two-measure unit that is
repeated, a standard characteristic of sentence structure. These echoes connect with
the labyrinthine metaphor—a melody that “run[s] on earnestly in this labyrinth of
anxious and solicitous melancholy meditations . . . winding and unwinding . . . as so
many clocks.”173 The basic idea upon which the theme is based is first expressed in
mm. 4.6–6.5 immediately followed by a repetition in mm. 6.6–8.5 forming the
classical presentation function that launches a sentence, as shown in Example 3.37.

Example 3.37. “September,” mm. 4.6–8.5: basic idea and its repetition

Continuation function follows in mm. 8.6–11.2 with signs of liquidation
followed by a cadence in 11.3–12.5. The cadence at the end of the first phrase is an
IAC in the relative major (D major) suggesting a sense of momentary hope that
immediately returns to B minor in the consequent phrase beginning in m. 12.6. The
eight-measure antecedent phrase establishes the prototypical parameters for a
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Burton, Essential Anatomy, 24.
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sentence, but because of the weak cadence in m. 11.3–12.5, Hensel follows with a
ten-measure consequent phrase to achieve a more definitive cadence.174
While sentence structure has an inherent echo built in with the repetition of
a two-measure basic idea, Hensel’s echoing in the consequent phrase is distinctive,
particularly during the continuation. The consequent phrase that begins in m. 12.6
follows protocol by initiating the presentation with the basic idea in mm. 12.6–14.5,
and repeating it in mm. 14.6–16.5, albeit with a slight variation. The continuation
that follows in mm. 16.6–22, shown below in Example 3.38, is twice the length of
original continuation in mm. 8.6–11.2, an expansion that Hensel uses to create yet
another echo.
Example 3.38. “September,” mm. 16.6–22

The functions of sentence structures have been thoroughly explained by
William Caplin in his Classical Form (1998), namely presentation, continuation, and
cadential. Sentence structure has been re-examined by Mark Richards in his article
entitled, “Viennese Classicism and the Sentential Idea: Broadening the Sentence
Paradigm,” in Theory and Practice, Vol. 36, 2011. As foreshadowed in the title,
Richards widens the options of what constitutes the presentation function,
introducing labels of monofold, bifold, and trifold sentence structure, moving beyond
the restrictive paradigm that has long defined the ubiquitous phrase form in the
repertoire. In addition, Richard also provides an alternative perspective for both the
continuation and cadential functions of the sentence.
174
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The main theme culminates in mm. 22.6–32 beginning with a string of three
echo motives that initiate in mm. 22.6 and end in mm. 28.5, provided in Example
3.39.
Example 3.39. “September,” mm. 22–28: three echo motives

The most poignant example of the echo motive occurs during the interior
theme in mm. 37–41. “September”’s climax occurs here (see Example 3.40) where
the echo is fragmented, maintaining just the descending minor second. In stretto
fashion, the descending minor second alternates between bass and treble, calling to
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mind Burton’s words on melancholy where he explains that humans are “subject to
infirmities, miseries, interrupted, tossed and tumbled up and down.”175

Example 3.40 “September,” mm. 37–41.4: climax

The descending minor second has a final role to play during the return of the
main theme in an extreme fragmentation and compression of the echo motive in
mm. 60–64.1. Example 3.41 reveals a succession of minor seconds in the alto that
begins in m. 60.3, on 5̂, spiraling downward from F♯ 4 to F♯ 3 before succumbing to an
IAC in m. 64 at the outset of the coda.

175

Burton, Essential Anatomy, 17.
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Example 3.41. “September,” mm. 60–64: chromatic descent

The harmonic underpinning in mm. 60–64 contributes to the sense of unraveling
toward the Neapolitan that leads to the dominant with the following progression: B
minor (m. 60), B major (m. 61), G major (m. 62), E major (m. 63), C major (m. 63).
This progression of third relations is best interpreted as a series of Neo-Riemannian
transformations.176 Example 3.42 outlines the transformations that occur in mm.
60–63 through the lens of NRT.

Richard Cohn, “Introduction to Neo-Riemannian Theory: A Survey and a
Historical Perspective,” Journal of Music Theory 42, no. 2 (1998): 167–80. Cohn
provides a thorough overview of Neo-Riemannian theory in this article citing the
works of two theorists most associated with the dissemination of NRT: David Lewin
and Brian Hyer. Cohn draws on Lewin’s 1982 essay, “A Formal Theory of
Generalized Tonal Functions,” along with a follow up essay from 1987 entitled,
“Generalized Musical Intervals and Transformation.” In addition, Brian Hyer’s
dissertation is explored, with particular focus on the notion of Tonnetz.
176
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Example 3.42. “September,” mm. 60–63: Neo-Riemannian transformations
m. 60
B - à (P)

m. 61
B + à (PL)

m. 62
G +à (RP)

m. 63
E +à (PL)

m. 63
C+

Todd explains this harmonic technique as a “display [of] highly individual
treatments of third relationships, all of which have the effect . . . of extending and
thereby weakening the classical tonal axis.”177 In this particular usage, the
progression of third relations contribute to the unwinding of the descending minor
second, a psychological wandering “through the labyrinth of the heart.”178
An echo of mm. 1–2 initiates the coda in mm. 64–65 (see Example 3.43), a
final recollection and reconnection to solitude and melancholy. The cadence
explores a labyrinthine weaving through A♯ o7, an aural depiction of the epigram’s
request: Fließe, fließe, lieber Fluß, Nimmer werd’ ich froh. Like the dear river, A♯ o7
flows on and on until the final cadence in B minor confirms that which the vignette
portrays, “Never will I be happy.”

Todd, “Hensel and Musical Style,” 224. Todd is referring to “September”
when he explains the harmonic technique of third relations as a “weakening of the
classical tonal axis,” but does so as a reflection on the broader harmonic trajectory
of the month. Nonetheless, Todd’s assessment holds in this more concentrated
example where an alternate approach to the dominant is explored by Hensel in
preparing the coda.
178 Fischer-Dieskau, Book of Lieder, 46. This recalls lines 35–36 from the
epigram, “Durch das Labyrinth der Brust Wandelt in der Nacht,” (through the
labyrinth of the heart wanders in the night).
177
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Example 3.43. “September,” mm. 64–71: the coda
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Chapter Four—Autumn: “October,” “November,” “December”
X “October,” Allegro con spirito: A Narrative of Nature and The Hunt
Example 4.1. The epigram accompanying “October” from Ms. 155

Im Wald, im grünen Walde
Da ist ein lustiger Schall.

In the forest, the green forest,
that is a cheerful sound.179

Example 4.2. Fanny Hensel’s Das Jahr: “October” (mm. 1–8) with Wilhelm Hensel’s
artwork from Ms. 155

179

Kimber, 395.
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Autumn, the final season of this analysis, begins with “October” and a
singular appearance by poet Joseph von Eichendorff. His poetry is cited just once
throughout the twelve-month cycle, unlike Goethe (February, March, April, June,
September), Schiller (July, August) and Uhland (January, May). And unlike the
seasonal groupings of Winter, Spring, and Summer, the epigrams for Autumn derive
from singular literary sources: October’s epigram comes from Eichendorff,
November’s is from Ludwig Tieck, and December’s text is sourced from a Lutheran
chorale.
Eichendorff’s poem, Die Spielleute (The Minstrels), provides the exact source
for “October”’s epigram, the tenth of twenty-seven poems from a larger collection—
Wanderlieder.180 Lines 11–12 from this poem provide the epigram, and as Kimber
explains, “The section of the poem selected for the epigram refers to the ‘Lust’ger
Schall’ [cheerful sound] of the hunting horn, depicted in the movement’s
vignette.”181 Kimber adds that Wilhelm’s vignette depicts “stags and a hunter
blowing his horn for ‘Lust’ger Schall’ in the green wood in ‘October.’”182 The “green
forest” and the “cheerful sound” from the poem pair nicely with the images of stags
and hunter blowing his horn.
This month, with its obvious link between epigram and vignette (to say
nothing yet of music) may be the first month to call into question Kimber’s assertion
that “Hensel chose particular texts not only for the immediate meaning of their two

Joseph Freiherr von Eichendorff, Sämtliche poetische Werke (Leipzig: C.F.
Umelang’s Verlag, 1883), 20–21.
181 Kimber, 377.
182 Kimber, 365.
180
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or three lines and their possible relationship to a specific month of the year, but also
because of the larger works from which they sprang.”183
The larger context from which the epigram originates—the thirty-six lines of
Die Spielleute—may best be understood in light of analysis from literary historian
Georg Lukács. He explains that some of Eichendorff’s oeuvre has “fallen deeper into
the realms of oblivion than most of the other products of German Romanticism.
They do not even have admirers among the specialists . . . compulsory reading only
for literary historians.”184 To be clear, Eichendorff’s output is significant, as
explained below:
According to Fischer-Dieskau . . . the final sixty-seven years of the nineteenth
century produced well over five thousand Eichendorff settings. His poems—
unlike those of Goethe . . . are peppered with references to horns, bells, lutes,
mandolins and other musical instruments; and no other German poet wrote
so many poems about minstrels, musicians or the sounds of nature. Two
themes predominate: beauty of landscape and religious faith. The beauty of
God is manifested in nature, and Eichendorff . . . attempted in his verse to free
man’s spirit from the routine of everyday life.185
The epigram Hensel chose to accompany “October” is less about the poem
and more about the poet and his general style. Hensel could have used hunting
poems from other poets (Goethe’s Jägers Abendlied, for one), but she had already
incorporated much of Goethe in the cycle. Eichendorff’s writing offered Hensel an
“unproblematical simplicity,”186 a general image of nature and “cheerful sounds”
without having to commit to the imposition of a larger context. Todd offers specifics
Kimber, 380.
Georg Lukács, German Realists in the Nineteenth Century, trans. Jeremy
Gaines and Paul Keast, ed. Rodney Livingstone (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT
Press, 1993), 50.
185 Richard Stokes, The Book of Lieder (London: Faber and Faber, 2005), 250.
186 Lukács, German Realists, 57.
183
184
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of the composer’s preference for the poet: “Late in [Hensel’s] life, Eichendorff
became her favorite poet after Goethe and Heine.”187 If Todd’s words are true, by
including the poet’s work in Das Jahr, she pays homage to one of her preferred poets
while simultaneously freeing the music from a larger story world. Eichendorff’s
words and Wilhelm’s vignette reflect unambiguously the music of “October,” a
narrative brought to life in the realm of nature and the hunt.
Before discussing the musical representation of nature and hunting, one
more figure must be considered an active participant in “October”—Wilhelm. Two
primary reasons justify this examination: the first is borne out of a consideration for
the preceding months, especially “September.” Several of the preceding months
narrate from the position of a female perspective with vignettes focused primarily
on the figure of woman: the dreaming woman of “Januar”; the woman at the tomb in
“März”; “April”’s mother figure protecting her child; “Juli”’s woman sunken to the
ground holding a staff; the woman in the festival of “August”; and finally, the
despondent woman at the river in “September.” Perhaps “October” responds to
“September” with an homage to Wilhelm by depicting an image of an onlooking
male atop a mountain blowing a hunting horn; a juxtaposition compared to the
reclusive melancholy of the woman in “September.” The internal suffering of
“September” is thereby countered in “October” with an exuberant sense of the
gregarious, communicated explicitly through a hunt topic and an extroverted focus
on nature.

187

Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 272.
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Todd provides a second reason to consider Wilhelm’s representation in
“October”’s vignette:
Whether Wilhelm intended these roles [the vignettes containing male
figures] for himself remains unclear, though certainly it is no stretch to
imagine him as the hunter in “October”; twenty-five years before [Das Jahr],
Wilhelm had played the hunter in Berger’s version of Die schöne Müllerin, and
in 1823 Fanny set eight of Müller’s poems from the cycle, exactly at the time
Wilhelm began courting her in earnest.188
Todd suggests that during the significant days of their courtship, Wilhelm was in
fact a hunter, albeit on stage. And since Das Jahr was first a gift to Wilhelm for
Christmas in 1841, her fondest memories of Wilhelm may be connected to the image
of him as a hunter. “October” becomes then an autobiographical memory and
explicit veneration to her husband on a newly imagined stage—Das Jahr.
The form for Hensel’s “October” follows closely descriptions made by
Monelle in his book, The Musical Topic. While discussing some prototypical
structures of hunt music he explains, “Most calls are either implicitly or expressly in
binary form, the two sections repeated, with a cadence at the end of each section . . .
Some are in rondeau form, with two contrasting couplets, the main section recurring
each time (ABACA).”189 Example 4.3 displays mm. 1–16 from Hensel’s “October.”

188
189

Todd, 283.
Monelle, Musical Topic, 56.
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Example 4.3. “October,” mm. 1–16

Monelle’s description aptly reflects Hensel’s “October,” which begins a horn
call in mm. 1–4 that is then repeated in mm. 5–8, with both calls ending on a half
cadence. Both horn calls illustrate quintessential horn motion: “the two-part and
three-part horn call, with instruments on adjacent harmonics and thus playing in
thirds, fourths, and fifths . . . .The effect of ‘horn motion’ is sufficiently distinctive to
169

be recognizable even in the absence of horn timbre.”190 Measures 1–4 are
“sufficiently distinctive” as the treble and bass voices double each other in “thirds,
fourths, and fifths.”191 In mm. 5–8—the second horn call—the bass departs from
doubling the treble by providing a contrast with fervent octave motion. This
contrasting accompanimental figure invites an image of the galloping horse.192 Once
the second horn call arrives on the downbeat of m. 8, another contrast is employed;
the fermata at the end of the first horn call in m. 4 is replaced in m. 8 with an octave
summons in the treble (two sixteenth notes and two quarter notes). This summons
prepares a harmonic ascent beginning with E♭ major in m. 8, G♭ major in m. 9, B♭
major in m. 10, and arriving back on E♭ major in m. 12. Neo-Riemannian transforms
are at play between mm. 8–9 (PR) and mm. 10–11 (L) and suggest a metaphorical
ascent up the mountain, a metaphor that is strengthened by and coupled with the
arrival on the dominant in m. 12. The introduction culminates in mm. 12–16 as the

Monelle, 98.
Monelle, 99. “The effect of unison horns, playing a figure in quadruple
time that begins with a whoop of an octave, is discussed at length by Philip Tagg
[who] considers that the horn, having been ‘less commonly used in military
circumstances’, is chiefly associated with ‘hunting and postage’ and evokes ‘men on
horseback galloping through the woods and fields, hard on the heels of hounds in
pursuit of game.” The octave leap that initiates “October” in the bass on the
anacrusis to m. 1 is precisely what Monelle describes here.
192 Lorraine Byrne Bodley, Schubert’s Goethe Settings (New York: Routledge,
2003) 99. In her analysis of Schubert’s ‘An Schwager Kronos’ op. 19, no. 1, Bodley
describes the energy of the bass octaves present in that setting, explaining, “The
rushing octaves convey the kinetic image of galloping horses and the forte galloping
quavers, which never falter through the Lied . . . . The steady pace of this staccato
figuration represents man’s impetuous journey through life.” This could aptly be
applied to the octaves in Hensel’s “October” and further connect with image of a
young Wilhelm as the hunter.
190
191
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energy coalesces with the galloping of horses in the bass and trumpeting horns
echoing in the treble; in the words of Monelle, “Huntsmen liked echo effects.”193
Echoes abound throughout “October,” and in the most global sense, the echo
occurs in the music’s form, a rondeau, which Monelle explains is simply “two
contrasting couplets, the main section recurring each time (ABACA).”194 Example 4.4
presents the form for “October” where the term episode will be used in place of
Monelle’s “couplet.”
Example 4.4. form in “October”
introduction refrain 1

episode 1

refrain 2

episode 2

refrain 3

mm. 1–16.3

mm. 16.4–
32

mm. 33–74

mm. 75–94

mm. 95–
108.3

mm. 109–125

A♭ major

A♭ major

A♭ major

A♭ major

A♭ major

common time
Allegro con
spirito

common
time

C major
(33–42);
A♭ major
(43–74)
meter
change to
6/8

common
time (75–
80);
meter
change to
12/8
(81–94)

meter
change to
common
time;
Allegro assai

common time

(closing
section)

The inclusion of an introduction is a variation on the conventional rondeau,
which typically begins by establishing the theme. In addition to setting the hunting
scene in motion, the introductory space contains motives that are later used in
subsequent sections of the rondeau. Another deviation from the prototypical

193
194

Monelle, Musical Topic, 57.
Monelle, 56.
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rondeau lies in the final iteration of the refrain, in this case, refrain 3. It is better
conceived as an Ai since it acts as a closing section by providing a summation of
music from both the refrain and episode 2.
The echo effect, first observed at the macro level in the rondeau form, occurs
at the micro level within the phrase structure. Beginning with refrain 1, sixteen
measures of horn calls and fanfare do not divide into two balanced eight-measure
phrases, but rather comprise a structure of 6+4+6 (mm. 16.4–22; 23–26; 27–32).
The six-measure phrase construction serves a specific narrative role—the echoing
horn. Examples 4.5 and 4.6 provide the two six-measure phrases from refrain 1,
highlighting the material being echoed.
Example 4.5. “October,” mm. 16–22: echo 1 in refrain 1
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Example 4.6. “October,” mm. 27–32: echo 2 in refrain 1

These echoes anchor the music in nature since it is reasonable to imagine the
horn call echoing among the trees of the forest. As refrain 1 modulates in mm. 29–32
(see Example 4.6), it prepares the launch of episode 1; the echo in mm. 31–32 also
serves a harmonic purpose as it repeats the G-major sonority, the dominant of the
upcoming shift to C major. This modulation from A♭ major (refrain 1) to C major
(episode 1) points to another LP transformation, and with it, a shift to 6/8 meter,
signaling a shift in affect in m. 33.
The shifts in key and meter that mark the outset of episode one in m. 33 are
balanced by a carryover of elements from refrain 1, an example of linkage
technique.195 First, the galloping octaves in the bass return and with them, the image
of the horse is reinstated. Second, chromatic third key relationships are exploited in
mm. 33–42, with an alternation of R and L transforms. Example 4.7 provides an

For more on linkage technique, see Michael Baker’s “A Framework for
Describing Linkage Technique in Tonal Music.” Paper delivered at the Annual
Conference of the Society for Music Theory, Minneapolis, MN, in 2011.
195
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outline of the transformations followed by the corresponding measures from the
score in Example 4.8 for comparison.
Example 4.7. “October,” mm. 33–42: Neo-Riemannian transformations
mm. 33–
34

mm. 35–
36

C+ à (R) A- à (L)

mm. 37–
38

m. 39

F+ à (R) D- à (L)

m.40

m. 41

m. 42

B♭+à (R) G- à (L) E♭+

Example 4.8. “October,” mm. 33–42

These rapid key changes accompany a new figure in episode 1, a figure
Monelle describes as “a rapid ascending glissando, the hourvari, which ‘could be
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compared to the howl of the dog.’”196 The presence of the howling dog in mm. 33–42
points to another shift in narrative—dogs are chasing the object of the hunt, likely
running alongside the galloping horse. The interplay between horse and dog marks
the character of episode 1, which culminates in eight measures of double octaves in
the treble and bass in mm. 67–74. While these octaves could be attributed to more
horseplay, they serve the function of harmonic prolongation—a standing on the
dominant—preparing for the return of refrain 2 in m. 74. Additionally, this octave
display also underscores Monelle’s assertion that “Hunts for solo instruments,
popular in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries . . . adopt the style of the hunting
fanfare in a characteristic piece, often as a vehicle for virtuosity.”197 Example 4.9
shows the octave display that serves as the culmination of episode 1 and
preparation for the entrance of refrain 2.

196
197

Monelle, Musical Topic, 53.
Monelle, 85.
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Example 4.9. “October,” mm. 67–76, virtuosic octaves: end of episode 1, beginning of
refrain 2.

At first, refrain 2 appears to be an exact repetition of refrain 1. Measures 17–
22 retain the exact texture and voicing as first heard in mm. 17–22, with just a slight
rhythmic variant: dotted-eighth note, sixteenth-note pairings are replaced with even
eighth notes, a subtle foreshadowing of the shift from common time to 12/8 meter
that occurs in m. 81. At this moment, the treble horn motion from refrain 1 is
repeated in refrain 2, but the bass takes a different course. Whereas the bass
doubled the treble in refrain 1, a barcarolle pattern emerges in refrain 2, bearing the
question, why? One explanation for the inclusion of the barcarolle could be for
compositional interest, but Hensel has proven to be more intentional with
variations. An alternate explanation to this query is provided below, and while it
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refers to Chopin’s Barcarolle, op. 60, it is reasonably applied to this section of
“October”:
The work opens by invoking the barcarolle topic in the most conventional
way possible: with two alternating versions of a wavelike bass line in double
6/8 meter . . . a songful duet melody enters, mostly in thirds, unfolding in its
own long, wavelike phrases . . . it is less observant of the conventions of the
topic and more particular in its evocation of sights, sounds, and movement . . .
this unforgettable pair of sounds gives us a sense of space and movement,
high and low, far and near, sound answering sound, in a scene that is brought
abruptly to life.198
Beginning in m. 81, the 12/8 meter welcomes in a “wavelike bass line,” and
the horn motion in the treble takes on a lyrical sensibility as compared to the
declamatory fanfare style in refrain 1. These modifications in meter and
accompanimental pattern both contribute to a sense of broadening and conjure
“sights, sounds, and movement.” Wherein refrain 1, the bass doubled the treble,
forming parallel motion, the variant in the bass in refrain 2 creates contrary motion,
which “gives us a sense of space and movement, high and low, far and near, sound
answering sound,” contributing further to the topics of nature and the hunt.
Together, the shift in meter and the incorporation of the barcarolle topic in refrain 2
contribute to an overall sense of expansion. Example 4.10 offers the music from
refrain 1 as a point of comparison with refrain 2, provided below in Example 4.11.

James Parakilas, “The Barcarolle and the Barcarolle: Topic and Genre in
Chopin,” John D. Bellman and Halina Goldberg, eds., Chopin and His World
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2017), 237.
198
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Example 4.10. “October,” mm. 23–28: refrain 1

Example 4.11. “October,” mm. 81–86: refrain 2
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The incorporation of the barcarolle topic in the bass in mm. 81–86 provides a
requisite contrast to the narrative of “October.” The lilt and undulation in the bass
create a calm atmosphere, devoid of racing horses and dogs; temporary solitude for
the hunter. In these six measures the hunter is listening to the “cheerful sounds” of
the forest before delving back into the vigor and rigors of the hunt, which begin
promptly at the outset of episode 2 in m. 95.
The second episode sees the return of galloping octaves in the bass and
dense chordal texture in the treble that together convey the triumph of a noble hunt,
“a scene of courage, joy, and oneness with nature.”199 Courage and joy surely
characterize episode 2 in mm. 95–108 along with a sense of pending triumph, for
the victory of the hunt is near. The adventure and anticipation for a successful
conquest does not lie in the harmony; standard cadential progression dominates
refrain 2 and cycles regularly between tonic, pre-dominant, and dominant
sonorities. The contrary motion gently introduced during the barcarolle topic in
mm. 81–86 with a piano dynamic (see Example 4.11) is recast in episode 2 as a
fortissimo gesture tour de force, a virtuosic display that symbolizes the success of
the huntsman. The in-and-out achieved by contrary motion between treble and bass
depicts a scene where the chaser and the chased come face to face. This duel is
portrayed in the climax of “October”—mm. 105–106—when the hunter arrives at a
satisfying juncture, depicted musically with a resonant and unrestrained fusion of
tremolo and rolled chords shown below in Example 4.12.

199

Monelle, Musical Topic, 65.
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Example 4.12. “October”, mm. 105–108: the climax

The climax on the pre-dominant harmony (D♭ major) in mm. 105–106 seems
to lack sufficient closure, which is accomplished in the final refrain. The final refrain
that begins in m. 109 may be considered either a variation or summation of
previous material, harnessing all resources to achieve the tonic and final cadence, a
sure metaphor for the victorious hunter. Measures 109–114 recall the horn motion
and the echo of the horn, as shown below in Example 4.13.
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Example 4.13. “October,” mm. 109–114: final refrain/closing section

This six-bar phrase is followed by a recollection of episode 2 where mm.
115–117 repeat literally mm. 95–96. Fragmentation and a lock onto the dominant
produce another exuberant tremolo and chordal texture in mm. 121–125, this time
in the tonic, as shown in Example 4.14.
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Example 4.14. “October,” mm. 121–125: final cadence

Treble chords plunge downward in mm. 121–122, a final descent from the
mountaintop, balancing the opening ascent of the mountain during the introduction
in mm. 9–12. The jubilant final cadence speaks to an inner joy of the hunter, and if
convinced by the autobiographical link to Wilhelm, these words apply to him, too:
Now I shall show you how huntsmen have more joyful lives in this world
than other folk . . . he sees the sweet and fine morning air, the clear and
healthy weather, and the song of the birds, singing sweetly, melodiously and
lovingly, each in its own language . . . And when the sun rises he sees the
sweet dew on the branches and the grasses, gleaming in the good sunlight
and bringing pleasure and joy to the heart of the huntsman . . . I assure you
that the huntsmen live longer than any others.200

200

Monelle, 67.
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XI “November,” Mesto: A Narrative of Grief and Recollection
Example 4.15. The epigram accompanying “November” from Ms. 155

Wie rauschen die Baüme so winterlich schon
Es fliehen die Träume des Lebens davon
Ein Klagelied schallt
Durch Hügel und Wald.

How the trees rustle so wintry already
the dreams of life flee from there
A song of complaint sounds
through hill and forest.201

Example 4.16. Fanny Hensel’s Das Jahr: “November” (mm. 1–9) with Wilhelm
Hensel’s artwork from Ms. 155

201

Kimber, 395.
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The epigram for “November” features a singular occurrence of the writing of
Ludwig Tieck in a poem entitled “Trauer” (“Grief”). Hensel takes a slight, yet
significant literary license for “November,” a subtle yet deliberate choice that
influences the narrative for the month. The second line of the epigram, presumably
penned in Hensel’s hand, reads, “Es fliehen die Träume des Lebens davon.” The
second line of Tieck’s poem reads differently: “Es fliehen die Träume der Liebe
davon.” The distinction to be made here is between “Lebens” (the epigram) and
“Liebe” (Tieck’s poem). Kimber offers a translation: “Fanny suggestively changed
Tieck’s original wording from “Liebe” to “Lebens,” from “the dreams of love,” to “the
dreams of life.”202
The image in Wilhelm’s vignette supports this textual modification. Todd
explains, “Male figures appear in vignettes for four other months—in ‘July’ we see a
shepherd; in ‘August’ (a pastoral harvest song) a peasant blowing an alpenhorn; in
‘October,’ replete with horn calls, a hunter playing a Waldhorn; and in ‘November,’ a
monk contemplating a tomb.”203 A meditating monk is less likely to be dreaming of
love, and more likely to be dreaming of life, standing before a crypt as Wilhelm
portrays the monk in the vignette for “November.” Being in the presence of death at
a tomb could reasonably elicit recollections of a life already lived, and the life of the
world to come. Where Todd sees a “monk contemplating a tomb,” Kimber sees “a
priest holding a shovel next to a tombstone, an image that recalls the liturgical
placement of All Saint’s Day at the beginning of the month.”204 Whether the image
Kimber, 390.
Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 282–83.
204 Kimber, 390.
202
203
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depicts a monk or a priest, both scholars agree upon the location of the tomb and a
figure of ecclesiastical position.
For this analysis, a fusion of both visual interpretations provided by both
Todd and Kimber will be employed: the cassock and skull cap Wilhelm drew depict
the visage of a monk more than a priest, and it seems more plausible that a monk
would be employed as a grave digger. One slight correction of Kimber’s analysis
strengthens the interpretation of the monk, and that is her assertion that
“November” is a connection to All Saints Day. There is a second feast in the liturgical
calendar, just one day after All Saints Day—All Souls Day—and there is a distinction
to be made, [emphasis mine]:
All Saints Day honors all the saints, especially those whose feast day is not
observed worldwide and those not yet formally recognized as saints. In the
Dictionary of Catholic Devotions, Michael Walsh says that this feast, begun in
the fourth century, was first celebrated on May 13 and later moved to
November 1. On All Souls Day, we focus on those who are in purgatory. In
sixth-century Spain, the Monday after Pentecost included special prayers for
the dead. St. Odilo, abbot of Cluny (d. 1049), chose November 2 as the date to
pray for deceased monks; the church later expanded this custom.205
This slight clarification is worth revealing because it makes explicit the link between
the vignette and epigram. The conjoined image may be understood to be a
contemplative, praying monk, pausing from duty, thinking on his position above the
earth, and the not-so-fortunate subterranean placement of his wards on All Souls
Day.
The liturgical connection is significant in establishing the intersection of the
epigram, vignette, and music of “November.” The religious import of All Souls Day
Robert F. Morneau, Meet the Saints (Cincinnati, Ohio: St. Anthony
Messenger Press, 2011), 104.
205
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aligns with Hensel’s textual revision from “Träume der Liebe” to “Träume des
Lebens.” “Dreams of life” (and death) allows for a broader subject matter for ein
Traum while also supporting Todd’s assertion that “[Hensel] conceived “November”
as a dream sequence, and that the cycle as a whole is about the perception of time—
real time measured by the months and changing seasons, spiritual time measured
by the Christian liturgical calendar, and the free, associative time of the
subconscious.”206 Todd, while not explicitly identifying All Souls Day, acknowledges
“the Christian liturgical calendar” and also accounts for the larger narrative arc of
Das Jahr.
The dreams referenced in Tieck’s text are best understood in light of his title,
Trauer (Grief). The dream in the poem is tinged with grief, a sentiment made clear in
the penultimate line of the epigram, which houses the word “Klagelied,” a word with
etymology linked to a wail as an expression of pain. Example 4.17 provides the
epigram with two translations, one by Kimber and the other by Todd, to further the
interpretation of the epigram.
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Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 282.
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Example 4.17. Trauer, by Ludwig Tieck, lines 1–4; 11–12
Tieck

Kimber

Todd

1

Wie rauschen die Bäume
so winterlich shon;
3 es fliehen die Träume
4 der Liebe [des Lebens] davon!
11 Ein Klagelied schallt
12 durch Dämm’rung und Wald.

1

How the trees rustle
so wintry already;
3 dreams of love [life]
4 flee from there!
11 A song of complaint
sounds
12 through twilight [hill]
and forest. 207

1

2

2

2

How the trees stir
so wintry already;
3 dreams of love
4 flee from there!
11 A lament resounds
12 through twilight and
forest.208

The translations are nearly identical, but Todd’s rendering of “Klagelied” as
“lament” conveys more poetically what is happening in the music of “November.”
Kimber is careful in her translation to account for Hensel’s editorial choice to
replace Liebe with Lebens, however neither Kimber nor Todd acknowledge Hensel’s
second edit, which replaces the word “Dämm’rung” (“Twilight”) with the word
“Hügel” (“Hill”). This second edit mirrors the purpose of the first: it loosens the ties
with a romantic subtext since “twilight” is a time of evening associated with love.
Substituting “Hill” neutralizes this potential meaning and ties in more reasonably
with the vignette of the contemplative monk.
What is the monk contemplating, aside from what lies beneath his feet? This
question is answered most vividly in the music of Hensel’s “November.” The
penultimate month of Das Jahr is less a dream and more a grief-stricken
reminiscence of bygone days. Motives from previous months return, sometimes
clearly by means of literal repetition and other times shrouded in variation. The
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Kimber, 395.
Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 281.
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motives that appear most overtly in “November” share something in common: they
all derive from months that feature a male figure in the corresponding vignette. And
while this analysis will not approach a gendered interpretation of why this may be,
it is worth identifying that those months with artistic renderings of a male are all
represented musically in the eleventh month, the final month with a male depicted
in the vignette. “November,” with its references to past months, is a pastiche of grief
and recollection, “A lament [that] resounds through hill and forest.”
The four months that weave their way most notably into “November” are
“Mai,” “Juni,” “August,” and “October.” It is reasonable to deduce that if four months
make an appearance in “November” there may be additional months present.
Identifying these four months does not imply they are the only months that are
represented, it simply provides parameters for analysis, parameters Todd implied
when he cited months with male figures as part of their vignette. Example 4.18
provides a synopsis of the four months with a brief description of the images
portrayed in their vignette and the narrative parameters previously explored.
Example 4.18. vignette and narrative in “Mai,” “Juni,” “August,” and “October”
month
“Mai”
“Juni”
“August”
“October”

vignette
mother showers male child with flowers
from overhead
a man with lute serenades a woman at
her balcony
a harvest festival; a woman stands tall
baring a wreath, male blowing an
alpenhorn
a hunter blows a Waldhorn from a hilltop
with stags in the foreground
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narrative
change and assurance
longing and
reminiscence
victory and liberation
nature and the hunt

The inclusion of the vignettes in Example 4.18 is simply for reference, but the
interaction of the narrative elements is what will be examined in this analysis. The
presence of “Mai,” “Juni,” “August,” and “October,” in “November” brings with them
respective story-worlds, the result being a network of interconnectedness,209 as well
as a recasting of characters from one month to another, a theme that has surfaced
throughout the present and broader analysis of Das Jahr.
The first reference to another month occurs in “November”’s musical
structure which models the modified five-part rondo (rondeau, as per Monelle) of
the previous month, “October.” The modifications of the form occur in the same
places, with an introductory space before the first refrain and closing section in
place of the final refrain. Example 4.20 presents the general form for “November,”
including key regions.

My choice of words here—network of interconnectedness—points to the
theory of intertextuality, a method that incorporates literary theory to better
process and analyze music and musical meaning. For further reading on
intertextuality and music, see Michael Leslie Klein’s, Intertextuality in Western Art
Music (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2005). Klein acknowledges experts in
the field, namely, Kofi Agawu, Robert Hatten, Raymond Monelle, and Robert
Samuels. Additionally, for intersections between intertextuality and semiotics see
Eero Tarasti, Signs of Music: A Guide to Musical Semiotics (New York: Mouton de
Gruyter, 2002).
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Example 4.19. form in “November”
introduction
mm. 1–33.3
F minor

refrain 1
mm. 33.4–71
F minor (33.4–45);
A♭ major (46–57.5);
Modulatory (57.6–71)

episode 1
mm. 72–109.5

common time
Mesto

6/8
Allegro molto e con brio (Allegro molto e con brio)

refrain 2
mm. 109.6–133
F minor (109.6–125.5);
D♭ major (125.6–129.5);
B♭ minor (130–133)

episode 2
mm. 134–147

refrain 3 (closing section)
mm. 148–173

F minor (134–137);
ascending harmonic
sequence (138–140);
lock onto B o7 (140–147)

chromatic descent and
harmonic ambiguity
(148–154);
F minor, punctuated with
A o7 and B o7(155–162);

B♭ major (72–79);
C minor (80–83);
G♭ major (84–91);
modulatory (92–101);
C major (102–107);
C7 (108–109.5)
6/8

F minor,
cadential confirmation
(163–173)
6/8
(Allegro molto e con brio)

6/8
(Allegro molto e con brio)

6/8 Adagio (148–152);
common time (153–154);
6/8 Allegro come prima
(mm. 155–end)

The ways in which music from outside months is recast, even recycled in
“November” are manifold, and J. Peter Burkholder provides an extensive list of
fourteen techniques composers use in recalling outside music. Entitled “Procedures
for Using Existing Music,” Burkholder explains these techniques in relationship to
Charles Ives’ compositional output, but their relevance to this analysis will prove
useful. Of the fourteen procedures, the following can be identified in Hensel’s
“November”:
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Modeling a work or section on an existing piece, assuming its structure,
incorporating part of its melodic material, imitating its form or procedures,
or using it as a model in some other way; Paraphrasing an existing tune to
form a new melody, theme, or motive; Setting an existing tune with a new
accompaniment; Programmatic quotation, fulfilling an extramusical program
or illustrating part of a text; Collage, in which a swirl of quoted and
paraphrased tunes is added to a musical structure based on modeling,
paraphrase . . . or a narrative program.210
Examples 4.20–4.24 provide tables that outline the quotations from external
months present in “November” followed by their corresponding musical examples.
The analysis will move chronologically through “November” using the formal
boundaries established in Example 4.20 to track the specific recollections from past
months within each refrain and episode of “November.” Example 4.20 begins with a
view into the introductory space of “November” and the occurrences of outside
months contained therein.
Example 4.20. “November,” mm. 1–33.3: appearance of external months in the
introduction
Example external
month

the recollection: what
and where from the
external month?
“Juni”
lament figure:
descending minor 2nd,
mm. 1–12
“Mai”
4-octave ascending
D♯ o7 arpeggiation:
mm. 48–49
“October” Galloping octaves: mm.
71–72

where in “November?”

4.20a

m. 2, 4, 6, 7, 11, 19–25

4.20b

4.20b

6-octave ascending Eo7
arpeggiation:

m. 27
mm. 30–31

J. Peter Burkholder, All Made of Tunes: Charles Ives and the Uses of Musical
Borrowing (Binghamton, New York: Vail-Ballou Press, 1995), 3–4.
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Example 4.20a. “Juni,” mm. 1–12 appearing in “November” at mm. 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 19–
25
“Juni,” introduction, mm. 1–12; the sigh motive (falling minor second)

“November,” mm. 2, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11 (“Juni”’s sigh motive)
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“Juni”’s sigh motive appearing in “November,” mm. 19–25

The sigh motive in “November” is modeling the falling minor second first
featured in “Juni,” an intervallic, rhythmic, and motivic connection between the two
months that also extends to the connection these two months share in their
interpretive framework as identified in the present analysis. “Juni” is entitled “A
Narrative of Longing and Reminiscence” while “November” is “A Narrative of Grief
and Recollection.” The inclusion of the sigh motive links these two months, pointing
to Burkholder’s description of programmatic quotation. Example 4.21b continues
with more quotations from external months during the introduction of “November,”
this time imported from the months of “Mai” and “October.”
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Example 4.20b–c. “November” mm. 27–33: “Mai” and “October” appearances in
“November”

“Mai” m. 48

“October” m. 71

As shown in Example 4.20b, “Mai” and “October” partner at the culmination
of the introductory space in “November.” The appearance of these two months is an
example of collage technique whereby “a swirl of quoted and paraphrased tunes is
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added to a musical structure.”211 In both “Mai” and “November” the dramatic ascent
of a fully diminished seventh chord rings out before the outset of a new formal
section in a major key, achieving a jarring effect that is then mediated at the outset
of a new section and a major mode.
The inclusion of the jagged octaves from “October” in mm. 30–31 of
“November” recalls a virtuosic display that communicates a hunting fanfare. Monelle
explains, “Hunts for solo instruments, popular in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries . . . adopt the style of the hunting fanfare in a characteristic piece, often as
a vehicle for virtuosity.”212 Considering that Hensel was not a virtuosic exhibitionist,
the inclusion of a virtuosic octave display is better understood as programmatic
quotation, bringing in the topic of the hunt at the end of the introduction. While the
meter is not the same in this borrowing between “October” to “November,” they do
share the same key signature. Both instances of the tumultuous octave descent
share the same contour and intervallic relationships (descending fourth, ascending
second). The visual and aural similarites are unmistakable and ultimately link with
“November”’s interpretive framework of recollection.
A new formal section—refrain 1— begins in “November” at the anacrusis to
m. 34 where elements of “August” can be detected. Example 4.21 outlines
occurrences of “August” in “November” followed by their corresponding musical
examples.
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Burkholder, All Made of Tunes, 4.
Monelle, Musical Topic, 85.
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Example 4.21. “August” appearances in “November” in refrain 1
Example external
month
4.21a

“August”

4.21b

“August”

the recollection: what and
where from the external
month?
treble figuration:
mm. 73–76 (and beyond)
cadential harmony:
mm. 167–173

where in
“November?”
mm. 33.4–71
mm. 50–54

Example 4.21a. “August” mm. 73–76; “November” mm. 33.4–37
“August” mm. 73–76:

“November” mm. 33.4–37

The musical details between these two segments—presented above in
Example 4.21a—reveal similarities in the melodic line and rhythmic configuration.
The contours of the treble melodies share a resemblance in segmentation—each
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grouping of six eighteenth notes is parsed in a 4 + 2 combination in both months.
Rhythmically, the trochaic rhythm in the bass clef is the same in these segments of
“August” and “November.” The resemblance in both the melodic contour and
rhythm point to modeling, and yet, correspondence shifts when considering mode —
G major in “August” and F minor in “November.” This particular quotation from
“August,” an instance of celebration and victory, is recast in “November” as a
passage laden with anguish. More than a modal shift from major to minor, the
harmonic stasis in “November”—the tonic pedal in mm. 34–36 and repetition of the
F octave and F-minor triad—acts as an emotional anchor, heavy and grief-stricken,
as the monk in Wilhelm’s vignette. Example 4.21b presents another comparison
between “August” and “November,” where the 4 + 2 melodic segmentation remains
the same as seen in Example 4.21a but additional connections are explored.
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Example 4.21b. “August,” mm. 167–173; “November,” mm. 50–54
“August” mm. 167–173

“November” mm. 50–54

Beyond the likeness in the melodic segmentation of 4 + 2 that is present
between both “August” and “November” in Example 4.22b, there is a deeper
correspondence present in the harmonic progression and the repetition of material
in subsequent lower registers. Both months demonstrate a cadential pattern that
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moves through the standard TPDT stages; in the predominant position, both months
incorporates a borrowed chord. In “August” a chord of secondary function (the viio43
/ V) prepares the dominant harmony in mm. 169, 171, and 173; in “November”
modal mixture is present with the minor subdominant borrowed from the parallel
major in mm. 50, 52. This chromatic inflection during the pre-dominant stage of the
cadence is underscored as each four chords of the progression repeats in a lower
register. The cadential repetition through multiple octaves contributes to a dramatic
resolution in both months while also demonstrating another example of modeling
and programmatic quotation. Unlike Example 4.21a, Example 4.21b is an example
where the narrative elements from “August”—victory and liberation—are recalled
and restored in “November,” albeit temporarily as the triumphant A♭ major cadence
in mm. 53–55 is short-lived as it swiftly transitions to a modulatory section
dominated by fully diminished seventh chord sonorities in mm. 58–64 (not shown).
Grief returns in this section laden with the tritone that bridges refrain 1 to episode
1. Example 4.22 reveals another reference to “August” present in “November”
during episode 1 of this rondo form, with musical examples to follow.
Example 4.22. “Mai” and “August” appearances in “November”: episode 1
Example external
month
4.22a

“August”

the recollection: what and
where from the external
month?
treble melody/
bass accompaniment:
mm. 129–132
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where in “November?”
bass melody/
treble accompaniment:
mm. 80–83

Example 4.22a. “August” mm. 129–132; “November” mm. 80–83
“August” mm. 129–132

“November” mm. 80–83

The element of recollection in “November” continues in episode 1 with a
reference to “August.” Burkholder’s methods of borrowing are present here in the
form of both paraphrasing and setting. Measures 129–132 in “August” are
paraphrased in “November,” evidenced by the inversion of the contour in mm. 80–
83. The setting is also inverted between these two months with the melody
swapping from a soprano register to a tenor range in addition to a new
accompanimental texture in “November.” In addition, the overall density of voices is
somewhat dissipated in this four-measure segment of “November” where the tenor
melody is freed from the chordal texture that is present in mm. 129–132 of
“August.”
Refrain 2 is the next formal section to track recollections from external
months, however, the musical examples in refrain 2 are similar to those described in
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refrain 1 (see Example 4.21); the analysis will turn then to episode 2. Example 4.23
reflects an occurrence of “October” in “November.”
Example 4.23. “October” appearance in “November” episode 2
Example external
month

the recollection: what
and where from the
external month?
“October” Galloping octaves:
mm. 95

where in “November?”

4.23a

mm. 134, 136, 138,
140

Example 4.23a. “October” m. 95; “November” mm. 134–140
“October” m. 95

“November” mm 134–140

The presence of bass octaves shared between “October” and “November” in
the segments presented in Example 4.24a recall the words of Lorraine Byrne
Bodley. While analyzing similar octave passages in a work of Schubert, she suggests
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that “rushing octaves convey the kinetic image of galloping horses . . . and the
emphatic hammering bass octaves underscore the presence of the daemonic.”213
The octave examples in “October” and “November” do just what Bodley explains,
each in their own way. A kinetic energy does permeate m. 95 in “October”; an
ascending octave outline of an A♭ major chord in the bass line works in contrary
motion with soprano blocked chords. This was, after all, the month that celebrated
nature and the thrill of the hunt. “November”’s octaves in mm. 134–140 also reflect
Bodley’s summation of a daemonic presence with forceful and repetitious octave
arpeggiations beginning in F minor (m. 134–137). Daemonic, a sinister qualifier to
be sure, suggests an association with Wilhelm’s vignette depicting a tomb. It is not a
stretch to place this ominous idea and sound outside of the crypt where the monk
contemplates his position, and the end of those who lie within.
“October”’s galloping octaves, present in episode 2 of “November,” carry over
into the closing section where elements from “Juni” and “October” interact in the
borrowing technique of collage. Burkholder defines this as “a swirl of quoted and
paraphrased tunes . . . based on modeling, paraphrase . . . or a narrative program.”214
Example 4.24 provides a summary of the final instances of borrowing in
“November” with musical examples to follow.
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Bodley, Schubert’s Goethe Settings, 99.
Burkholder, All Made of Tunes, 4.
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Example 4.24. “Juni,” and “October” appearances in “November”: closing section
Example external
month

where in
“November?”

4.24a

mm. 148–152

4.24b

the recollection: what and
where from the external
month?
“Juni”
lament figure: descending
minor 2nd, mm. 1–12
“October” Galloping octaves:
mm. 67–74

mm. 163–169

Example 4.24a. “Juni” mm. 1–12; “November” mm. 148–152

“November” mm. 148–152

The lament figure that characterized “Juni” occupies the first six measures of
the closing section in “November,” recalling the longing and reminiscence of that
month, a fitting partner for “November” with an analytical framework of grief and
recollection. The lament figure in “November” is expressed first in octaves, and then
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in minor thirds (augmented seconds), creating a dialogue between a soprano and
alto register in the treble clef. Contrastingly, the falling minor second in “Juni” is
static, always emphasizing the dominant, oscillating between B♭ and A. The treble
lament figure in “November” is chromatically sinking in tandem with bass octaves.
These octaves, recalling “Juni”’s lament, will not have the final sounds in the closing
section; Example 4.24b displays the final role the octaves play in “November,” a
proverbial nail in the coffin.
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Example 4.24b. “October” mm. 67–74; “November” mm. 163–169
“October” mm. 67–74

“November” mm. 163–169

Modeling seems to be the predominant borrowing technique when comparing
“October” and “November” as shown in Example 4.24b. The function these passages
fulfill provides context for the distinctions between these two seemingly similar
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sections. In “October,” mm. 67–74 are participating in a dominant lock, outlining an
E♭ 7 in preparation for a cadence that will follow at the outset of refrain 2. In mm.
163–169 of “November,” the function is tonic prolongation with the F-minor tonic
exploited measure after measure, preparing for the final cadence that will follow in
mm. 170–172. The general contour and rhythm are notable, but their respective
functions are more so.
On the surface, this data may be dismissed as musical minutiae, but it
symbolizes a confluence of time and, in some way, mimics the process of
recollection. As displayed in the tables and musical examples above, the quotations
from external months are fragmented and together generate a sense of unease
throughout. Recollection, in the musical setting of “November,” is shrouded in grief;
quotations from a month such as “August,” that originally presented as victorious,
conjure loss, and what communicated liberation in “August” is recast as internment
in “November.” “October”’s thrill for nature and hunting’s adventure are brought to
stillness; the change and assurance once felt in “Mai” is riddled with doubt and
uncertainty in “November.” So, too, can one experience a disjointed sense of reality
when looking backward. The monk, in recalling “All Souls,” may have some
questions unanswered—deepening doubts to contemplate. The music of
“November” aptly, if not effusively, achieves a holy lament that resounds, not only
through “hill and forest” but through the annals of time. However, this may all be
mediated and recast one last time in the final month of Das Jahr—“December.”
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XII: “December,” Allegro molto: A Narrative of Honor and Tribute
Example 4.25. The epigram accompanying “December” from Ms. 155

Vom himmel hoch, da komm ich her.

From heaven on high, I come here.215

Example 4.26. Fanny Hensel’s Das Jahr: “December” (mm. 1–5) with Wilhelm
Hensel’s artwork from Ms. 155

215

Kimber, 395.
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The epigram for the final month of Das Jahr comes from Hymn 85 of the
Lutheran Hymnal, a fifteen-verse account of the Nativity story from the Bible in
Luke 2: 1–18.216 The one-line epigram is the first line of the first verse and would
have been well known to Hensel’s contemporaries. Example 4.27 provides the first
verse in its entirety from Vom Himmel hoch in both German and English.
Example 4.27. Vom Himmel hoch, Hymn 85, verse 1, The Lutheran Hymnal, 1855
translation by Catherine Winkworth
Vom Himmel hoch, da komm ich her.
Ich bring’ euch gute neue Mär,
Der guten Mär bring ich so viel,
Davon ich singn und sagen will.
1

From heaven above to earth I come
To bear good news to every home;
Glad tidings of great joy I bring
Whereof I now will say and sing:217
1

[emphasis locates the epigram]
After thirteen verses of intervening text, verse 15 completes the Christian
story in acclamation, as shown below in Example 4.28:
Example 4.28. Vom Himmel hoch, Hymn 85, verse 15, The Lutheran Hymnal, 1855
translation by Catherine Winkworth
15 Lob,

Ehr sei Gott im höchsten Thron,
Der uns schenkt seinen ein’gen Sohn.
Des freuen sich der Engel Schar
Und singe nuns solch neues Jahr.

15 Glory

to God in the highest heaven,
Who unto man His Son hath given!
While angels sing with pious mirth
A glad New Year to all the earth.218

The epigram, according to Kimber, clearly “evokes Christmas within the
musical month of ‘December,’”219 and John Toews asserts that the appearance of

John L. Hoh, Praises to Hymn: Mediations on Beloved Hymns and Carols
(North Prairie, Wisconsin: HoneyMilk Publishing, 2007), 16.
217 Hoh, Praises to Hymn, 21.
218 Hoh, 22.
219 Kimber, 363.
216
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Lutheran chorales in Das Jahr (the first was in “März), “appear to give the cycle a
religious, even liturgical frame, with their clear references to Easter [and]
Christmas.”220 Todd concurs with both Kimber and Toews when he concludes,
“Anchoring Fanny’s musical calendar are the chorales Christ ist erstanden for Easter
(falling in this abstract year in March) and Vom Himmel hoch for Christmas, allying
the whole to the Christian liturgical calendar and to Fanny’s professed Protestant
faith.”221 It is risky to argue the position made clear by Kimber, Toews, and Todd; in
fact, a liturgical thread is apparent and undisputable, but it does not exclude the
possibility of an alternative interpretation. The vignette makes possible such an
alternative.
At first glance the vignette is simply more evidence supporting the Christian
themes from the epigram, as Todd explains: “In perhaps the most remarkable of
Wilhelm’s artistic idealizations, the vignette for ‘December,’ Fanny is depicted as a
winged angel carrying her son down from heaven, an all too transparent allusion to
the Christmas chorale with which the movement ends, 'Vom Himmel hoch.'”222 Todd
also supports an autobiographical reading throughout Das Jahr when he explains
“the evidence of the manuscripts suggests that Fanny’s ‘abstract’ musical year was
in fact about her Berlin life and family relationships,”223 a reading with which
Kimber firmly disagrees. She writes, “While Wilhelm’s vignette for “December,” an
angel with a child on its shoulder, also resembles his wife and his son Sebastian,

Toews, “Memory and Gender,” 727.
R. Larry Todd, “Issues of Stylistic Identity,” 254.
222 Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 283.
223 Todd, 278.
220
221
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perhaps because Das Jahr was Fanny’s Christmas gift to him, there is nothing in the
music or the epigram for the movement that communicates specific
autobiographical associations.”224
Perhaps Kimber is concerned the cycle risks its status as a serious
instrumental cycle if it is too closely linked to specific individuals. It is possible,
however, for “December,” along with other months, to be personally inspired, while
concurrently maintaining its stature as a substantial composition. If there is one
month where Hensel may have wished to insert herself and her son more overtly,
“December” certainly is a logical choice. Without being presumptuous, there is a
reasonable association between the composer and her son with the mother and
child of the Nativity, simply by virtue of the mother and child status. Why does the
vignette, as in Kimber’s analysis, have to be a nondescript angel with a child on its
shoulder? This analysis will align more with Todd’s willingness to “frustrate the
most seasoned apologist for musical autonomy”225 and point to the obvious—the
vignette is autobiographical, it is mother and child, it is Hensel and Sebastian.
How does the vignette interact with the epigram then? “From heaven above to
earth I come” could be the effusive sentiment of Wilhelm and Hensel toward their
child, that Sebastian came down to them from heaven. The inclusion of their son in
this month is particular. Particular, first, because of the reverence “December” and
“Christmas” imply for a Protestant family such as the Hensels. By placing him in the
vignette, they memorialize their own personal rendition of a Holy Family. It is
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Kimber, 377.
Todd, “Issues of Stylistic Identity,” 250.
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particular, also, because by including their son Sebastian, they point to significant
figures in Hensel’s musical heritage. “In 1830, on the birth of her son, she made clear
her preferred musical models by naming him Sebastian Ludwig Felix Hensel.”226 The
Hensel’s son embodies in name Bach, Beethoven, and brother Felix, each of whom
had significant musical influence upon the life of Hensel. “December” becomes a
coda of sorts, providing a space to “say things that could not have been
appropriately said in earlier sections.”227 The music of “December” speaks of the
presence of Bach, Beethoven, Felix, and even her teacher Ludwig Berger, in subtle
and not-so-subtle references to these great pillars in Hensel’s musical lineage. In so
doing, “December” becomes a narrative of honor and tribute, a proper space to pay
homage at year’s end.
The form for “December” is most succinctly described as a binary structure
whereby the prelude (in the form of an etude) manifests in the A section (mm. 1–
67); the chorale tune constitutes the B section (mm. 68–106) which first presents in
a hymn texture, followed by variation. More compelling and revealing than the form
is the way in which the musical homage is sequenced, which will be the focus of this
analysis.
“December” begins in “a blurry, pianissimo prelude in C minor, like an
impressionistic aural snowstorm,”228 a virtuosic texture that reveals Hensel’s
formative years with teacher Ludwig Berger229 and her commitment to the
Todd, 220.
Caplin, Analyzing Classical Form, 519.
228 Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 280.
229 Françoise Tillard, Fanny Mendelssohn, trans. Camille Naish, (Portland,
Oregon: Amadeus Press, 1992), 51. “An excellent musician from Berlin who had
226
227
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composition and practice of etudes. While Hensel composed her own “Übungsstücke
(practice pieces), études, and a few untitled pieces [she] was certainly acquainted
with Berger’s own études. Berger’s other student, Mendelssohn [Felix], wrote ‘Songs
without Words’ that were strongly modelled on Bergers’ études.”230 The first
homage of “December” begins right from the outset with étude figuration that
comprises mm. 1–16. Example 4.30 provides the first eight measures of “December.”
Two segments of études from Chopin are also included in Example 4.29 to further
the discussion of the first honorary nod to Hensel’s teacher, Ludwig Berger.

studied with Clementi and Cramer, Berger gave numerous concerts throughout
Europe before resettling in Berlin. His own works went far beyond the framework
imposed by the Clementi school: he composed some lieder (among them, The
Beautiful Maid of the Mill on texts by Wilhelm Müller), a piano concerto, piano
sonatas, and studies that must have influenced Fanny and Felix in their
compositions for the piano.”
230 Cai, “Virtuoso Texture,” 263–64.
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Example 4.29. “December,” mm. 1–8, ètude texture (middle image); Chopin Ètude ,
Op. 25, No. 6, m. 1 (top image); Chopin Ètude, Op. 10, No. 4, mm. 1–2 (bottom
image).
Chopin Étude, Op. 25, No. 6, mm. 1–2

Chopin Étude, Op. 10, No. 4, mm. 1–2
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The opening flutter of thirds in the first measure of Hensel’s “December”
closely resembles mm. 1–2 from Chopin’s Op. 25, No. 6 étude. Furthermore, and
more strikingly, m. 2 from “December” bears considerable likeness to m. 2 from
Chopin’s Op. 10, No. 4, with the same pitch placement (just different key signatures)
and a similar harmonic underpinning. The privilege of time and the dominance that
Chopins’ études claim in the repertoire make this a reasonable association.
However, historical recollections credit Bergers’ études as possessing a
Chopinesque quality as John Comber explains, “Ludwig Berger . . . approaches
Chopin with the fleeting spirit of some of his works.”231 In addition, Françoise
Tillard writes, “Berger had also been influenced by John Field, and his playing
possessed a more sentimental touch that heralded the Chopinesque style of the
Romantic piano.”232 These assessments of Berger are post-facto and Hensel would
not have memorialized Chopin in the final month of Das Jahr, since her opinion of
Chopin was tepid, as evidenced in a letter to Felix. It reads, “I cannot deny that I find
him [Chopin] too lacking in an important component—namely, power—to pass as a
complete artist. His playing does not exhibit shades of grey, but shades of rose—if
only it could bite a little!”233
A second site of honor and tribute, in the form of homage, can be detected in
mm. 52–57, a transitional space between the A and B sections of “December.” The
member of Hensel’s circle to be memorialized here is her brother, Felix. The
John Comber, “Józef Sikorski’s ‘Recollection of Chopin’: The Earliest Essay
on Chopin and His Music,” in Chopin and His World, eds. Jonathan D. Bellman, Halina
Goldberg (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2017), 59.
232 Tillard, Fanny Mendelssohn, 51.
233 Tillard, 328.
231
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medium Hensel uses to honor Felix is his Lieder ohne Worte, one of the compositions
for which he is most known. Fanny’s tribute to the style is offered below in Example
4.30a, followed by Felix’s rendition in Op. 85, No. 1, in F major, provided in Example
4.30b for comparison.
Example 4.30a. Hensel’s “December,” mm. 52–57

Example 4.30b. Sechs Lieder ohne Worte, Op. 85, No. 1, Felix Mendelssohn, mm. 1–4

The homophonic texture present in Examples 4.30a and 4.30b characterizes
the figure being memorialized in this section of “December.” Entrancing
arpeggiations originate in the bass register, move through the tenor range, and then
become subsumed into the soprano melody. In addition, the interval between bass
and soprano on the downbeats of mm. 53–55 in Hensel’s “December” and the
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downbeats of mm. 2–3 in Mendelssohn’s Lieder ohne Worte is a perfect fifth (with
two intervening octaves). Felix’s presence permeates the transition between the
etude-like A section and the chorale B section in texture, ascending arpeggiations,
and intervallic relationships.
A third homage, this time to Beethoven, occurs in mm. 62–63, not far
removed from the “Felix” reference. The juxtaposition of the Felix reference to
Beethoven recounts the affinity brother and sister shared studying Beethoven’s
piano sonatas. Todd recalls, “Fanny—and her artistic twin, Felix, with whom she
shared everything of musical significance—would thus be among the first musicians
to approach the weightiest of piano sonatas [referring to the Hammerklavier] and to
count themselves among Beethoven’s most ardent disciples.”234 The homage to
Beethoven in “December” is derived, not from the Hammerklavier, but from the
fourth movement of Op. 2, No. 3 in C major. In his article surveying musical
quotation, music theorist Kevin Holm-Hudson explains the device, an apt
description with direct application to what occurs in Hensel’s “December” with the
references to Felix and Beethoven. Holm-Hudson describes it thusly:
The act of quotation in music (here defined as reproducing a melodic,
stylistic or timbral excerpt of a pre-existing musical work in the new context
of another musical work) is arguably ageless and instinctual. There is an
element of borrowing—whether by literal quotation (of, for example, an
existing melody) or by generalized appropriation (e.g. reference to a
stereotyped musical style)—in every successful instance of musical
communication.235

Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 89.
Kevin Holm-Hudson, “Quotation and Context: Sampling and John Oswald’s
Plunderphonics,” Leonardo Music Journal 7 (1997): 17.
234
235
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With this context, the homage to Hensel’s brother shown in Example 4.30b is
best understood as generalized appropriation, whereas the inclusion of Beethoven’s
sonata represents an instance of literal quotation. Example 4.31a highlights a twooctave ascent of first-inversion triads, prolonging a dominant harmony found in
Hensel’s “December.” Example 4.31b presents a segment from Beethoven’s sonata,
which reveals the technique of literal quotation.
Example 4.31a. Hensel’s “December,” mm. 62–64, homage to Beethoven

Example 4.31b. Beethoven’s Op. 2, No. 3, iv, mm. 1–8

The fourth homage in “December” is an explicit link to Bach: the chorale, Vom
Himmel hoch. As Toews explains, “The citations [of the chorales] are not just
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thematic fragments or motifs, but recognizable, full citations of historical works that
have authors, verbal texts, compositional traditions, and well-developed cultural
meanings outside the work . . . .The references are to elements of collective, cultural,
and individual memory.”236 The thrust of Toew’s premise here insists that the
inclusion of the chorale in “December” (and “March”) harnesses a collective
authority, one that Hensel wielded as a “defensive assertion of her north German
Protestant identity against whatever seductions the Catholic Church might have
offered.”237 The present analysis suggests a less defensive motivation: Hensel
wished to honor J.S. Bach, the mentor from whom she “derived her love of
counterpoint and complex, chromatic part writing.”238
Hensel’s connection with J.S. Bach began at the earliest possible stage, birth,
upon which her mother Lea “studied her hands and announced, ‘she has Bach-fugue
fingers.’”239 The Mendelssohn’s mother exposed her children to Bach’s music from
an early age as music theorist A.B. Marx recalls it best: “[Lea] had made the
acquaintance of Sebastian Bach’s music, and in her home she perpetuated his
tradition by continually playing the Well-Tempered Clavier.”240 Lea’s Bach
performances became a model for Fanny, who, at age thirteen, “performed an entire
volume of preludes from Bach’s Well Tempered Klavier ‘as a surprise for her
Toews, 728.
Toews, “Memory and Gender,” 728–29. Toews’s analysis comes from a
time when Das Jahr was believed to be a musical diary of Hensel’s travels to Rome,
which accounts for his assertion about the “seductions of the Catholic Church.”
Recent scholarship has decoupled Hensel’s Roman Holiday from Das Jahr, casting a
new, if not dim light on Toews’s analysis.
238 Todd, “Hensel and Musical Style,” 220.
239 Rothenberg, “‘Thus Far, but No Farther’,” 691.
240 Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 7.
236
237
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father.’”241 With her from childhood, Bach’s abiding presence surely justifies the
homage paid him at the end of Das Jahr, a thirty-nine measure statement and
variation of Vom Himmel hoch that concludes “December,” the final month of Das
Jahr. Example 4.32a provides the initial quotation of Bach’s chorale (mm. 68–71),
while Example 4.32b illustrates Hensel’s variation treatment of the chorale in mm.
81–85.
Example 4.32a. Hensel’s “December,” mm. 68–71, Vom Himmel hoch, quotation
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Rothenberg, “‘Thus Far, but No Farther’,” 691.
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Example 4.32b. Hensel’s “December,” mm. 81–85, Vom Himmel hoch, variation
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The Maestoso expression mark that initiates the final section of “December”
(mm. 79–106) takes a sudden, if not paradoxical turn in the final four measures
(mm. 103–106). Unlike the bravado one may expect at the end of such a substantial
instrumental cycle, the closing four measures offer a reflective resolution. The
blustery snowstorm of the opening measures (m. 1, m. 8) achieved by fluttering
thirds is mediated in the final four measures by C-major triads retreating in
beautiful wedges of contrary motion, settling into a harp-like roll from C2 to C7 in m.
106 as displayed in Example 4.33.
Example 4.33. Hensel’s “December,” mm. 103–106, Vom Himmel hoch

Kimber explains that this anticlimactic ending “means that Hensel’s year
does not drive forward to a final dramatic close, but rather, as following an actual
year, time continues (through the addition of the Nachspiel) into another annual
cycle.”242 In other words, the tapering of texture and energy at the end of
“December” leaves space for one more attacca, the “Nachspiel.” While the attacca is
not written in explicitly by Hensel’s hand between “December” and the “Nachspiel”
(as is the case between “Januar” and “Februar” and between “April” and “Mai”) it is
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Kimber, 363.
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surely implied since Das Jahr does not culminate in the final cadence of “December.”
The arc of Das Jahr is best represented in this moment of continuity: the first
measure of the entire cycle begins with a solitary, pianissimo bass octave on B1 and
B2 in “Januar,” which, over the course of The Year, journeys to a C-major
arpeggiation from C2 to C6 in the final measure of “December,” culminating with the
Nachspiel in A minor. The music projects a sense of an extended leading tone (B)
that finally, after much time and toil, resolves to the tonic (C), but only temporarily
before retreating to the relative minor. This narrative function of B as leading tone,
journeying to C major, and retracting in A minor aligns with the writing of David
Neumeyer in his 1982 article on song cycles and organic structure. He offers,
“Considerations of narrative or dramatic progression are not trivial, but in fact can
be structural determinants—generators of organic unity—co-equal with formal
design or a harmonic-contrapuntal structure.”243 The overarching tonal arc from B
resolving to C and retreating to A is indeed not trivial and is a cycle in and of itself.
B’s tendency to progress and achieve an upward resolution to C is then compelled to
move beyond that journey through the somber space of the “Nachspiel” in A minor.
While “December” is a narrative of honor and tribute to people of prominence in
Hensel’s life, it also honors the preponderance of the journey that is Das Jahr.
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David Neumeyer, “Organic Structure,” 104.
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Nachspiel
Example 5.1. “Nachspiel,” mm. 1–8

Das Jahr does not end with “December,” the month that traditionally
culminates the calendar year. The implications of the past four chapters have
considered the emergent meaning that arises from the intersection of sight, in the
form of vignettes Wilhelm Hensel sketched by hand; script, mined from the troves of
German, Romantic poets; and sounds that Fanny constructed, created, and crafted.
What does follow “December” in Fanny Hensel’s Das Jahr is a “Nachspiel”—a solemn
epilogue of twenty-one measures devoid of vignette and poem. While these framing
devices present in previous months are lacking, Hensel did write in some text—
“Nachspiel,” “Choral,” and, above mm. 3–5, the opening line from a Lutheran chorale:
“Das alte Jahr vergangen ist.” Example 5.1 (above) reveals the austere score of the
“Nachspiel” from Ms. 155 with the opening line of the chorale text.
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The words written above mm. 3–4 in the “Nachspiel” are the incipit of the
Lutheran chorale tune—Das alte Jahr vergangen ist—of which the full text and
translation is provided in Example 5.2.
Example 5.2. Das alte Jahr vergangen ist
Das alte Jahr vergangen ist,
Wir danken dir Herr Jesu Christ,
Daß uns in so grosser G’fahr,
Behütet hast lang’ Zeit und Jahr.

The old year is past,
We thank you Lord Jesus Christ
For having watched over us
In such great danger through the ages.244

One may assume the “Nachspiel” is just a new setting of a musical and
religious text that was known to Hensel, but many scholars have already discerned
the construction of the final measures of Das Jahr. Todd explains it this way:
Finally, to mark the passage of the annual cycle, the “Nachspiel” presents in a
stately A minor the chorale “Das alte Jahr vergangen ist” . . . [and] hit upon an
ingenious solution: each phrase of the chorale, presented again in block,
chordal style, is introduced by a few free bars of music that impress as a
reminiscence of the sobering chorus of Bach’s St Matthew Passion.245
Kimber echoes Todd as she explains, “Hensel’s quotations of the phrases of the
chorale appear, like phrases in a chorale prelude, between music that, as Toews has
noted, recalls the opening chorus of J.S. Bach’s St. Matthew Passion.”246
A third observation from music theorist Marianne Kielian-Gilbert, sums up
most succinctly what Todd, Kimber, and Toews also concur, explaining:
In the “Nachspiel” a short dramatic segment drawn from the melody of the
opening of Bach’s St Matthew Passion . . . alternates with each of the five
Kimber, 392.
Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 280.
246 Kimber, 392. Kimber is referring to John E. Toews article, “Memory and
Gender in the Remaking of Fanny Mendelssohn’s Musical Identity: The Chorale in
Das Jahr,” The Musical Quarterly 77, no. 4 (Winter 1993): 727–48.
244
245
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different melodic phrases of Bach’s chorale. In Mendelssohn Hensel’s setting,
the “Das alte Jahr” chorale tune receives an intimate, texturally close, and
reflective rendering, perhaps suggesting private devotion despite the public
collective context of Lutheran congregational singing, and in stark contrast to
the loudness and metric assertions of the recurring segment that evokes the
opening of Bach’s St. Matthew Passion.247
Why did Hensel choose to include and then juxtapose a Bach chorale and a
passion to complete her piano cycle? The reflective text from the chorale, looking
back on the year, offering gratitude to a higher power for protection, could stand
alone in providing summation for the year that just unfolded. Kimber provides an
answer to this query:
The reference to the opening procession music of the Passion evokes the
program’s procession of years, as one year finishes and time advances ahead
into the next. As the previous months of Das Jahr have revealed, pilgrims
through life suffer, but with the appearance of the final chorale tune, God
sustains them into a future that, as Hensel wrote, “one cannot and should not
fathom.”248
The final words of Kimber’s citation—one cannot and should not fathom—come
from a letter addressed to Felix from Fanny dated September 28, 1840. A fuller text
of that letter reads:
And if one is convinced that that [speaking on serenity, excitement, joy and
good fortune] is what living is all about, then one should really aspire to
some frivolity so that one can more cheerfully enjoy what one has at present
and be unconcerned about the future, which in any case almost always turns
out differently from our expectations, because one cannot and should not
fathom it.249

Marianne Kielian–Gilbert, “Inventing a Melody with Harmony: Tonal
Potential and Bach’s ‘Das alte Jahr vergangen ist,” Journal of Music Theory 50, no. 1
(Spring 2006): 79.
248 Kimber, 393.
249 Fanny Mendelssohn Hensel and Felix Mendelssohn, The Letters of Fanny
Hensel to Felix Mendelssohn, ed. Marcia J. Citron (Hillsdale, New York: Pendragon
Press, 1987), 295–96.
247
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Hensel’s letter to her brother provides a subtext for interpreting the presence and
function of the “Nachspiel.” Her words reveal a certain contradiction between an
idealistic world view—aspiring for frivolity and living in the present—and an
uncertainty of what the future holds. Such an uncertainty could explain the
vacillation present in “Nachspiel,” a general outline for which is provided below in
Example 5.3.
Example 5.3. form in “Nachspiel”
mm.
1–
3.1

mm.
3.2–5.1

mm.
5.2–
6.2

SMP chorale SMP

mm.
6.2–8.1

mm.
8.1–
9.3

chorale SMP

mm.
9.4–11.3

mm.
11.3–
12.3

chorale SMP

mm.
12.4–16

mm.
17–
21

chorale SMP

mm.
19–20.1

chorale

[SMP=St Matthew Passion; chorale=”Das alte Jahr vergangen ist”]
This simple table does not concern itself with key regions, meter, or
articulations of form, but reflects the alternation between Hensel’s settings of Bach’s
St Matthew Passion and the Lutheran chorale, “Das alte Jahr vergangen ist.” Example
5.4 provides the complete image of the “Nachspiel” from Ms. 155 for consultation
and confirmation of the alternation of the St Matthew Passion and the chorale.
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Example 5.4. Hensel’s “Nachspiel,” from Ms. 155
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Todd explains this tradition accordingly, “The technique of inserting free
interludes reflects the performance practice of organists of Fanny’s time, who would
improvise short passages between the strains of congregational chorales. We are
thus to imagine Fanny’s piano transforming itself into an organ, as it provides the
final commentary on the ‘year’ just past.”250
Both Sarah Rothenberg and John Toews offer context that calls into question
Todd’s assertion that the “Nachspiel” is “final commentary” on the year gone by. The
St Matthew Passion of Bach represented a final collaboration and point of departure
for Fanny and Felix in 1829, when, as Rothenberg highlights:
If there was in later years a nostalgia for the lost intimacy of life shared with
Felix . . . a musical link to the St Matthew Passion would be natural . . . .For
Fanny, the intensity of the rehearsal period for the St. Matthew would have
been heightened by the awareness of Felix’s imminent departure. The
combined effect of the excitement of the event, “inexpressible joy” at the
beauty of music and Felix’s leadership of it, and her inner personal anxieties
about the future would mark Fanny irrevocably with Bach’s great
masterpiece, and forever link the work to this pivotal year in her life.251
Toews affirms that 1829 was indeed “pivotal”; for Fanny, performing the
masterpiece of Bach was “an epochal event in German musical history and
culture.”252
With this perspective, the “Nachspiel” is not final commentary as Todd
proposes, but rather, it is a memory memorialized at the seam of the “December”
and “January”; a memory that is musically represented by the inclusion of the two
most significant figures in Hensel’s life—Felix and Bach. Recalling the preface of this

Todd, The Other Mendelssohn, 280.
Sarah Rothenberg, “‘Thus Far, but No Farther’,” 694.
252 John E. Toews, “Memory and Gender,” 736.
250
251
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dissertation, Stephen Rodgers explains a compositional trademark that has a direct
connection to the “Nachspiel.” He writes, Hensel has an “uncanny ability to
compose pieces that seem to wander freely, as if guided only by the needs of the
present moment, even as they tread well-worn paths.”253 Is not the twelve-month
journey that comprises a year the junction upon which the “present moment”
and the “well-worn path” meet? This question asked in the preface, may have
found its answer in the “Nachspiel,” a paradoxical space that remembers the
past, and by doing so, invites the pilgrim “to be unconcerned about the future,
which in any case almost always turns out differently from our expectations,
because one cannot and should not fathom it.”254

Stephen Rodgers, “Hensel’s Schematic Fantasies; or, The Art of
Beginning,” Analytical Essays on Music by Women Composers: Sacred and Secular
Music to 1900, ed. Laurel Parsons and Brenda Ravenscroft (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2018), v.
254 Hensel, Letters of Fanny Hensel, 296.
253
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Conclusions and Looking Ahead
In its first iteration (MA Ms. 47), Fanny Hensel’s piano cycle, Das Jahr, was a
working copy of twelve pieces for piano solo, believed for years to be the only
manuscript of the cycle. This version was a gift for her husband, Wilhelm, on
Christmas Day in 1841. Over 150 years later, the discovery of a second, more
complete version revealed a fair copy (MA Ms. 155), a collaboration between Fanny
and Wilhelm that re-envisions the cycle through three artistic mediums: the musical
modality (aural), the visual (vignettes that Wilhelm drew into the score), and the
textual (poetic verse excerpted from those German Romantic poets prized and
preferred by Fanny Hensel). The paradigm shift from the monomodality of Ms. 47 to
the multimodality of Ms. 155 prompted the methodology of this dissertation, a
course of inquiry that has carefully analyzed the expressive intersections of three
equal and contributing modalities that coalesce into the phenomenon that is Das
Jahr.
This dissertation has considered the ways in which words, art, and music
interact and intersect to create emergent meaning. The methodology has followed a
systematic critique and consideration of each poetic epigram’s fuller poetic context,
the exploration of autobiographical potential present in the artistic vignettes, and
the analysis of musical detail to arrive at dual interpretive filters. This was made
possible by widening the lens on the epigrams, considering stanzas well beyond the
excerpts present in the score. Exploring the deeper story world from which the
epigrams derive provided clarity of interpretation, further enriching the point of
intersection between modalities.
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By intentionally considering each month both as a discreet unit and as part of
a potential pair within the cycle, this research goes beyond the foundational and
essential work of Rothenberg, Toews, Kimber, Todd, and Thorau. The decision to
proceed with a month-by-month analysis is cued by the Hensels themselves through
music, poetry, and art. Both “Januar” to “Februar,” and “April” to “Mai,” are linked by
attacca connections. Epigrams from the same poet create other monthly pairings:
“Februar” and “März” both come from Goethe’s Faust; “Juli” and “August” are
sourced from Schiller. Artistic vignettes suggest yet other sequences: “April” and
“Mai” join together a mother and child; in “Juli” a collapsed and defeated woman
arises for a celebratory harvest in “August.” These pairings are displayed below in
their seasonal groupings.
“Januar”
Dreaming and Anticipation

Winter
“Februar”
“März”
Frivolity and Turmoil Contemplation and Triumph

“April”
Hope and Deception

Spring
“Mai”
Change and Assurance

“Juni”
Longing and Reminiscence

“Juli”
Defeat and Persistence

Summer
“August”
Victory and Liberation

“September”
Melancholy and Solitude

“October”
Nature and the Hunt

Autumn
“November”
Grief and Recollection

“December”
Honor and Tribute
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As my analysis has further uncovered, not only do music, poetry, and art of
Das Jahr suggest expressive pairings between months, but also within. A sampling of
this includes the frivolity and turmoil in “Februar,” hope and deception in “April,”
defeat and persistence in “Juli,” grief and recollection in “November.” Although the
subjectivity of such an assertion may be eschewed by some scholars, this should not
detract from the value in an emotive reading; such meanings are discovered at the
intersection of the three modalities.
This interpretive approach undergirds one of the primary findings of this
dissertation—overarching themes of persistence and resilience are present both
within and throughout the months of Das Jahr. For example, “Juli” is fraught with an
emotional drought that is reflected in all three modalities—the image of a collapsed
female gripping a staff, an epigram that refers to dry and arid land, and a distinctive
falling motive in the melody. “Juli”’s sense of parched earth and emotion is
countered in “August”— a female figure stands erect and celebrates the harvest in
the vignette; a bountiful harvest scene is depicted in the words of the epigram; and
an alpenhorn rings out horn-fifths in the piano. Together these two months express
themes of victory and liberation and conjoin to form a meta-commentary of
persistence and resilience.
A similar sense of persistence and resilience is present between “September”
and “October.” “September”’s introspective melancholy—depicted by the vignette of
a woman sitting next to a river, an epigram declaring, “never will I be happy” from
Goethe’s An dem Mond, and music expressing the labyrinth of triplet figures
entangled with a Thalbergian melody—is juxtaposed alongside an extroverted,
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nature-filled “October,” in which an exuberant sense of the gregarious is
communicated explicitly through a hunt topic and an extroverted focus on nature.
Perhaps the most significant contribution of this dissertation is the way in
which this methodology provides an analytical approach to the autobiographical
potential of the cycle. As a matter of practice, such an approach is oft considered too
subjective and inconsequential. In the case of Das Jahr, however, it is entirely
appropriate, even essential. Hensel’s original conception of this work was
exceedingly private, even sacred, as a gift given at Christmas time to Wilhelm.
Sometime after the original gift was shared, Fanny and Wilhelm achieved something
rather paradoxical—at the same time that they expanded the expressive capacity of
Das Jahr by adding poetic text and imagery, they simultaneously created a more
intimate rendering of the cycle, one that absolutely aligns with autobiographical
elements at the intersection of their lives. By uncovering the emergent meaning
present in Das Jahr, this methodology has accessed the potential for an analysis that
is able to mediate emotion with more objective evidence, thereby underscoring the
validity of an autobiographical reading.
What a creative milieu Hensel and Wilhelm assembled together. With the
addition of artistic modalities, Hensel’s cycle becomes a canvas to explore the
journey of a woman through time. A simple interpretation of Das Jahr points to
Hensel’s creation of a musical monthly calendar. The intersection of modalities
depicts a journey of Fanny through time—a character striving for balance, as Hensel
was forever oscillating between worlds both public and private, professional and
domestic. This duality of continuity and interruption, and linear narrative and
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mosaic vignette, is made explicit by the methodology of this dissertation. The
discursive explorations of multimodality open a new path of inquiry that balances
the emotive with more objective evidence to unveil an interpretation that is both
impactful and poignant.
Considering the cycle is a depiction of the passage of time, future research of
Hensel’s Das Jahr could benefit from analysis that prioritizes a careful reading of
meter and rhythm.255 Another beneficial analytical approach would be to examine
Hensel’s potential use of linkage technique. As the months link one to the other
through three modalities, a focus on elements of motivic linkage at formal
delineations within months, between months, and between seasons, could provide
much to consider and discover.256
A second research implication is the potential of a performative analysis of
Das Jahr. Often, musical analysis takes a microscopic view of things, zooming so far
in without zooming back out in order to consider the whole aesthetic picture. A
Authors whose writing would mold that endeavor would be William
Rothstein, Phrase Rhythm in Tonal Music (1989); Christopher Hasty, Meter as
Rhythm (1997); Fred Lerdahl and Ray Jackendoff, A Generative Theory of Tonal Music
(1983). Further research and analysis of time in the semiotic realm would begin
with Robert S. Hatten, “The Troping of Temporality in Music” (Chapter 4 in
Approaches to Meaning in Music, edited by Byron Almén and Edward Pearsall,
2006), and Kofi Agawu’s ideas of beginnings, middles, and endings in Music as
Discourse: Semiotic Adventures in Romantic Music (2014).
256 The writing and research of Michael Baker would be the best launching
point for such a study, particularly his paper entitled, “A Framework for Describing
Linkage Technique in Tonal Music,” delivered at the Annual Conference of the
Society for Music Theory, Minneapolis, MN, in 2011. See also Walter Frisch and his
writing on linkage technique in Brahms and the Principle of Developing Variation
(1984); see also Peter H. Smith’s article “New Perspectives on Brahms’s Linkage
Technique” (Intégral 21, 2007) and his collaboration with Heather Platt as coeditors of Expressive Intersections in Brahms: Essays in Analysis and Meaning (2012).
255
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priority of this research and analysis has been to take the reader through the entire
year, motivated by the linear and chronological rendering Hensel laid out in the
cycle herself.
In addition, a comparative analysis of Das Jahr alongside Tchaikovsky’s The
Seasons, op. 37a. would be apropos as the work is also a piano cycle of twelve
months with accompanying texts (no vignettes). Curiously, the titles of
Tchaikovsky’s months bear a striking, if not plagiaristic resemblance to Hensel’s.
With titles like Carnival for February, Snowdrop for April, Harvest for August, The
Hunt for September (a correlation to Hensel’s “October”) and Christmas for
December, I suspect there are further correlations to discover.
This dissertation has outlined the unique convergence of music, texts, and
images within Hensel’s Das Jahr; however, much work remains to be done on other
collaborating artists of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, a time during which
composers and graphic artists sought increasingly to find common ground. Thus, my
work here on the partnership of the Hensels invites further investigations into the
layers of meaning that form when eye and ear interact, when image and sound and
meaning converge. As Brahms wrote upon seeing Max Klinger’s drawings to a
collection of his songs:
Perhaps it has not occurred to you to imagine what I must feel when looking
at your images. I see the music, together with the nice words—and then your
splendid engravings carry me away unawares. Beholding them, it is as if the
music resounds farther into the infinite and everything expresses what I
wanted to say more clearly than would be possible in music, and yet still in a
manner full of mystery and foreboding. Sometimes I am inclined to envy you,
that you can have such clarity with your pen; at other times I am glad that I
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don’t need to do it. But finally I must conclude that all art is the same and
speaks the same language.257 [emphasis mine]
The three voices that speak throughout Das Jahr create an emergent
language, one that relies upon the presence of each voice. The polyphonic dialogue
of this multimodal work ultimately magnifies the meaning of this seasonal portrait
of time. The ways in which these voices intertwine from month to month and season
to season reveal a singular language, the most emergent sound a whisper that time
is fleeting. This reality is most embodied in the early death of Fanny at age forty-one,
whose final words to her beloved Wilhelm were, “I’m happier than I deserve to be.”
The paradox of the final words to her husband is reflected in the narrative she left
behind in Das Jahr: seasons of joy and sorrow, youth and age, tragedy and triumph.

Walter Frisch, German Modernism: Music and the Arts (Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 2006), 96.
257
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